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ADOPTION

LAW PRIOR TO THE HINDU ADOPTIONS AND
MAINTENANCE ACT 1956

Note.— Material and important alterations and modifications in the tv'
relating to adoptions have been brought about by legislation, embodied
in the Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956. Overriding application
has been given to that Act. Adoptions made after the commencement of
that Act must be in accordance with the provisions contained in it and
any adoption made in contravention of those provisions will be void.
Validity of adoptions previously made is not affected in an y manner. The
rules in the following paragraphs of this Chapter state the law before
coming into operation of that Act.

He whom his father and mother give to another as his son ..is consicieied
as a son given the gift being confirmed b y pouring water.

But let no man give or accept an only son, since he must remain to raise
up a progeny for the obsequies of ancestors. Nor let a woman give or
accept a son, unless with the assent of her iord.

The aged parents, a virtuous wife, and an infant child must be inainudned
even by doing a hundred misdeeds.5

This chapter has been discussed under the following heads:
I. Persons who ma)' laufull-t' take in aa'opuiolz— § 449-73.

II. Persons lawfully capable of giving in adoption— § 474-79A.
Ill. Persons who may be lawfully taken in adoption— § 480-87.
IV. Act to adoption and ceremonies incidental to it— § 488-93.
V. Results of datiaL' adoption— § 494-500.

V1. Divesting of estate on adoption by widow— § 501-506.

I Mann.
2 VasLstha.
3 Mann cited in Mimakshara
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§ -i-15--17	 Principles of Hindu Law

	

VII.	 A/icniafio!is made prior 10 adop/ioii—.-. § 50-509.

	VI 11. 	 Surrender prior to adoption 	 § 509A.
IX. kffects of lewalici adoption— § 510- 511.

K. JIoc/c' of prof and estoppel-- §5S 512-51-t.

	

XI.	 Kritrimci adoption— § 515.

	

XII	 I//atone adoption— § 515A.

	

XIII.	 Ci (510/na!)' adoption in Punjab -	 5 1513.

§ 445. ADOP HON IN OTHER SYSTEMS OF LAW

Acoption is not recognised by Mohammedan law. nor is it recocnised

by tI-ic Parsi law. It is recognised b y the Hindu law, but even a that
system of law, there may be a familyf or caste, 5 custom prootuiting
adoption, and if such custom is proved, effect will be given to it b y the
courts.

§ 446. DIFFERENT FORMS OF ADOPTION

The ancient Hindu law recognised five kinds of adopted sons. Thu
modern Hindu law recognises only two namely , the daitaka -inc! the
Itritrima. The dattaka form is in use all over India. The kriteie,ea toriui
is prevalent in Mhhila and the adjoining districts.

The ancient Hindu law recognised 12 kinds of sons, of whom five
were adopted sons: Of these 12 only three are now recognised, namely
aurasa or legitimate son, dattaka or son given in adoption and kntri;nn
or son made. The whole of this chapter deals with dattaka adoption
except § 515, which deals with kr/ti/ma adoption. and § 515A, which
deals with il/atom adoption.

For dvvamushjayaua, see § 486. For custom of goda dattaka, see

VallaLu5a/aji v .11ahalaxmi BalJieii.7 For pietrika peetm, which is obsolete.

see S/ream Sunder z' State of B/bar

§ 447. OBJECT OF ADOPTION

The objects of adoption are twofold: the first is religious, to secure
spiritual benefit to the adopter and his ancestors by having a son for the
purpose of offering funeral cakes and libations of waters to the soul of

4 .t!zva,nmact Allabbad e' Miiha,n,nmad Ismail (1888) 10 All 289, 341).
S Fa,wzdra v Rajesuar (1885) 11 Cat 463, 12 IA 2.
6 Verabljai v BciC Hiraba e1903) 27 Born 492. 3)) IA 234.
7 AIR 1962 SC 356, 64 Born LIZ 433.
8 AIR 1981 SC 178.
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Adoption	 +48, 449

the adopter and his ancestors. The second is secular, to secure an heir

and perpetuate the adopter's name.9

The Supreme Court, agreeing with earlier decisions of the Privy Council.

has expressed the view that the validity of an adoption is to be determined

by spiritual rather than temporal considerations, and that devolution of

property is only of secondary importance.t1

\\'hen a Hindu gives a bo y in adoption, his act is, according to the

Hindu shastras, in the nature of a sacred gift voluntaril y made. It is on

that account, that Manu requires the gift to be confirmed b y pouring

water'. A daughter given in marriage, which is called aii)'ada1l and a

son given in adoption, which	 aich is called plItracn, stand in this respect on

the same footing. Both are gifts for religious and secular purposes.'

§ 448. REQUIREMENTS OF A VALID ADOPTION

No adoption is valid unless:

(I;	 the person adopting is lawfully capable of taking in adoption

(	 449-73):

(2)	 the person giving in adoption is lawfully capable of giving in

adoption (	 474-79);

(3	 the person adopted is lawfull y capable of being taken in adoption

($ 4SO-S):

the adoption is completed b y an actual giving and taking ( § 489);

and

5 the ceremon y called cia/ta honiam (oblation to fire) has been

performed. it is however, doubtful, whether the (Oi//cl buinaiii

ceremony is essential in all cases to the validity of adoption

(	 490).

I. PERSONS Woo M. y LAWFULLY TAKE IN ADOPTION

§ 449. WHO MAY ADOPT

Every male ma y adopt, provided he is othc,-wisc competent to do so

450). A wife can also adopt to her husband, but no other female can

adopt to an y other male: thus, a mother cannot adopt to her son, nor

a sister to her brother. A wife cannot adopt during her husband's lifetime,

exceot with his express consent,' 2 After his death, she ma y adopt, in

9 Seam,;, v Hariha,' (1911)  35 Den, 169, 1 -9-180, 8 IC 625; Ba! Ga;nacwar TOaC
Si'r,nivas (1915) J2 IA 135. 151. 39 lIen, 441. 470, 29 tC 639, AIR t951 PC 7, La!
Ht;ku,n 'Tcj Pro/op Singb ;' collector of Etab (1952) I All 60, AIR 1953 All 766.

10 C/'ai,thasc'L'/)ara ,' Kulandai,'e/,, AIR 1963 SC tOS. 193.
Sea,au, , I/mi/ia,' 35 Boa, lOu 1 7 , 180, 8 tC 625.

12 .\Ora,'a;; , A'ana (1870)	 Rota HCAC 153
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§ 450	 Principles of Hindu Law

certain parts of India, only if he has expressly authorised hei to adopt,
and in other parts of India, even without such authority ( 452). However,
in no case, can a wife or a widow adopt a son to herself; the adoption
must be made to her husband. An adoption by a woman of a son to
herself is invalid and it confers no legal rights upon the Pelson adopted. °

It will be seen that adoption can be made by the wife to the husband.
It is true that if the husband had made an adoption dui lug his lifetime.

his wife would have joined him. The wife ill a case is described

as pratinhitriincita aclopted mother). Such an adoption, though in an

academic sense, may perhaps be called joint adoption, is not an adoption

by the wife to herself but the adoption is to the husband.0

It will also he seen from the above, that a Hindu ma y either himself

adopt, or delegate the power to adopt to his wife. However, he cannot
delegate the power to any other person. Though, a l-Iindu widow cannot

under Hindu law, adopt to herself, yet when she is domiciled in French
India, she can, under French law, which, as the law of domicile, determines
her capacity to adopt a son, as well as he status of the adopter. adopt

a son to herself, and the son so adopted can succeed to her es tare . H pv

a special custom, -roved to exist amongst a particular community, an
adoption can be made to a person after his and his widow's death by

the father or other agnates of the adoptive father.

§ 450. ADOPTION BY MALE

(1) Subject to the provisions of any law for the time being in force, even'

male Hindu, who is of sound mind, 
17 and has attained the age of

discretion, even though he may be a minor, 
18 may lawfully take a son

in adoption, provided he has no son, grandson, or great-grandson, natural

or dopted, 19 livin g at the time of adoption.
The 1-ligh Court of Bombay has held that a Hindu, who has a son,

grandson or great-grandson living at the time, cannot adopt even if the

13 Cbowdry Pudiiin Sinh v Koer Oodey Sinh (1869) 12 MIA 350, 356; .\'aie,idra v Lana

.Vat;) (1909) 36 Cal 824, 3 IC 996.
14 Kastziri V ponna,ninal AIR 1961 SC 1302.
15 CS Nataaja Pillai v cs Sub/,aiclya C'hettiar AIR 1950 PC 3

16 Kasi t iswanatbai v Somasuiidara,fl 51 cwN 374, PC.
17 Tayaminaul ii Sasbachalla (1865) 10 MR 429, pp 434-35; Sesha,n;na i' Pad,nauabha

Rao (1917) 40 Mad 660, 33 IC 578, AIR 1917 Mad 265.

18 Rajendro .Varain u' Saroda (1871) 15 WR 548; Jziinoona Dassi'a V Ba,na,coo,idat'i

(1876) 1 Cal 289, 295-96, 3 IA 72, 83-84 ; Pate! Manila! (1891) 15 5om 505; Sattuajil

V i'eiikataswami (1917) 40 Mad 925, 928-29, -40 IC 518, AIR 1918 Mad 1072: Kashinail)

Balkrshna v .lnant .iliirlidbar (1942) Born 782, 203 IC 352, AIR 19-12 Jlom 284.
19 Gopee La!! v C'hnndraoiec (1872) IA Supp Vol 131; Knishiia Kohali V .\irana Kohali

AIR 1991 06 13-1
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Adoption	 § 450

son, grandson or great-grandson, is disqualified from inheriting on any

of the grounds mentioned in § 98(1) 20 eg, if he is a congenital idiot.'
The High Court of Madras has dissented from that view and held that

he can adopt .22 Even according to the Madras view, such an adoption
would, since the Hindu Inheritance (Removal of Disabilities) Act 1928,
be invalid, unless the son, grandson, or great-grandson was a lunatic or

idiot from birth (see § 98(2)).
(2) The fact that the adopter is a bachelor, 23 or a widower, 2, or that

his wife does not consent to the adoption, 25 or that she is at the time

of adoption, pregnant to his knowledge, 26 does not prevent him from

taking a son in adoption.

Illustration

A, who has an adopted son B, adopts C. The adoption is' not valid,

for a Hindu cannot have two adopted sons at the same time. 2

Minor

Under the Indian Majority Act 1875, minority extends to the end of the

18th year, except in cases where a guardian has been appointed b y a

court of justice, or where the minor is under the 1 unsdiction of the Court

of Wards, in which case, it lasts till the end of the 21 year. The Indian

Majorit y Act 1875, does not apply to Hindus in matters of adoption.

Therefore, even a minor ma y adopt or authorise his widow to adopt.
provided he has attained the age of discretion, ie, has completed the age

of 15 vears.2

Consent of Court of Wards

There are local Acts which constitute Courts of Wards. These Acts contain
provisions, prohibiting a ward of the court from adopting without the

consent of the court.

20 Bharmappa u LJa':auda (1922) 46 Born 455, 65 IC 21e, AIR 1922 Born F3.

21 Kn.sdnaJi Hauinaiii Ra'bcwendra Keshar (1942) Born 8G, 201 IC 401, All) 1942

Born 178.
22 ?s'agamtnal t' SanL'arappa (1931) 54 Mad 576. 131 IC 9. AIR 1931 SLid 264.

23 Go1 r' .\'arayan (1888) 12 Born 329; Diirga Das r Santosh (1945) 1 CiiI 17.
24 C'banthaselthariithi t' Bra,nbhanna (1869) 4 Mad HC 270

25 Rzinarna v Atchama (1846) 4 MR 1.
26 In G:ira,nma v Ma//appa AIR 1964 Sc 510, 66 Born LB 284, decided b y the Supreinc

Court. the whole question was examined S'apabhushanain r Scshaiiimagan (1881)

3 Mad 180; Dan/at Ram z' Ram Sal (1907) 29 All 310; Hanma,it u Bhunachari'a

(1888) 12 Born 105.
27 RminRama V Atchaina (1846) 4 MIA 1; Mohcsb m' Tarmick (1893) 20 Csl 487. 20 IA 30.
28 Sattrajmi t' Venkaiaswami (1917) 40 Mad 925, 928-29. 931-22, 4)) IC 518, AIR 1918

Mad 1072.
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451, 452	 Principles of Hindu Law

Illegitimate son

The existence of an illegitimate son is no bar to an adoption .29

Deformity

A person who has become blind after he was born, is not disqualified
from taking a son in adoption. 30 Nor is a person who is suffering from
leprosy, which is not of a virulent form. 31 Reference may be made to the
Hindu Inheritance (Removal of Disabilities) Act 1928.

§ 451. ADOPTION BY WIFE

A wife cannot adopt a son to her husband during her husbands Ufetime
except with his express consent.32

An unmarried woman cannot adopt a son.33

§ 452. ADOPTION BY WIDOW

The law as to adoption by a widow is different in different states:3

(1) in Mithila, a widow cannot adopt at all, not even if she has the
express authority of her husband;

(2) in Bengal, 35 Benares, 36 and Madras, a widow may adopt under an
authority from her husband in that behalf. Such authorit y ma y be
express or implied. It cannot be implied from the mere absence
of a prohibition to adopt. 37 Nor would such authority be implied
from the facts that the widow went through the cermonics of
adoption and executed a deed of adoption containing a recital
that her husband had expressed his desire that she would adopt
the respondent and that she had made an application for
appointment of herself as guardian of the respondent;38

(3) in Madras state, a widow may also adopt without icr nusband s
authority, where the husband was separate at the time of ills
death, she obtains the consent of his sapiudas, and where he

29 Mabraja of Kolhcipur v Sundaram (1925) 48 Mad 1, 93 IC 705, AIR 1925 Mid 497,
30 Fakirnatj, u Krushanchandra AIR 1954 Oil 176.
31 .tfalojirao u Tarabat AIR 1956 Born 397.
32 .Varayan v .Vcina (1870) 7 Born HCAC 153.
33 .4sokc Naidu v Raymond S Midu AIR 1976 SC 272.
34 collector of Madura v Moor!oo Ramalinga (1868) 12 MIA 397, 435-36.
35 Brswanath u D/iapzi AIR 1966 Cal 13 (proof of authority—facts co be considered).
36 Babu Motisinq v Dtirgabai (1929) 53 Born 242, 114 IC 379, AIR 1929 Born 57.
37 Balasubrahmanya Pandva Thalaivar v Subbaya Thevar (1938) 65 IA 93, (193) Mad

551, 40 Born LR 704, 72 IC 724, AIR 1938 PC 34.
38 Sbanti Bai v Miggo Devi A1R1980 SC 2008 (Benaras school).
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c	 Principles of Hindu Law

well-recognised in judicial decisions, that except in Madras and Punjab,
the onus of proof no longer lies on those who assert it, but upon those
who assert an exception to it.

Adoption By Widow Under Express Authority From Her Husband

§ 453. WHO MAY GIVE AUTHORITY TO ADOPT

Every Hindu of sound mind, who has attained the age of discretion,'
may authorise his wife except in Mithila) to adopt a son to him after
his death, even if he has not attained the age of majoritv.

The authority to adopt may be given by the husband, even if he was
a member of a Mitakshara joint family at the time of his death-' 9 As to
adoption by a minor, see notes to § 450.

§ 454. AUTHORITY TO. WIDOW TO ADOPT

Authority can be given to widow alone—The authority to adopt can be
given to the widow alone, and not to an y other person, nor can it be
given to the widow conjointly with another.

Joint Authority to Widow and Another

Where the authority to adopt is given to the widow conjointly with
another person, the authority is void and an adoption made in pursuance
of such authority is invalid.5'

Authority to Widow to Adopt with Consent of a Specified
Person

Though a Hindu cannot join any other person except his wife in making
an adoption, he may direct his wife to adopt with the consent of a
specified person, or he may direct her not to adopt without the consent
of a specified person. Where the direction is to adopt with the consent
of a specified person, and it appears from the context and surrounding
circumstances that the consent was to be a condition precedent, as
where the wife is very young and the paramount intention shown by the

47 Reference may be made to .4ravamudha 1yeni .ar v Ramaswa,ni (1953) Mad 123, AIR
1952 Mad 245.

48 Pate! Vandravan v Pate! Manila! (1891) 15 Born 565.
9 See 3acboo v Mankorpbai (1907) 31 Born 373, 34 1A 107.

50 .4rnrito La! v Surnomo, (1900) 27 Cal 996, 27 IA 128; Bhagt'andas t' Rajna/ (1873);
10 Born HC 241 (Jams). As to effect of provisions of s 37 of the Court of Wards Act;
Thakurji it Parmethwar Da yal AIR 1960 All 339.

51 ,4,nrito La! v Surnoinoye (1900) 27 Cal 996, 27 IA 128.
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Adoption	 § 452

was joint, she obtains the consent of his undivided coparceners
(see § 462);

Where the husband had given authority to adopt, no question of
consent of sapindas can arise39

(4) in Bomba y state, a widow ma y adopt even without am' authority
(see § 463).

In all parts of India except Madras and Punjab, the jams observe the
custom, by which a widow is entitled to adopt to her husband without
his authority. The rule is so well-known and so well-established by
judicial decisions, that it is no longer necessary to plead and prove it in
any part of India except Madras and Punjab . 4U Such custom prevails
amongst the Agarw'als of Marwar, who generall y adhere to Iainism. 4 ' In
lifunizalal i Ra/L'u1?2ar, 2 the Supreme Court pointed out that this custom
has become a part of the law applicable to Jams in India (except in
Madras and Punjab) by a long and uninterrupted course of acceptance
and held that it governed Digamber Jams of the Porval sect residing in
Madhya Pradesh.

In Mysore, the law in respect of the authority of a widow' to adopt
under Mysore Act 10 of 1933 was in line with the law in the Bombay
state..3

Anong the Raghuhansi Rajputs, who immigrated from Avodhya to
Chindwara, a widow ma y adopt without authority of her husband.4

The difference of opinion between the various schools of Hindu law
noted above arises from different interpretations put upon a text of
Vasistha, which sa ys 'Nor let a woman give or accept a son, unless will)
the assent of her lord.

Adoption by Jain Widow

A lain widow cannot adopt a son to her husband without the authorirv
of her husband or the consent of his sapindas,'' in the absence of proof
of custom to the contrary . 4 ' However, the custom is so universal and so

31) Va//abbala/ji v Mahalax,ni Bahuji AIR 1962 SC 356. ( boin LI) -433.

4 Pre,n Raja v Muichaud Ka,war (1947) 74 IA 254 Ma,j/,af z: Szu,'a,icbaucl AIR 1948
PC 177, 53 C''N 112; Laxmiba: v Pushbai AIR 1953 MO 193

41 Go'iudra,n i Sheabrasad (1948) Nag 98.
4 AIR 1962 SC 1493.
43 Era,uma z' Muddappa AIR 1966 SC 113'
4-4 i1s: A'esarbai r Jndarstngh (1945) Nag 1, 71 IA 190.
q5 Pena A,nrnani v Kris,hnasanzi (1893) 16 Mad 182; Gettappa v Eramma (1927) 511 Mad

228, 97 IC 503, AIR 19	 Mad 228.
46 Lashni Ghand u Gatlo Ba (1886) 8 All 319; Mauobar La! v Banarsj Das (1907) 29

All 495, Asha7f1 A'anwar i. Rup Chand (1908) 30 All 197; Harnabh Pc,5had v Mana'ii
Doss (1900) 2 7 Cal 379
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§ 455. AUTHORITY TO CO-WIDOW

\X'here there are two or more widows, and the authority to adopt is given
to one of them onl y , she may adopt without consulting the other widows,
and she alone, it seems, can adopt.

In .\'arasi,nba i' Pa,ihasarathY9 a case from ladras, their Lordships

of the Privy Council left it an open question, whether if a power to adopt

is given to two or more widows jointly, such power would be valid, but

they held that even if it were so, it must be exercised b y them all and
Chat it could not be exercised after the death of an y one of them.

Apart from cases of authorth' given to two widows or custom to that

effect, the general rule would seem to be that the law does not contemplate
adoption by two co-widows.>

Whe re the authority to adopt is given to the widows severall y , the
senior widow has the prior right to exercise the power of adoption. The

junior widow has no right to adopt unless the senior \Vido\\ refuses 10

do so.° A widow cannot adopt when her co-widow has \:ihidlv adopted
and the adopted son is living.52

§ 456. FORM OF AUTHORITY

The authority to adopt ma y be given 'erbahly, 3 or in writing. If it is in
writing, it must be registered, unless the authority is given under a will.'

If the authority is contained in a will, the will must be executed in

accordance with the formalities required by s 63. Indian Succession Act

1925. Although, a will made by an undivided member of a joint Mitakshara

family cannot take effect on the testator's interest on the joint estate, vet

a power of adoption contained in a testamentary document properly
executed would be a perfectly operative provision.

58 Sfra>zOe s Hindu Law VOL II. P 91.ifa)'nes Hindu Law, P 118.
59 (191-f)	 lad 199, 220-21, 41 IA 51, 69-70. 23 IC 166, [ached v ifs! Puihafi (192)))

.17 All 266. 54 IC 910, AIR 1920 All 166. Se also Sa,-ada Pi-asad z' Rama Pan (1912)
17 CWN 319. 16 IC 817.

60 Vithal v ,-lnsahai AIR 1977 Born 298; Ya,nunabai uJa,nunabi AIR 1929 Nag 211.
0 Btjov r' Ranjit 0911) 38 Cal 694, 12 IC -460; .lIondakini Dasi v .-ldiiiath Dcv (1891)

18 Cal 69; Ranjit Lai v Bijoy Krishna (1912) 39 Cal 582. 14 IC 17.
62 See § 462 8), -+63 (4), and 47)). Shit'aøpa Riidrappa v Rzidrrava chanbasappa

(1933) 57 Born 1, 142 IC lbq . AIR 1932 Bout 410.

63 Oral authorit y must be strictl y proved—Ra,nnatb- v Rangopa1 (1951) Nag 294, AIR

1951 Nag 434; Siunaurraba, v Rishabk,onar (1953) Nag 69, AIR 1952 Nag 295.
6-4 .)Iu,asaddi [at u Kiindan Lot 1 1906) 28 All 37, 33 IA 55 Section 17 (3), Registration

Act 1908. See Rawar ' Ben, Bahathir (1926) 1 Luck 403, 93 IC 567, AIR 1926 PC 97.
65 On, Prakasi,, Goela v .ift Chandar Kala AIR 1950 EP 35, -.vhcthcr a document is to

he read as a will or i lucre authority to adopt, must he a matter of construction.
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Adoption	 § 454

document giving authority to adopt is not to obtain the spiritual benefits
arising from the adoption, but to have a son to inherit, an adoption made

without the consent of the person named is invalid, whether such person

be alive or dead at the time of adoption.52

Where the boy to be adopted was to be chosen by four executors and

one of the executors selected the boy after consulting the co-executors,
who did not express their disapproval either before or at the time of
adoption, the adoption was held to be valid. 53 Where the direction is that
she should not adopt without the consent of a specified person, an
adoption made without such consent is invalid in ever y case, whether
such person be alive or dead at the time of adoption. 5 However, where
she is merely directed to consult or take the advice of certain persons
before making an adoption, such direction is merely recommendatory
and not mandatory, and an adoption made without consulting such
persons is valid.55

Illustrations

(a) A Hindu by his will appoints five persons as executors and

trustees, and authorises his widow to make an adoption with the

consent of those persons. Four of the trustees prove the will and

undertake the trust, but the fifth declines to do so. An adoption

by the widow with the consent of the four who prove the will
is vand.sn

(b) A, by his will, authorises his wife to adopt a son and directs that

she must adopt only a boy approved by five persons named as
trustees. One of them declined to act and three others died.

Adoption by the widow with the consent of the remaining trustee

52 Ra,cndra Prasad t' Gopal Prasad (1930) 57 IA 296. 10 Pat 18', 12 IC 3, AIR 1930
IC 242. re\ ersing SC in (1928) 7 Pat 25, 108 IC 545. AIR 1929 Pit 51; Radha
Madhab fir r .'?ajcndra Prasad Bose (2933) 12 Pat 72, 1'9 IC 890, AIR 2933 Pat 250.

53 Rattan Lair J3aj Nath (1938) Lab 1, PC. 169 IC 902, AIR 193' PC 292.
5-1 Ran,'zrbai r Bha,o"ihibai (1878) 2 Born 377, Arnrrt Lal r Sli,'nOinove (1900) 2' CiI

996, 1002. 2' IA 128, 132; Bal GanRadhar Ti/ak r' Sbnnrvas(1915) -12 IA 135. 39 Boor
411. 29 IC 639. AIR 1915 PC 7.

55 Szsrend,'a A'audan t'Sailaja (1891) 18 Cal 385. cited with approval in Srin'anarayana
t' (crikajaramana (1906) 29 Mad 382, 633 IA 1 q 5. Om Prakasi, Gocia I: MI C'handar
Kaia Alt) 2950 EP 35.

56 Bal Ganad1,ar l'ilab z'Shrinjs. (1915) 42 IA 135, 39 Born 441, 29 IC 639. AIR 1915
PC 7

5' Kortirrirsu'ami :' Veeravj, AIR 1959 SC 577.
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Minor's Will

If an authority to adopt is given by a minor in writing purporting to be
a will, the document must be registered. The reason is that a minor
cannot make a will, and the writing can onl y be treated as non-
testamentary, in which case, it must be registered as required by law."

§ 457. CONDITIONAL AUTHORITY

The authority to adopt may be conditional, but the condition must not
be illegal.

An authority to adopt in case of a disagreement between the widow
and the natural born son, even if the son should then be living, is
invalid; 68 the reason is that a Hindu cannot adopt while he has a son
living ( 450). However, an authority to adopt in case of the natural born
son dying under age and unmarried, is valid.69

§ 458. AUTHORITY MUST BE STRICTLY FOLLOWED

The authority to adopt must be strictly obeyed .7
The duty of the widow is to obey such directions as her husband may

have given as to the wa y in which she ..hou1d exercise the power ot
adoption to him, 71 or as to the boy to be adopted 72 Where the husband
directed that the widow should adopt a boy from his famil y or of his
gorra, the adoption of any other boy is invalid. 3 Thus, where the authority
to the widow is to adopt within a specified period, she cannot adopt
after the expiration of that period.7

Where the widow is authorised by her husband to adopt, 'if no male
or female child should be born to him' she cannot adopt if a daughter

06 7.eciior. 59, Indian Succession Act 1925.
6	 it,ai'aratnant z' 5zidarana (1925) 48 Mad 614, 52 IA 305, 80 IC 33, AIR 1925

PC 196.
68 Solukhna v Ramdo/a/ (1811) 1 Beng SD 32i (second edn. i34)
69 i'ellanki v Venkata Rama (1976) 1 Mad 174. i IA 1.
70 C'howdryPiidu,n Singh ,'Koer Ooder Singh (1869) 12 MIA 350. 356, 2 Beng LR, 10).

PC 12 WR 1 PC; Szireuth'o Keshab i' Doorr,asoo,iden' (1892) 19 IA 108, 122. 19 Cal
513; Rajendra Prasad v Go/Prasad(1930) 57 IA 290. 303 10 I'jt 187. l9o, 12 t('
Th3, AIR 1930 PC 242.

71 SuabaivBapu (1920)47 IA 202. 205, 4 Cal 1012, 1018.57 IC 1, AIR 1921 PC 88.
)'a4ao r Na,ndeo (1921) 48 IA 513, 522. 49 Cal 1, 12. 64 IC 53e, AIR 1922 PC 216.
See RajendraPrasadvGopaJ pra,a'(1928) 7 Pat 245. 108 IC 545. AIR 1929 Pa; 51.

2 KalawatiDevi i' Dharant Prakasl, (1933) 55 All 78, &) IA 90, 142 IC 1, AIR 1933 PC
71; Rajgopalacbari z' Venkat O,uda,n,na AIR 1956 Hyd 153

73 Sundaraswudu i. Adinaravana (1940) Mad 233, 189 IC 303, AIR 1939 Mad 909.
'- .ilzaasaddi La/i' Kz,ndan Lal (1906) 28 All 377, 33 1A 55.
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is born to him, although, she may be born after his death .7i Where the
widow is authorised by her husband to adopt a bo y named by him, and
she adopts the boy, she is not precluded from adopting another boy after
the death of the adopted boy, unless there is a direction prohibiting her
from adopting any other boy. Such a direction to operate as a prohibition
must be explicit and absolute.76

Illustrations
(a) A authorised his widow to adopt 'one oI the Sons' of B. The

authority to adopt will be deemed to have been strictl y pursued,
if any one of B's sons is adopted, whether lie was in existence
at the date of the authority or was born thereafter. Such an
authority does not limit the widow's choice to a son of B who
was in existence at the date of the authority . 77

(b) A directs by his will that his widow W should 'so far as possible
adopt 5, the second son of my elder brother, if he cannot be
obtained, any other boy should be adopted with the advice of
the trustees'. In consequence of ill feelings arising between 112'
and Sand his family, Wadopts, with the consent of the trustees,
her sister's son. The adoption is invalid. The words, so far as
possible', mean that unless there are conditions outside the w:il
preventing the possibility of the adoption, the widow, when she
does adopt, is to exercise her power in favour of S. The boy
could be obtained and mere ill-feeling between Wand Sand his
family could not justify Win disobeying the mandatory directions
of her husband."

§ 459. EXERCISE OF AUTHORITY TO ADOPT DISCRETIONARY:
NO LIMIT OF TIME

A widow who is authorised by her husband to adopt may or may not
adopt at hc d13L1ioU. 3ii utidci iio igii u'uiigiuori to aciopt, even
if she has been expressly directed by her husband to do so. Her right.s
to the husband's estate are not in any way affected by her omission or
refusal to adopt.*) Nor is there any limit to the time during which she

75 Bhagwar Koer v Dhanz€khdarj (1919) 46 IA 259, 47 Cal 466, 53 IC 347, AIR 1919
PC 75.

'6 YadeovATa,ndeo(19 7 1) 48 [A 513,49 Ca! 1.64 IC 536, AIR 1922 PC 216; Laksh,n,;
v Rajaji (1898) 22 Born 996.

77 .Wurasada'j La! u Kundan La! (1906) 28 All 377, 33 IA 55.
78 Sitabai v Bapzi (1920) 47 IA 202. 47 Cal 1012, 57 IC 1, AIR 1921 PC 88.
79 ('handrakhara v Kiilandat'e/,g AIR 1963 SC 185, 192.
80 .Wutasaddj La! t' Kundan Lai (1906) 28 Al! 377, 33 IA 55: Sha,nat'aijoo v Du'arkacja.s

(1888) 12 Born 202; Uma Sundarj v Sourohinee (1881) Cal 288; Varai'ana Av yanqaru Vengi i 4,n,na! (1938) Mad 621.
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may act upon the authority given to her ( 471 (4)), see however,

§ 471-72.
As the widow is under no obligation to make an adoption. She can

postpone making an adoption, till the boy indicated by her husband,
whom she may not like is no longer available, and an adoption of
another boy after the one selected by her husband ceases to be available,
is not invalid on that ground.8

§ 459A. AGREEMENT NOT TO ADOPT IS CONTRARY TO
PUBLIC POLICY

An agreement by a widow with a reversioner or any other person not
to adopt a son to her husband, or which imposes on her power to adopt,
a restraint absolute or partial, is void as opposed to public polic y and
is not binding on her, even if there is valuable consideration for the
agreement. Such an agreement is also repugnant to Hindu law.2

§ 460. REVOCATION OF POWER TO ADOPT

(1) An authority to adopt may be revoked either expressl y or impliedly.
(2) If the authority is contained in a will to which the provisions of

the Indian Succession Act 1925 apply, it can onl y be revoked in the
manner provided by s 70 of that Act.

Illustration

A Hindu disposes of his ancestral property by a will made in
1889. At the date of the will, he was the sole surviving coparcener
with regard to that property, and as such entitled to dispose of
the property by will ( 255). The will contains an authorit y to
the widow to adopt, V if he did not adopt him in his lifetime,
and in the event of Vs death, in the wife's lifetime, to adopt P.
The testator adopts V in 1890, the legal result of which is that
he admits V as a coparcener in the famil y . He then makes
another will, which contains a disposition of propert y inconsistent
with the first will but contains no express revocation of the
earlier will nor of the authority to adopt therein contained. The
testator dies leaving his widow and V 1' dies next without issue.
After l's death, the widow adopts P The adoption of P is valid,
for though the second will is invalid in so far as it purports to
dispose of the coparcenary property (the testator not then being

81 Vanka Laksh,ninaravana :' MaizgalapDalh AIR 1950 Mad 601, (195W 1 MU 537: Hat,
Rao v Vnkatah (1953) Mad 62, AIR 1953 Mad 661.

8: Pzsnjabrao t' Sbeshrao AIR 1962 Ijon I'S.
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the sole copax-cener), it does not revoke the authority to adopt
contained in the first will.83

(Note.— As to the termination ofa widow's power to adopt. even under
the authority of her husband, see § 471 and 472.)

Adoption by Widow Without Husband's Authority

§ 461. ADOPTION BY WIDOW WITHOUT HUSBAND'S
AUTHORITY

The only parts of India where a widow may adopt without an express
authority from her husband are Madras and Bombay states.

§ 462. IN MADRAS

In Madras state, a widow may adopt without authority from her husband,
subject to the following conditions [ 452(3)1:

(1) she cannot adopt, if there is an express or implied prohibition
from her husband. A prohibition ought nor to be inferred from
the mere fact that the husband and wife were living separate:

(2) if her husband was separated at the time of his death, she must
obtain the consent of her father-in-law, and his consent as the
head of the family is sufficient. If the father-in-law is then dead,
she must obtain the consent of her husband's sapindas, but need
not obtain the consent of the daughter's son, 85 although, he is
the next heir;

However, the consent necessary to validate -the adoption is not the
consent of every sapinda, however remote. 87 The starting point relating
to the doctrine of consent of the sapindas was first enunciated by the
Privy Council in the case of Collector of Madura popularly known as the
Ram nad case. It was developed by decisions of the Privy Council and
the Madras High Court and culminated in the decision of the Supreme
Court in Tabsil Naidu v Kulla Naidu. 88 The consent required is that of a
substantial majority of the nearest sapindas, who are capable of forming

83 Venkatanara yana v. Szthba;nmal (1916) 43 IA 20, 39 Mad 107, 32 IC 373, AIR 1915
PC 37.

84 See § 463(1) Collector of Madura v Moouoo Rainalinga (1868) 12 MIA 397 (known
as the Ramnad case); Muthusami v Pu1avaratal(1922) 45 Mad 266, 66 IC 504, AIR

1922 Mad 106.
85 Sesbamma v Narasi,nbarao (1940) Mad 454, 188 IC 250, AIR 1940 Mad 356.
86 Gbanta china v Moparthi 51 CWN 875, PC.
87 Collector of Madura z.' .11ootroo Ranalinga (1868) 12 MIA 397; Viswasztndara

So,nasundra (1920) 43 Mad 876, 59 IC 609, AIR 1920 Mad 451 (consent of daughters
son not necessary).

88 See .4ppaswasni v Sarangpani AIR 1978 SC 1051.
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an intelligent and honest judgment in the matter. For instance, where
the consent of the nearest divided sapindas was sought on the ground

that the only undivided sapinda was insane and some of them refused
to consent alleging that he was sane, while he was really insane, it was
held that their refusal may be ignored. 90 Where the nearest sapindas have
capriciously withheld their consent, all that is necessary is a preponderance
of opinion among the reversioners in favour of the adoption. There need
be no family council in the order of the degree of relationship, nor is
it necessary that all of them should be consulted. The widow need not
consult her stepdaughter. 91 The absence of consent on the part of the
nearest sapindas cannot be made good by the authorisation of distant
relatives whose assent is more likely to be influenced by improper
motives. 92 This does not mean that the consent of a near sapinda, who
is incapable of forming a judgment on the matter, such as a minor or
a person who being dumb, is partially incapacitated, 93 or a lunatic, is
either sufficient or necessary; nor does it exclude the view that, where
a near relative is clearly proved to be actuated by corrupt or malicious
motives, or refuses his consent without exercising an honest judgment in
breach of his duty, 94 his dissent may be disregarded. Nor does it
contemplate cases where the nearest sapinda happens to be in a distant
country , and it is impossible without great difficult y to obtain his consent,
or where he is a convict or suffering a term of imprisonment. Save in
exceptional cases such as those mentioned above, the consent of the
nearest sapindas must be asked, 95 and if it is not asked, it is no excuse
to say that they would certainly have refused. 9' A widow who has not
been authorised by her husband has to consult all the nearest sapindas.
Where out of five such sapindas, she had approached onl y three of them
and obtained their consent, it was held that it was not enough to validate
the adoption. 97 In short:

89 Athtsu,nilli V Athisu,nilli (1902) 47 IA 99. 43 Mad 650. 56 IC 391. Al p 1920 PC
Venka:akrishnarn,na V A?inuapurnanrna (2900) 23 Mad 486.

90 Coellathammal alias Amina,nutha,nmal z' Kalithecrtbci Pula, (19i3) 51:10 107, 202 IC
747, AIR 1942 Mad 606.

91 Brabtna Sastri v Su,nirra,nrna (1934) 57 Mad 411, 152 IC 200, AIR 1934 Mad 191.
S:thba Rao v Venkata Saryanarayana (1953) 2 MLJ 97 AIR 1953 Mad 755.

92 Vra v Balasurya (1918) 45 IA 265, 41 Mad 998, 48 IC 706. AIR 1918 PC 97.
93 Affi 1970 SC 1673.
94 Cbandrasbekbara v Kiidond.aivelu AIR 1956 Mad 370; Narastinham v Venkata

Narasimba Ran AIR 1963 AP 78; Kotial z' Sttarainapya AIR 1960 Al' 578, Somiab r
Raflamma AIR 1959 AP 244; Subbayya v Rarnkoteswara Rao AIR 1958 Al' 479

95 Aausurnihi vAdusuinilli (1920) 47 IA 99, 102, 43 Mad 650. 654, 56 IC 391. AIR 191'
PC 4.

96 Venkamrna vSubrahrnantam(1907) 26 Mad 34 IA 22, 30 Mad 50, 53 affirming (1003
26 Mad 627.

97	 1' Sarma v C Ra,nalakshnzamma AIR 1972 AP 270.'
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• there should a	 f of assent on the part of the sc:pi,zdasas should be sutfi	 :upport the inference that the adoption
was made by the w	 at from capricious or corrupt motives or
in order to defeat the . estof this or that sapinda. but upon a fair
consideration by what may be called a family council, of the
expediency of substituting an heir by adoption to the Qeceased
husband.98

The assent of the sapindas is necessary because of the sposed
incapacity of the widow for independent action, and not b y reason of
the effect of adoption upon the proprietar y rights of the coparceners or
reversioners . property considerations are no more paramount in he case
of an undivided family than in the case of divided family. : the
absence of agnate reversioners, the widow can adopt with the consent
of the nearest cognate reversioner, eg, the father's sister's son.' However,
the consent of cognates will be sufficient only when there are nc acynate
reversioners.-' It was held in Rangoon that, if there were no sapi,las. the
widow hau ;: Jnrestricted power to adopt. 3 However, this view seems
to be opposed to principle and authority.

Since the motive of the widow in making an adoption is irre;evant,
the refusal of consent by sapindas on the ground that the motive of the
widow is improper would amount to impro perly withholding the consent.In Tabsil Naidu v Ku/la Naidu, 6 the Supreme Court held that a Hindu
widow, even if she happens to be the nearest sapinda, would not be
a competent adviser, and, consequently, there is no requirement that her
consent must be obtained for validating the adoption. The consent must
be obtained from the nearest male sapindas. This conclusion was founded
on the principle that if a widow cannot exercise an independent judgment
in the matter of making an adoption herself, it would follow that she
would not he able to exercise an ndenenrienriidgmnr in the matterOf giving consent to adoption by another widow.

Where the nearest sapinda consents to an adoption, but dies before
the adoption, the adoption is nevertheless valid, provided there has been

98 Vellanki u Venkata Raina (1876) 1 Mad 174, 190-91, 4 IA II; Subba Rao t'Satvanarayana AIR 1953 Mad 755, (1953) 2 ML! 9799 chandrasekbara v Ku1Ianda,/j AIR 1963 SC 185, 194; Vennetj Sijnda,'a Rama Raov Satyanarajia,fljh, (1949) 2 MLJ 199, AIR 1950 Mad. (1950) Mad	 1.1 Kesarsingh vSecretay of State (1926)49 Mad 652.95 IC 651, AIR 1926 Md 881.2 ('handrappa v Gyana,nrna AIR 1953 f-!yd 275, FB.
3 Parna/00 .4ppalswamy v E Moosalaya (1934) 12 Rang 22, 147 IC 716. AIR 1933Raj 334.
4 Ba/asz gbrah,,?

va Pandya Tha/awar v Subbaiya Thevar (1938) 05 IA 93. (1935)551, 40 Born LR 704, 172 IC 724, AIR 1938 PC 34.
5 Appaswarnt v Sarangpani AIR 1978 sc 1051.
6 AIR 1970 SC 1673.
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no material change of circumstances during the interval and there are no
other grounds on which the adoption when actually made, could be

objected to by the then nearest sapindas. A widow may adopt with the

authority of the nearest sapinda though no particular boy was mentioned,

within a reasonable period and when the circumstances have not matenallv

changed .7 The requirement of consent is not a matter of form, but of

substance. 8 A sapinda having duly given his consent cannot arbitraril y or

capriciously withdraw it.9
Where a Hindu dies leaving a widow and son, the widow, even with

his consent cannot adopt to her husband while the son is living. However,

the son may consent to an adoption by the widow (his own mother) by
his will, and such consent will validate an adoption made after his death.
The fact that the son could have no interest in the estate after his death,

does vitiate the consent. Nor is the adoption vitiated b y the fact that the

consent of sapindas living at the time of adoption has not been obtained1
If the husband was joint at the time of his death, the widow must

obtain the consent of her father-in-law, and such consent is sufficient. If
the father-in-law is then dead, the consent of all the husband's brothers
or other coparceners in whom the interest of the deceased has vested

by survivorship, would probably be required, since, it would be unjust
to allow the widow to defeat their interest by introducing a new coparcenet

against their will .11

Where the husband dies leaving undivided coparceners and divided

sapindas, the widow should obtain the consent of the undivided

coparceners. An adoption with the consent of divided sapindas. but

without the consent of the undivided coparceners is, it seems. invalid)
However, when the undivided coparcener refused his assent, because it
might injuriously affect his coparcenary rights, or for other improper

reasons, such refusal might be disregarded by the widow; and in such

circumstances, an adoption made with the consent of the divided paternal
grandfather of the widow's husband has been held to be valid. 

13 The

Vasireddi Venkai'va i' Gopu Sreeram,ilzt (1942) Mad 163, AIR 1941 Mad 935 (FR). Ti,

consent can he in general terms and it is not necessary that the person io he adoptec
should be specified.

8 Bado v Dondo AIR 1952 On 307, 311.
9 Sivaszin'anarat'ana v Azidinarapana (1937) Mad 347 (FR), 166 1C 339, Alt) 193

Mad 110.
10 Annapnrna?n'ua v Ap,va (1929) 52 Mad 620, 119 IC 389. AIR 1929 Mad 57. H)

overruling Main, r Stibbaravar (1913) 36 Mad 145, 19 IC 663

11 Collector ofMadzira ,' Moottoo Ra pnalin,na (1868) 12 MIA 397. 4t—s See Vc,zdati

L'rtshna,n,na v AnnaplIr?za?n;na (1900) 23 Mad 486. 487-85; and Aarara,zasa'fli I

Mangaininal(1905) 28 Mud 315, 319.
12 Sri Ra,'hnnada ,' Brozo K,sI,oro (1876) 1 Mad 69, 3 IA 154.
13 Venneti Su,zdara Rama Ran u Satvauaravana,flUTlhl AIR 195fl Mad 7, (1949)

NILl 199
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widow of a member of a joint family can adopt a son to her deceased
husband with the assent of the nearest divided supindas, when the only
surviving coparcener is insane. 14

Though, the husband was joint at the time of his death, and the
coparceners afterwards separate, the widow can adopt with their consent.
In this case, the widow was in enjoyment of her father's property as heir
and the father's reversioners questioned the validity of the adoption.15

(3) the scope, nature and manner of the exercise of the power of
sapindas to give consent to adoption by a widow was reviewed
by the Supreme Court in Q.ianclrasekhara V Ku/andait'eIz) 6 It
was held that a sapinda has no right to refuse to give his consent
or impose a condition that the widow should take a sapinda in
preference to a non-sainda in ado ption. Such a condition would
be entirely extraneous to the question of selection.

Where the consent is obtained by the widow by a misrepresentation,
as, for instance, that her husband had authorised her to adopt, but no
such authority was in fact given, the adoption is invalid. 17

Where the consent is given by the husband's kinsmen from interested
motives, the adoption is invalid)8 It is also invalid, where the consent
is purchased, ie, obtained by the widow in exchange for a sum of money
or other valuable consideration. 19 However, there is nothing improper in
a coparcener making it a condition of his consent that his own share
should not be reduced by the adoption.2°

Where the consent of the husband's kinsmen has been obtained, the
widow's power to adopt is co-extensive with that of the husband. She
may, therefore, adopt even an only son (though non-religious, is not
illegal), just as much as her husband could have done. 21

An adoption made by the senior widow with the consent of the
sapindas is valid, though made without the consent of the junior widow. 22

However, an adoption made by a junior widow without the consent of

14 chellantha,nnal alias .4rnrna,nuthurn,nal v Kalitheertha Pillai (1943) Mad 107. 202

IC 747, AIR 1942 Mad 606.
15 Panyarn v Rarnalakshrnarn,na (1932) 55 Mad 581, 138 IC 170, AIR 1932 Mad 227.
16 AIR 1963 SC 185.
17 Ganesa v Gopal (1880) 2 Mad 270, 7 IA 173; Venka,ntna v Smthrahrnania,n (1907) 30

Mad 50, 34 IA 22; Arvatnudha Iyengar v Ra,naswa,ni (1953) Mad 123, AIR 1952 Mad

245. Reference may be made to Gopalaswarni v Sidda,n,nal AIR 1958 Mad 488.
18 Ganesa v Gopal (1880) 2 Mad 270, 7 IA 173.
19 Danokoti vBalsundara (1913) 36 Mad 19, 18 IC 980; explaining Collector of Madmira

v Moottoo Ramalinga (1868) 12. MIA 397, 443.
20 Srinivasa v Rangasani (1907) 30 Mad 450.
21 See § 481. Sri Balusu Gurnlingaswami v Sm Balsu Rarnalaksh,na,nrna (1899) 22 Mad

393, 408, 26 IA 113, 128.
22 Narayanasami v Mangainmal (1905) 28 Mad 315; K Varada,n,na v Kanchi Shankara

Reddi AIR 1957 AP 933.
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the senior widow is invalid, though made with the consent of her
husband's sapindas.23

As to widow's motive in making an adoption, see Tabsil Naidu v Kulla

,Vaidu.24

§ 463. IN BOMBAY

In Bombay state, a widow may adopt without authority from her husband,

subject to the following conditions ( 452(4)):

She cannot adopt, if there be an express or implied prohibition

from her husband .25 A mere refusal by her husband to adopt

does not of itself amount to such a prohibition. 26 Further, she

cannot dispute an adoption made by her husband 2' nor can she

adopt during the lifetime of a son adopted by h r husband,
though the validity of the adoption by her husband is ubtful.28
The power of a widOw to adopt after her husband'sth, is

subject only to such restrictions, if any, as he may have im osed

upon her.29

As a Hindu widow in Bombay has an inherent power to adopt, a
prohibition or restriction, by the husband must be explicit. Where the
husband prohibited the adoption of a son of Vor K, but recommended

that the son of one of his nephews should be adopted and the parents
of the nephews were all dead, it was held that the adoption of a son

of a nephew was valid. 30 The statement by the testator, who gave all his

property for charity that he is not going to adopt and that he is not going
to give authority to his wife to adopt, does not amount to an implied
prohibition by him of an adoption by the widow in respect of watan

property. The adoption by the widow after his death (which in Bombay
requires no authority) is valid as regards that property.31

23 Rajah Venkatappa e Benga Rao (1916) 39 Mad 772, 30 IC 106, AIR 1916 Mad 919;

Mzsthusa,ni V Pulararatal (1922) 45 Mad 266, 66 IC 504 AIR 1922 Mad 106.

24 AIR 1970 SC 1673, 1677. See § 469.
25 Gopal v Vishnu (1899) 23 Born 250, 256; Laksbmibai u Sarasvatibai (1899) 23 Born

789, 795-97; Malgauda v Babaji (1913) 37 Born 107, 17 IC 746.
26 Sttabai ii Govtndrao (1927) 51 Born 217, 101 IC 46. AIR 1927 Boni 151; Jsbwar Dodji

• Gajabai (1926) 50 Born 468, 537, 96 IC 712, AIR 1926 . Born 435, FB. See Bavabai

• Bala (1870) 7 Born HC App I discussed in Sitabat's case.
27 Cbi,nabai v Mallappa (2922) 46 Born 946. 67 IC 654, AIR 1922 Born 397.

28 Bbau m' iVarasogouda (1922) 46 Boat 400, 64 IC 64 L, AIR 1922 Born 300 affirming

Bbiijangoud.a tiBabu (1920) 44 Born 627, 57 IC 573, AIR 1920 Born 115. Also see

Vaijoba v Vasant AIR 1974 Born 111.
29 Jagannatb Rao Dani v Rainbbarosa (1933) 60 IA 4.9 141 IC 520, AIR 1933 PC 33.

30 Damodar VIshnu v Shriram L.a.xinan (1941) Born 170, 193 IC 413, AIR 1941 Born 56.

31 See § 462(1). Vithagouda v Secretary of State (1932) 34 Born LR818. 140 IC 242, AIR

1932 Boni 	 -
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The law in respect of authority Of a widow in M ysore state was in line
with the law in Bomba y state.32

If the husband was separate at the time of his death, and the widow
had succeeded to his estate as his heir, she could take a son in adoption
without the consent of her husband's sapindas.33

The law relating to the power (to adopt) of a widow, where husband
was joint at the time of his death, has been the subject of fluctuations
Four distinct landmarks may be recognised.

(i) (1879-1921). In 1879, a Full Bench of the Bombay High Court
held that such a widow cannot adopt, when she has not the

authority of her husband or the consent of his undivided
coparceners. 34 In 1891, it was held that the consent of the father-
in-law at the time of adoption is sufficient 35

(ii) (1 92 1-1925). In the case of Yadao v Nan2(/eo, which went up
on appeal to the Judicial Committee from the Madhya Pradesh
High Court, the parties were Hindus to whom the Hindu law

applicable to Hindus of the Maharatta country of the State of
Bombay applied. 36 The facts were that one Pundlik, his cousin
Namdeo, and Namdeo's Sons Rambhau and Pandurang were
members of a joint family.

Pundlik died childless in 1905. Soon after, Namdeo gave his
son Pandurang in adoption to Pundlik's widow. The adoption
was evidenced by a deed. Pandurang died unmarried in 1907,
and the widow adopted a stranger without the consent of Namdeo.
The Judicial Commissioner of Nagpur held that Pandurang and
Namdeo's family were undivided- at the time of Pandurang's
death and that the adoption, having been made without the

consent of Namdeo and his son, was invalid. The Judicial
Committee reversed the decision and held that the adoption was
valid.

They observed:

Their Lordships find as a fact and hold in law that on the

date of that deed Namdeo and his son Rambhau had separated
from Pandurang, and had ceased to be members with

32 Eramma uMuddappa AIR 2966 Sc 1137.
33 Rakh pna,5a1 v Raa!habaj (1868) 5 Born HCAC 181; Collector of Madura v Moor(ooRarnahnga(1868) 22 MIA 397; PunjabiuSharnrao(1954) Na g 8çj5 AIR 1955 Nag 293(parties governed by Bombay law).
34 Ramp v Gba,nazi (1879) 6 Born 498, FB; Duikar V Ganesh (1876) 6 Born 505, FB35 Vithoba t'Bapu (2891) 15 Born flO; Laksb pnjai v L'thnu (1905) 29 Born 410 (consent

of father-in-law cannot operate after his death)
36 (1921)48 IA 513.49 Cal 1,64 IC 536, AIR 1922 PC 216
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Pandurang of the joint family, although no partition of the
family property had been effected.

(iii) (1925-1932). In lshwarDadii ti Gajabai decided by the Bombay
High Court in 1925, it was contended, on the basis of the above
observations of the Judicial Committee, that the decision in Rarnji

v Gbamau, 37 and the decisions that fo1lowd it, were overruled
by the Judicial Committee. 38 The question was referred to a Full
Bench. The Full Bench held, by a majority of four against one,
that the observations of the Judicial Committee were obiter and
that the earlier decisions of the Bombay High Court beginning
with Rarnji V Ghafrnau were not overruled. In a later case, where
the coparcener was still in his mother's womb at the date of
adoption, it was held that the adoption was invalid.39

(iv) (After November 1932). The facts of an appeal which arose
from the Dharwar District of Bombay and which was decided by
the Judicial Committee in 1932 were these: .V, J and K were three
brothers of whom .V and J were undivided and K was divided

from them. K died in 1932 leaving a son G. J died in 1913
leaving his widow B. .V died in 1915 leaving his son D. In 1919.

D died leaving his son Dr, who was born in 1918. During the
lifetime of D.T., J's widow, B, adopted Narayan in 1919.
Afterwards, in 1920 D. T died. G brought the suit questioning the
validity of Naravan's adoption. The High Court of Bombay,
following the Full Bench judgment in Ishwar Dadu's case, 4° held
that the adoption was invalid as the joint family had not ceased,
and B could not adopt without the consent of the sole coparcener
(D7). The Judicial Committee held that Ramji v Gharnau, 41 was

overruled by Yadao's case, 12 and that the decision in Ishwar

Dadii.'s case was erroneous, and reversing the High Court's
judgment held that the adoption was valid. 3 The rule was regarded
as firmly established in a later decision of the Judicial Committee
from Bombay.44

37 (1879) 6 Born -498.

38 (1926) 50: Born .468, 96 IC 712. AIR 1926 Born 435, RI.

39 &4a Anna uAkuba (1926) 50 Born 722, 99 IC 417, AIR 1926 Born 584.

0 (1926) 50 Born 468, 96 IC 712, AIR 1926 Born 435, RI.

41 (1879) 6 Born 498.
42 (1921) 48 IA 513, 4 Cal 1, 64 IC 536, AIR. 1922 PC 216.

'43 Bhirnabai v Gansnathgauda (1933) 57 Born 157, 60 IA 25, 141 IC 9, AIR 1933 PC I.

44 ViJa-vasangfl u Shivasangji (1935) 62 IA 161, 59 Born 360, 155 IC 493, AIR 1935 PC

95; Dbondi Dnyantoo v Rarna Bala (1936) 60 Born 83, 38 Born LR 94, 161 IC 849.

AIR 1936 Born 132: Bala Sakhararn u Lahoo Sa,nbbaji 0937) Born 508, FB, 39 Born

LR 382, 170 IC 393, AIR 1937 Boni 279: Punjabi vShamrao(1954) Nag 805, AIR 1955

Nag 293 (parts governed by Bombay law).
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§ 464	 Principles of Hindu Law

The subject matter of 462 and 463 should be carefull y distinguished
from that of § 471 and 472. The former sections deal with the question
whether the widow can have a power to adopt when the husband has
not given an authority; the latter deal with the question as to 'how a
widow's authority (whether from the husband, or sapindas or inherents
as in Bombay) may terminate on the happening of certain events. The
latter sections are not confined to Madras and Bombay, but apply to the
whole of India.

Case of Two Widows

Where there are two or more widows, the senior widow ma y adopt
without the consent of the junior widow or widows; 45 but the junior
widow cannot adopt without the consent of the senior widow, unless
she has an express authority to adopt from her husband.46 Where the
senior widow relinquished her right of adoption in favour of the junior
widow for consideration, an adoption by her on the ground that the
junior widow has not exercised the right is invalid.'

If the husband was joint with his father at the time of his death, the
junior widow may adopt with the consent of her husband's father, and
such adoption is valid, even if it is made without the consent of the
senior widow. 48

As to the termination of the senior widow's power to adopt, when the
junior widow has a son, who dies and is succeeded by the junior widow
as his heir, see § 472.

The primary object of adoption being religious and not secular, the
validity of adoption must be considered as at the date of adoption In
a case decided by the Bomba y High Court, it was held that the adoption
by a senior widow when the junior wido' was pregnant is 'alid.9

General Rules as to Adoption By Widows

§ 464. EXTENT OF WIDOW'S POWER TO ADOPT

A widow has no larger powers of adoption than what her husband
would have, if alive.50

45 Rakbmabai v Ra.dbobai (1868) 5 Born HCAC 181; Basappa v Si4rarnappa (2919) 43
Born 481, 50 IC 736; Aniava vMaba4gauda (1868) 22 Born 416, L)wzdoobai Anandrcw
v Vitbal,-ao Anandrao (1936) 60 Born 498, 38 Born LR 193, 162 IC 780, AIR 1936 Born
182

46 Basappa u Sidramappa (1919) 43 Boni 	 50 IC 736; Padajirav v Ratnrav (1889)
13 Boni

47 Sadasbiv tvatnan vResbma (1938) Boni 	 39 Born LR 2115, 73 IC 509, AIR 1938
Born 1.

48 Dnyanu V Tanu (1920) 44 Born 508, 57 IC 113.
49 Melappa v Guranuna AIR 1956 Boni

50 Gopee Loll v Chundraolee (1873) 11 Beng LR 391, (1872) IA Supp Vol 131.
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Adoption	 § 465-67

Thus, a widow cannot adopt so long as there is in existence, a son,
grandson or great-grandson natural or adopted, of her husband (see § 463).

§ 465. MINOR WIDOW

A minor widow may adopt in the same circumstances as an adult widow,
provided she has attained the age of discretion and is able to form an
independent judgment in selecting the boy to be adopted.

According to Bengal writers, the age of discretion is reached at the
beginning of the 16th year; according to Benares writers, at the end of
the 16th year. The former view was taken in a Madras case. 52 All authorities
agree in holding that the widow roust have attained competence For
independent judgment. However, no such judgment is required when the
boy to be adopted is named by the husband in the authorit y to adopt.
Ir such a case, she can adopt, though she has not attained the age of
discretion. 53

§ 466. UNCHASTE WIDOW

An nchaste widow living in concubinage is incompetent to adopt a son,
as she is incapable of performing the religious ceremonies.

There is no such disability in the case of a Sudra widow, as no
religious ceremonies are essential in the case of Sudras. 55 It has been
held by the Bombay High Court, that even amongst regenerate classes,
a widow, though unchaste or otherwise impure, can make a valid adoption,
provided she performs herself the physical act of taking the boy in
adoption and delegates to somebody else, the performance of religious
ceremonies, which are duly performed by the latter-5'

§ 467. REMARRIAGE OF WIDOW

A widow cannot, after remarriage, adopt a son to her first husband .57

51 Satriraju v Venkataswa,ni (1917) 40 Mad 925, 40 [C 518 (12-year-old cannot adopt);
Basappa v Sidramappa (1919) 43 Born 481, 50 [C 736 (15-year old can adopt);
Murgeppa v Kalawa (1920) 44 Boni 	 55 [C 361 (12-year old Cannot adopt);
Parvatava v Fakirnaik (1922) 46 Boni 	 64 IC899(A[R 1922 Born 105 (12 and a
half year old cannot adopt). Also see Paryanibai vBajirao AIR 1963 Born 25, (1961)
Boni 	 64 Boni 	 86.

52 Sattiraju v Venkataswa,ni (1917) 40 Mad 925, 929, 40 [C 518.
53 Mondakini u .4dinath (1891) 18 Cal 69.
54 Sayamalal t' Saudainini (1870) 4 Bong Lit 362.
55 BaszxznrciMallappa(1921) 45 Boni 	 59 IC 800, AIR 1921 Boni 	 1nnapnrnarn:na

o Manikyamma (1946) Mad 755; Bbimabai v Duttatraya AIR 1956 Nag 231; Deorao
v Raibban (1954) Nag 558. AIR 1954 Nag 357.

56 Partap v Bai Saraj (1946) Boni 	 GOVInII ii GodibaiA1R 1946 Born 439.
57 Panchappa vSanganbasawa (1990) 24 Born 89, 94; Faikirappa uSautrewa (1921) 23

Born LR 482, 62 IC 318, AIR 1921 Born 1 (FB) Kisbni u Ratua AIR 1964 All 17.
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468-71	 Principles of Hindu Law

§ 468. SUCCESSIVE ADOPTION

A widow max' adopt several Sons in succession, one after the death of
another, unless there is a specific limitation placed on her power to adopt.5

§ 469. MOTIVE OF ADOPTION

The motive of a widow in making an adoption is not material upon the
question of its validity. 59 The court can enquire into the movies of the
husband's sapindas in giving 1462(6)J or refusing consent to an adoption
to a widow. (" Refusal by sapiuda.s on the ground that the motive of the
widow in adopting a son is improper, would amount to improperly
withholding consent 61

Money paid to a widow to induce her to adopt a son is in the nature
of a bribe, which is condemned by sinnil writers as an illegal payment.62

§ 470. CO-WIDOWS

Where a Hindu dies leaving two or more widows, the adoption b y the
widows, where an express authority is left b y the husband to adopt, is
governed by the rules laid down in § 455. above. Where no such
authorir is given, the adoption by the widows in Madras is governed
by the rule laid down in § 462(8) and in Bomba y by the rule laid down
in § 463(3).

The only schools which allow an adoption by 2 widow without her
husband's authority are the Dravida (Madras) School and the Maharashtra
(Bomba y) school.

Termination of Widow's Power to Adopt

§ 471. GENERALLY

(1)Awidow's power to adopt continues all her lifetime:

58 Suranaral'ana p Ven,kajaranzana (1906) 29 Mad 382, 33 IA 145: }'adao p Nmdc'c
(1921) 46 IA 513,49 Call, 6q IC 536, AIR 1922 PC 216.

59 Ramchandra r MuIji (1898) 22 Born 558 (RB, Mahabdesl,war r Djrabaj (1898) 22
Born 199, see also Raja Makund Deb v Sri jagannazi, (1923) 2 Pat 469, 485-66. 72
IC 230, AIR 1923 Pat 423; Kanthi1ajjj Kanakararnam v Kanthilpaji Aarastntha Rao
(1942) Mad 173, 198 IC 236, AIR 1941 Mad 937, FI3, lanka Lak5hn:narayana i
Mangalappalli AIR 1950 Mad 601, (1950) 1 MUJ 537, ' Govinda v Sbenjia4 (1949) Nag
416; Ganu p Shnra,n (1954) Nag 646, AIR 1951 Mad 353; Ramaniuja z'Lkshnunara,rjrnJ,am AIR 1953 Mad 676; VenkaIaAb,p0 Animal i. Jaannaiban AIR1963 Mad 316; CVC CbtO' vPLD Chetty AIR 1972 Mad 233.6o Vellanki p Ve,,,kuj (187) 1 Mad 174, 190-91, 4 IA 1, 14; Krishnapypa Rao v Rajaof Pitiapur (1928) 51 Mad 893, 116 IC 673, AIR 1928 Mad 994, FR.61 Afaswami v Sarangapani AIR 1978 SC 1051.

62 Sbri Siiaram t'Jjaribar (1911) 35 &rn 169, 8 IC 625.
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(1) in all cases, where husband has died without leaving any son
[see Explanation I and Illust (a')—(c)];

(ii) in cases where her husband has left a son, if the son dies leaving
her (his mother) as his nearest heir 63 [see Illust (d) and (e); also
see Explanation I and Must (g)l.

In the first case, the widow succeeds to the estate as her husband's
heir; in the second case, she succeeds to the estate as the heir of her
son (as his mother). In either case, the estate vests in her, in the one
case, immediately on the death of her husband, in the other, immediately
on the death of her son. By adoption, she divests no estate except her
own. Nevertheless, vesting or divesting is no longer of an y importance.
See Arnarendra .lIansingb's case and the decision of the Supreme Court
in Guntitath y Ka,na/abai, 6 See also the Hindu Women's Rights to Property
Act 1937, under which it seems the adopted son would take a moiety
of the interest which vests in the adopting widow.

In the second case, the mere tact that the son had attained majority
(which would be at the age of 18), or had attained ceremonial competence
(which would be at the age of 15), does not extinguish the widow's
power to adopt to her husband.')'

(2)(a) If the son dies leaving a son or a wife, the widow's power to
adopt comes to an end at his death, and she cannot thereafter exercise
it, though, she may have been expressly authorised by her husband to
adopt in the event of the son's death. The reason is that the estate then
vests in an heir of the deceased son and the widow cannot adopt to her
husband so as to divest the estate taken by that heir 1,7

63 Verabbai u Bat Hiraba (1903) 30 IA 234, 27 Born 492; G'avadappa v Giriinallappa
(1895) 19 Born 331: .(fallappa v 1-laninappa (1920) 44 Rain 297, 55 IC 81-4: Sahe&rao
u Rangrao AIR 1962 Boin 1, (1961) Born 768, 63 Rain LR 'ill.

64 119331 60 IA 242, 12 Pat 642, AIR 1933 PC 155.
65 (19551 1 SCR 1135, 57 Born LR 694, AIR 1955 SC 206.
66 Tripuramba t' Venkataratna,n (1923) 46 Mad 423, 72 IC 517, AIR 1923 Mad 278;

txptaining Madaiia ,llohana v Punisbothama (1918) 45 iA 156, 41 Mad 855. 46 IC
481; Venkappa uJivaji (1901) 25 Born 306; Siryanarayana v Venkatara,na,za (1906)
33 IA 145, 154, 29 Mad 382, 389-90; Verabbai u Bai Hiraka (1903) 3() IA 234;
Anjirabat v Pandurang (1924) 48 Born 492, 80 IC 185. MR 1924 Born 441;
Sbasharrkabhooshan C'hazidburi vBrajendranaravanMandal(1936) 63 Cal 385, 159
IC 437, AIR 1935 Cal 16.

67 See Illust (0 and (g) ,Ilsr Bboobun Moyee vRam Kis.bore (1865) .10 MIA 279: Padna
Kz g ,nari v cowl of Wards (1882) 8 Cal 302, 8 IA 229; ThayannaI v Venkatarama
(1887) 10 Mad 205, 14 IA 67; Tarachum u Surescbunder (1890 17 Cal 122, 16 IA
166; .lmava u Mahagauda (1898) 22 Born 416; Ra,nkrtsbna v Sban:rao (1902) 26
Born 526 (FB); Anandibai t,' Kasbibal 1904-) 28 Born 461; Faizuddin v Ttncowri
(1895) 22 Cal 565; Draupadf u Saniban AIR 1958 Ori 242: tveelawwa it Kallappa AIR
1972 M ys 218; Venkatalaksh,ni ,4,nrnal y Ja .annatban AIR 1 063 Mad 316 (son
predeceasing father); .Vcelarn,na v Kallappa A. ant AIR 1972 Mys Z18.
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471	 Principles of Hindu Law

In Amarendra Mansiugh's case, the true reason is said to be that:
'where the duty of providing for the continuance of the line which was
upon the father, and was laid by him conditionall y upon the mother, has
been assumed by the son and by him passed on to a grandson or the
son's widow, the mothers power is gone.'

In Gurunath z' Kana1abai. 6' the Supreme Court cited with approval
the following observations of Chandavakar J in a Bomba y decision:

When a son dies before attaining full legal competence and does not
leave either a widow or a son or an adopted son, then the power
of the mother which was in abeyance during his lifetime revives, but
the moment he hands over that torch to another, the mother can no
longer take it.

The decision in Gurunath's case was explained and followed in Ashabai
Kate z' Vithal Bhika A'aa'e, 71 which took the view that a mother's power
to adopt does not to revive and is extinguished permanently even on
remarriage of her deceased sons widow.

(b) If the son dies leaving a daughter, it has been held in Bombay,
that the adoption is valid .71

(c) If the son is a stepson of the widow having the power to adopt
and dies leaving his own mother (or, the . mother having predeceased
him, grandmother) it was held (before Amarena'ra Manstiigh's case) that
the adoption was invalid .-2 However, as the sons mother or grandmother
cannot discharge the duty of providing for the continuance of the line.
these decisions cannot be supported and must be deemed to be
overruled.73

The Bomba y and Calcutta High Courts held in the cases noted below
that the power to adopt, once it comes to an end becomes extinguished
for ever, and it does not revive even when, on the death of the son's
nearer heirs, the estate reverts to the widow and becomes vested in
her." However, the i'agpur High Cuui iC'C thc v;cv that on the re2rr7gP
of the son s widow, the property came back to the mother and then the

ôhSet tllus1 (f. (h). (U and (j. Amarentha Ma;zs'in,i'h z' Sanazan Sinh (1933) 12 Pat
6-12. 60 IA 242. 143 IC 441, AIR 1933 PC 155.

69 11955) 1 SCR 1135, 55 Born LR 69'4, AIR 1953 SC 206 in Vajoba p Vasant (1973) 75
Born LR 633, the Sons widow had remarried,

70 Ashabaf Kate p lztha/ B1,j.a '\ade AIR 1990 SC 670.
71 Chanbasappa z Madiwalappa (1937) Born 642, 39 Born LIt 591, 170 IC 999, AIR 193'

Born 33'.
72 A,wndibaz p Kasibat (1904) 28 Born 461; Faiziiddin V Tineowri (1895) 22 Ca) 565;

Drobomo pee v Sbanza Churn (1886) 12 Cal 246
73 jifar.itj t Ganu (1947) ILR Born 677.
74 Mr&nzaravvSbankarraz(1893) 17 Born 164, Ra,nL'rishna vShanirao(191J2) 26 Born

526; Sbamrao vBbimrao (1949) 3oni 296, AIR 1949 Boiii 311; Manjkva, pzala vNanda
Ku,nar (1906) 33 Cal 1306.
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Adoption	 471

mother could adopt—the power being only suspended and not
extinguished.75 Sixnhlarly the Chief Court of Oudh held that the power of
the widow to adopt which is suspended during the lifetime of an unmarried
son, revives, if the son marries and dies leaving a widow who too dies
issueless and without making an adoption.-6

The Supreme Court in Gurunath u Kama1abai, after a review of the

leading decisions on the subject, affirmed and restated the following

propositions:

(i) that the interposition of a grandson, or the son's widow, competent
to continue the line by adoption brings the mothers power of

adoption to an end;

(ii) that the power to adopt does not depend upon an y question of

vesting or divesting of property ; and

(iii) that a mother's authority to adopt is not extinguished by the
mere fact that her son had attained ceremonial competence.

The Supreme Court observed in this case that the Nagpur and Oudh
decisions referred to above were based on an erroneous apprehension

of the true reasons for the rule [Illust (g)].

(3) Subject to the above provisions, a widow may adopt at any time

she pleases, unless there is a direction to the contrary. 78

Thus, in one case, an adoption made by a widow 71 years after her

husband's death, was upheld. 9 It was held by the High Court of Madras
that an adoption by a widow was not invalidated by the fact that the
adoptee was not the boy directed by her father-in-law, or the fact that
it was made many years after the requisite consent was obtained. 80 As

to reopening of partition see § 336-39.

(4) The provisions of this section apply to all cases governed by
Dayabhaga law, whether the husband was divided or undivided at the
time of his death, and to those cases governed by Mitakshara law, where
the husband was divided at the time of his death. The next section
applies to cases governed by Mitakshara law, where the husband was

undivided at the time of his death.

Kcp1anation I.— Son' in this section means a son, grandson, or great-

grandson, natural or adopted.

75 Bapuji v Gangaram (1941) Nag 178. 195 IC 282, AIR 1941 Nag 116: foIl in G'ovinda
u Shenfa4 (1949) Nag 416.

76 Prem Jaga: Kiter v Harthar 21 Luck 1.
77 119551 1 SCR 1135, AIR 1955 SC 206.
'S (iriowa v Bht,naji (1885) 9 Born 58 Muassaddi Lai v Kundan Lai (1906) 28 All 377,

33 Al 55; CVC Cherry v PLD Cbetty AIR 1972 Mad 233..
79 Raje vJavavanirau (1867) 4 Born HCAC 191; Han Rao y Ven3iab (1953) Mad 624.

AIR 1953 Mad 661.
80 CVC C'berty v PW Cberty AIR 1972 Mad 233.
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§ 471	 Principles of Hindu Law

'Exp1znation H.— A son adopted by a widow to her husband after -his
death, is a son left by the husband within the meaning of sub-s (1), ci
(ii) (see ill (d)).

(5) § 471 and 502 may be read together.

Illustrations

(a) A dies leaving a widow as his only heir. The widow may adopt
a son to A. (Sub-(1), ci (i).)

(b) A dies leaving a widow and a daughter. The widow may adopt
a son to A. It does not matter that A has left a daughter. The
daughter is not entitled to succeed until after the widow, and she
has no voice in the matter of the adoption. (Sub- (1) ci (i)).

(c) A dies leaving two widows in he  his property vests as his
heirs. The widow having authority to adopt or, in Bombay, the
senior widow without any authority adopts without the consent
of the co-widow. The adoption is valid.81

(d) A dies leaving a widow W and a son. On A's death, the son
succeeds to the estate. The son then dies unmarried. On this
death, W succeeds to his estate as his heir (ie, as his mother).
W may adopt a son either under an authority from A, 82 or in
Madras, with the consent of A's sapindas, 83 or in Bombay, without
any authority.

In the above case, if the adopted son dies unmarried, W may
again adopt with proper authority , if necessary or in Bombay,
without authorjrv.

(e) A dies leaving a widow- and two sons. The Sons die unman-led.
The mother's power to adopt does not come to an end and she
can adopt.

	

iI)	 if in u	 4JU	 cas,, cnc .scj-, d.ic n'arr;ed, ther 2 few days later
his widow dies and then the second son dies, the mother's
authority to adopt is terminated and she cannot adopt.

(g) A dies iea\-lng a widow and a grandson B. On As death. B
succeeds to the estate as A's grandson. B then dies without
leaving any wife or children. On Bs death, the widow succeeds

81 Monda:,zi 1' Adnath (1891) 18 Cal 69; Rakrnabaj z' Radhaba, (11468) 5 Born HCAC
181

82 An2are7idra A1ansin,'h :' Sa,za:an Singh (1933) 12 Pat 642, 60 IA 242. 143 IC 441 AIR
1933 PC 155.

83 Vellanki v Venkara Rama (1876) 1 Mad 174. 190-91, 4 IA 1 14
84 Ram Soonthir v Surbance Das.cee (1874) 22 WIt 121.
85 See sub4 (2), Shamrao uBbunrao (1949) Born 296, ,AIR 1949 Born 311. Some earlier

decisions to the contrary are not good law and must bc deemed to have been
overruled
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Adoption	 * 471

to the estate as Bs grandmother. The widow rnay adopt a son
to her husband A.1 But if B dies leaving a wife or child, the
widow's power to adopt comes to an end. (sub-(1), ci (ii). also
Expi I).

(h) A dies leaving a widow and a son B. On A's death, the estate
vests in B. B dies leaving his wife c, who succeeds to the estate.

A's widow then adopts a son to .4 during the lifetime of C.

(i) under the authority of husband-6'hunderbulles case :17

(ii) (in Madras) with the assent of .4's saptidas—Thavarn;nai t'

Venkatraina;

(iii) (in Bombay) under her inherent power - Keshai' i'
God nda.89

In all the above cases, the adoption is invalid. Even if B is an

adopted son, the same result foIlows2

The result will be the same whether the widow adopts before

or after the death of c.1
(i) A dies leaving two widows R and G and a son D by the latter.

D dies leaving a widow S and a son J. S dies shortly after D and
there after followed by J.After about 30 years, G adopts the
plaintiff. The adoption is valid .92

( j) A dies leaving a widow W and a son B. On .4's death, B
succeeds to the estate. B then dies leaving a son C On Ss death,
C succeeds to the estate as g5 son. C dies urunarried leaving W

his grandmother, as his next heir. On Cs death, his estate vests
in Was his heir. Wthen adopts a son to A. The adoption is not
valid.93 It is clear that the widow would not, by adoption, divest

any estate but her own.

The subject matter of this section is closely connected with another

subject, namely, divesting of estate by adoption, as to which see § 502.

As to adoption by a widow with the consent of the person in whom the

estate is vested, see § 503.

86 .Varbar v Balwant. (1924) 48 Born 559, 80 IC 435, MR 1924 Born .i37
87 Bboobun .'doye v Rain Kishore (1865) 10 MIA 279; Padma Kuma,, v court of Wards

(1882) 8 [A 229. 8 Cal 302.
88 (1887) 10 Mad 205, 14 [A 67.
89 (1885) 9 Born 94.
90 .Wadana Moban v Pitrusbotania (1918) 45 IA 156, 41 Shid 855, 46 IC 481.
91 Kri.sbanrav ii Sbankarrav 1893) 17 Born 164; Manikyamala v 4Vanda Kumar (1906)

33 Cal 1306; Sbarnrao v Bbinzrao (1949) Born 296.
92 Gurunath v Ka,nalabai [19551 1 SCR 1135, 57 Boni LR 694, AIR 1955 SC 206.
93 RarnakrisL>na v Sbarnrao 1902) 23 Born 526, approved in .tladana Mohafla z'

Purshotharna (1918) 45 IA 156, 41 Mad 855, 46 IC 481.
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* 472	 Principles of Hindu Law

§ 472. IS THERE A LIMIT TO THE POWER OF THE WIDOW
TO ADOPT WHEN THE HUSBAND . -WAS A MEMBER OF

THE JOINT FAMILY AT THE TIME OF HIS DEATH

(1) So long as there is a male member in the coparcenary, the power

to adopt is not effected and the adoption made is valid (Illust (a). (b)

and (c)).
(2) It was at one time supposed that where the last surviving coparcener

died and the property passed to his heir, such as a widow or collateral,
the power of the widow of a predeceased coparcener was at an end.9
But such cases were overruled by the decision of the Privy Council in
Anant z' Shankar,95 that was reaffirmed in Neelangouda z' Ujjaiigou4a.

It is now firmly established that the rights of the adopted son relate
back to the date of the adoptive father's death, and the adopted son must
be deemed by a fiction of law to have been in existence as the son of
the adoptive father at the time of the latter's death. If, therefore, there
was a coparcenary in existence, when the adoptive father died, then
whether it came to an end by the death of the last surviving coparcener

or by subsequent partition among the remaining members, an adoption

validly made by the widow of the deceased coparcener would have the
effect of devesting the estate in the hands of the heir to the last surviving
coparcener in the first case and of putting an end to the partition in the

second and enabling the adopted son to claim a share in the family
properties as if the' were still joint.9

This principle of relation back is subject to the exception that any
lawful alienation effected by a male or female heir, since the death of
the adoptive father, and before the date of adoption, would be binding
on the adopted son.98

The principle of relation back is also subject to another limitation or
exception, which is to the effect that if property by inheritance goes to

a collateral and a son is adopted after the death of the collateral, the

94 C'bandra t' Gojarabai (1890) 14 Born 463: Adivi Surpaprakasa Rao i' Ni4amaiii'
Gangaraju (1910) 33 Mad 228

95 (194') Born 116, 70 IA 232, AIR 1943 PC 196.
96 (1948) 50 Born LR682, AIR 1948 PC 165.
97 Cited with approval in Shrtd v Dauaram AIR 1974 SC 878. 881. Some observation

of the Supreme Court in Lunithanalli Animal v Ranahngatn AIR 1970 SC 1730 were
characterised as obiter and wider than justified in Shriads case Tarva Shantappa z'
Rarnabai (1949) FLJ 323, AIR 1949 FC 101; Ramcbandra v Ra,nkrishna (1952) 54
Born LR 636, AIR 1952 Born 463.

98 See 'Alienations Made Prior to Adoption' §li 507-509. Jivaji v Haminant (1950) Born
510, 52 Born LR 527, AIR 1950 Born 360 (FB): Vi,thnu Pandit vMahatht (1950) Born
487, 52 Born LR 599. AIR 1951 Born 170 (a surrender by a widow in favour of the
reversioner would not rank as an alienation). See § 509A

F. 17A
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adoption does not divert the property, which has vested in the heir of
the collateral. This limitation is also stated, to be that the principle of
relation back applies only when the claim is made in respect of the
estate or interest of the adoptive father, and does not apply when the
claim relates to the estate of a collateral. There was some conflict of
opinion as to the precise scope of this limitation. After a review of cases,
the Supreme Court, in Srinivas v iVarayan, 99 approved the view taken by
the Bombay High Court in Jivaji v Hanmani, 1 and dissented from the
contrary view taken by the Privy Council in .4nand r Shaizkar2 on this
point.

Collateral' means descended from the same stock, but not in the same
line.3

(3) § 471 and 472 may be read with § 502, which deals with
divesting'.

In Shriizvas v Narayan, the Supreme Court observed:

It (the view expressed in 4nant v Shankar on this point) is not in
consonance with the principle well established in Indian unsprudence

that an inheritance could not be in abeyance, and that the relation
back of the right of an adopted son is only quoad the estate of the
adoptive father. Moreover, the law as laid down therein leads to
results, which are highly inconvenient. When an adoption is made
by a widow of either a coparcener or a separated member, then the
right of the adopted son to claim properties as on the date of the

death of the adoptive father by reason of the theory of relation back
is subject to the limitation that alienations made prior to the date of
adoption are binding on him, if they were for purposes binding on
the estate. Thus, transfers from limited owners whether they be
widows or coparceners in a joint family, are amply protected. However,
no such safeguard exists in respect of property inherited from a
collateral, because if the adopted son is entitled on the theor y of
relation back to divest that property, the position of the mesne
holder would be that of an owner possessing a title defeasible on

adoption, and the result of such adoption must be to extinguish that

99 119551 SCR 1, 57 Born LR 678, AIR 1954 Sc 379. Also see Ramanna v Sambamniorty
AIR 1961 AP 361; Ganes.brao u Ramcbandra AIR 1958 Born 141; Somo.sekharappa v
Basappa AIR 1961 Mys 141 (transferee frous heir of last surviving coparcener).
Jhuparthahu v Phoolcbandra AIR 1958 MP 261: Pardbasaradhi v Srinizasa AIR 1959
AP 512.

1 (1950) Born 510, 52 Born LR 527, AIR 1950 3oin 360, FB: Dartairara u Varnan 1950)
Born 358, 52 Born LR 283, Similar view was taken in Raju u Lasbnii (1955) Mad 247,
AIR 1954 Mad 705; also, see Ramakri:s.bnaiya v .Varasaya AIR 1957 AP 109.

2 (1943) 70 IA 232.
3 AIR 1962 SC 59.
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title and that of all persons claiming under him. The ahenees from
him would have no protection, as their could be no question of
supporting the alienations on the ground of necessity or benefit. And
if the adoption takes place long after the succession to the collateral
had opened—in this case, it was 41 years thereafter— and the
property might have meanwhile changed hands several times, the
tide of the purchasers would be liable to be disturbed quite a long
time after the alienations. We must hesitate to subscribe to a -view
of the law, which leads to consequences so inconvenient. The claim
of the appellant to divest a vested estate result in a legal fiction, and
legal fictions should not be extended so as to lead to unjust results.
We are of opinion that the decision in Anant t' Shaiileai; in so far as
it relates to properties inherited from collaterals, is not sound.

In Krishnamurthi i' Dhruwaraj. the Supreme Court summarised the
principles deducible from its decision in Shrinivas i' Narayan:

(i) an adopted son is entitled to take in defeasance of the rights
acquired prior to his adoption, on the ground that in the eye of
the law his adoption relates back, by a legal fiction, to the date
of the death of his adoptive father, he being put in the position
of a posthumous Son:

(ii) as a preferential heir, an adopted son: (a) divests his mother of
the estate of his adoptive father; (b) divests his adoptive mother
of the estate she gets as an heir of her son, who died after the
death of her husband.
a coparcenary continues to subsists so-long as there is in existence
a widow of a coparcener capable of bringing a son into existence
by adoption; and if the widow made an adoption, the rights of
the nrinnt pri son 2re the s2me. s tf he ",--dbccn cxstcicc it
the time when his adoptive father died and that his title as
coparcener prevails as against the title of any person claiming as
heir to the last coparcener;

(iv) the principle of relation back applies only when the claim made
by the adopted son relates to the estate of his adoptive father.
The estate may be definite and ascertained, as when he is the
sole and absolute owner of the properties, or it may be fluctuating,
as when he is a member of a joint Hindu famil y , in which the
interest of the coparceners is liable to increase by death or
decrease by birth. In either case, it is the interest of the adoptive
father, which the adopted son is entitled to take as on the date
of his death. This principle of relation back, however, does not
apply when the claim made by the adopted son relates to the
estate of a collateral. With respect to the estate of .a collateral,
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he governing principle is that inheritance can never be in

ib
..,alice, and that once it devolves on a person who is the

reare5t heir under the law, it is thereafter not liable to be
divested In sucl-i a case, the principle applicable is not that of
relation back, but that inheritance once vested cannot be divested;

(v) the estate Continues to be the estate of the adoptive father in
Whosoever s hands it may be, ie, whether in the hands of one
who is the absolute owner or one who is a limited owner. Any
one who inherits the estate of the adoptive father is his heir,
i rrespective of the inheritance having passed through a number
of persons, each being the heir of the previous owner.

Applying the principle enunciated in paragraph (iv) above, it was held
by the Supreme Court, that when the father of the adoptee had died
many years before a partition between the adoptee's father's father and
uncle, the adoptee would not be entitled to more than one-third share.
This was on the ground that if his adoptive father had been alive at the
date of the partition, he could not have obtained more than one-third
share. It was pointed out, that the adopted son could ignore the partition
effected prior to his adoption by relying on the doctrine of relation back,
but where succession to the property of a person other than the adoptive
father was involved, the severance in status effected by the partition
between the adoptee's father's father and uncle could not be ignored.
By parity of reasoning, a modified share was given to the adopted son
in Sripad v Dattaram, on equitable considerations.5

Illustrations

(a) .4 and B are undivided brothers governed by Mitakshara law. :1
dies leaving authority to his widow to adopt a son to him. On
A's death, his undivided half share in the coparcenarv property
passes to B, the surviving coparcener. While B is still alive .4's
widow adopts a son to A. The effect of the adoption is that a
coparcenary interest is created in the joint property , co-extensive
with that which A had in the property (ie, one-half'), and it vests
in the adopted son.6

(b) A and B, two brothers, are members of a joint famil y . .4 dies
leaving a widow who is pregnant at the time of his death. B then
dies leaving a will, whereby, he authorises his widow to adopt

Govsnd Hanu,nanrha v Vagappa AIR 1972 SC i-iOl, overniling to this exeiii
RamCbafldra v Ramkñshna AIR 1952 3am 463

5 AIR 1974 Sc 876, 882-83 (the principle of the doctonne of rebi on hack was once
.gain considered by the Supreme Court in this case and it was inter ilia ohserved
legal fictions have leg

al 
frontiers', p 882).

	

6 suren4ra Mandan u Sailaja (1891) 1 Cal 385.	 -.
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a son 10 him. The day next after Hs death, A' widow deJj
a Son. After three months, Bs widow adopts a son to B. Th
adoption is valid, and As son and the adopted son will take the
property as coparCeflerS.

(c) Where one branch of a joint famil y divided amongst then1selve
and the widow of another branch of the famil y (being its sale
surviving member) made an adoption, it was held that the adopti on
was valid and the adopted boy was entitled to reopen the partition
as a step towards getting his own share.8

The Nagpur High Court has held that adoptions by two widO,5

of the members of the joint family after the death of all the
members are valid.9

(d) One Krishnappa had five sons, Keshav, Anappa, Bimrao, Appa0
and Mahadev. Krishnappa died first, and his two sons. Binj-ao
and Apparao, died without male issue. Some time later, while the
family was still joint, the three remaining brothers then divided
the joint property among themselves. On Keshav's death, his SO

Vishnu became entitled io his one-third share. Anappa died in
1901 leaving him surviving his widow Tungabai. On Vishnu's
death, in 1918, his share in the watan property, although Kesha'
had a daughter, went to the nearest male heir who was at that
time Hanmant, a collateral of Keshav. In 1922, Tungabai adopted
Jivaji as son to her husband. 1-lanmant then filed a suit against
Jivaji claiming to recover certain properties of Vishnu, which
were in possession of jivaji. It was held that Jivaji could not
claim against Hanmant the separate property of Vishnu, which
devolved on Hanmant in 1918. This was a case in which the
adopted son laid a claim to the properties, not on the ground
that they belonged to the joint family into which he had been
adopted, but that the y belonged to a collarrI (Vthm ais as
ii-I position of a collateral,) to whom he was entitled to succeed
as a preferential heir. As already pointed our, the Supreme Court
approved of this decision on the ground that the relation back-
of the right of an adopted son did not touch propert y inherited
from a collateral (Jivaji v Hanmant, see above).

(e) S and A two brothers were members of a joint family. K died
in 1897, leaving his widow R. S died in 1899 leaving his son G,
who died in 1901 leaving his widow L. In 1901, £ adopted D,

who died in 1935 leaving three sons defendants 1 to 3, and his
widow defendant 4. In 1944, R adopted the plaintiff and soon

7 See Must (b) to § 497. Bacboo v Mankorebai 1907 31 A3om 373, 34 LA 107.
8 Bajirao v Ramkri.shna (1941) Nag 707, 198 IC 581, AIR 1942 Nag 19.
9 Mst Draupadi z Vikratn (1939) Nag 88.
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thereafter, the plaintiff sued the defendants for partition, claiming
a half share in the family property. The main dispute related to
certain properties, which had been inherited by D in 1903 from
Swamirao, a collateral who represented one of the two branches
of a Kulkarni Watan family. S and K represented the other
branch of that family. It was held that the plaintiff was not
entitled to any claim to the properties inherited by D from the
collateral Swamirao (Srinivas v Varayan, see above).

(f) B died in 1882, pre-deceasing his father iV and leaving behind
his widow T N died in 1892 leaving behind K, who succeeded
to his property as full owner. K died in 1933, and her son t' who
had succeeded to her propert y, also died in 1934 leaving behind
two sons, the appellants. Tadopted D, the respondent ir. 1945.
D thereupon brought a suit for recovery of the property from the
appellants on the basis that his adoption had the effect of divesting
them of the property . It was held that D was entitled to succeed.
The title of K, the daughter of N as also the title of the appellants,
was defeasible on the adoption of a son by T The fact that K
inherited the property of her father absolutely, did not change
the character of the property from coparcenarv propert y to self-
acquired property of K, so long as Texisted and was capable of
adopting a son to her husband B. This was not a case of an
adopted son claiming to divest the heir of a collateral of property
belonging to the collateral. The adopted son was claiming property,
which originally belonged to the adoptive father (Krishuainurtht
v Dhruwaraj, see above).

(g) A, the zamina'arof the impartible estate Chinnakimidy in Madras,
died leaving his brother R and a widow K. The widow adopted
B under the authority of her husband. The adoption is valid,
though the zamindary was not vested in her. The result of the
adoption is that a new coparcener is introduced into the senior
line. The adopted son divests R and becomes zarnindar. The last
result is a special result on account of the impartibility of the
estate. 10

(h) B, the zamindar of Dompara Raj in Orissa, who had previously
in 1898 given to his widow an authority to adopt, died in 1903.
In 1902, a son C was born to him. C succeeded his father and
died in 1922 unmarried. Bs widow then adopted. At the time of
Cs death, the zamindaiy was vested in junior branch. The Judicial
Committee reversing the judgment of the Patna High Court held
that the adoption was valid)'

10 Raghunanda v Brozokmioro (1876) 1 Mad 69, 3 IA 154.
11 .1marendra .Wansingb o Sanaan Singb (1933) 12 Pat , 642.60 IA 242, 143 IC 441. AIR

1933 Pc 155.
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(0 C, the taltikdar of the impartible estate of Ahima in Bombay.

died in 1899 leaving his brother B, his son D'and his widow K.

In 1915, D was given away in adoption and then K adopted M
in 1917. The Judicial Committee reversing the judgment of the
High Court, held that the adoption was valid. 12

(j) K, a junior member of the family of the Thakore of Gurnph in
Bombay, while in possession of a village granted to his ancestors,
a jivai grant for maintenance on condition that it should revert
to the Thakore on failure of the male line, died in 1903 leaving
a widow D. D adopted P in 1904. Reversing the judgment of the
High Court, the judicial Committee held that the adoption was
valid and that the Thakore was not entitled to the village. They
considered the case to be similar to the Berhamprore case, thus
implying that the village held in Jival grant must be regarded as
the joint family property of both the branches, though in actual
enjoyment of the junior branch.13

Watan Property

A, a watandar in Bombay, died leaving a widow. She adopted a son C.

C then died and the watan devolved on a collateral C. C' then gave his
son S in adoption to the widow. S died leaving daughters. The widow
then made a third adoption. It was held that the widow's power to adopt
was not extinguished by reason of the wa/an vesting in C or by reason

of S's leaving daughters)ln the light of Bimabais case, 15 the decision

in Bbimabai v Tavappa, must be regarded as overruled.
A. a Hindu, died leaving his widow G and son K. K then died and

the watan property of the family passed to a remote collateral S. The
widow, G, then adopted a son. The Privy Council held that the adoption
was valid and divested S of the wa/an properties, ' overruling the full
bench decision of the Bombay High Court. 18 A similar decision had been
pre'.'io!sly ?rriveH 21 h' the Bombay court)9

12 Vaysangfi v Shivasaugli (1935) 37 Born LR 562. 155 tc 438. AIR 1935 PC 95,
reversing the judgment of the High Court.

13 Pratapsuih r Agarsingii (1919) 46 IA 97, 43 Born "'78. 50 IC 457.
14 Chanba.sappa z'Madiwalappa (1937) Born 642, 39 Born LR 591, 170 IC 999, AIR 193"

Born 337.
15 (1933) 57 Born 157. 60 IA 25, 141 IC 9. AIR 1933 PC 1.
16 (1913) 37 Born 598.
F Anaut Bhikappa v Sbankar Rarnchaidra (1944) Born 116, 70 IA 232, AIR 1943 PC

196. See ShripatraovPanatWai(1949) Born 1, Ra7ncbandraBalajiuShankarApparao

(1945) Born 353.
18 Ba/u Sakbara,n i' Lahoo Sambbaji (1937) Born 508. RB: AIR 193" Born 279 The cases

of Tejrani v Sarupchand (1920) 44 Born 483, 55 IC 96 and Irappa Lo/aappa t' Rachavya

Madiwalayva (1940) Born 42, 187 IC 504, 41 Born LR 1300, AIR 1940 Born 118 must

be regarded as overruled.

19 Lln,gappa alias Ravappa v Kadappa Bapurao (1940) Born 721, 191 IC 504, AIR 1941
Born 345,
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Taluqdar: Oudh Estates Act

The position assigned to the widow of a tczlukdar in the matter of

adoption is peculiar. The doctrine of relation back is not applicable to

an adoption made by the widow of a taliikdar governed by the Act 20

§ 473. ADOPTION BY WIDOW SUCCEEDING AS

GOTRAJA SAPINDA IN BOMBAY

An adoption by a widow which is prima facie valid, cannot be affected

by the fact that certain property has devolved u pon her as gotroja

saj;iiida of the last male holder. It was held in a number of cases, that
in such circumstances, though the adoption is valid, it couldn't affect the
course of devolution of the property, which she obtained as gorajci

sapinda.' These cases must he held to have been unc l oubcedly overruled

b y the decision of the Privy Council in .4nant i' Sbankar. 22 The position

now is that if the widow wl'(o succeeds as gotra,fa sapina'ci, is a member

of the joint family, an adoption by her would have the effect of displacing

any titl. based merely on inheritance from the last surviving coparcener

and conferring it on the adopted son.3

Illustration

On the death of A, the last surviving male coparcener of joint
family, the property devoived on W who was A's grandfather's

brother's widow, or a gotrala sapinda. Wthen adopted M. It was

held that the adoption was valid and would confer on the
adopted son, the right to the property, which was held by .4.

II. PERSONS [.AWFULLY CAPABLE OF GIVING IN ADOPTION

§ 474. WHO MAY GIVE IN ADOPTION

The only person who can lawfully give a boy in adoption are his father

and his mother. 14

Thus, one brother cannot give another brother in adoption. Similarly,
a stepmother cannot give her stepson in adop tion . :) Nor can a grandfather

20 Moban Singh v Pasupatinath AIR 1969 SC 135.

21 ,itrtshnaji Raghunath v Rajaram Trimbak (1938) Born 679, AIR 1938 Born 383. FB;

,fadbavsan,g Haribhai v Dispang Jijibbai (1942) Born 812. 202 IC 648, 44 Born LR

661, AIR 1942 Born 280.
22 '0 IA 232.
23 Bat Faiba u Cbudas,na (1948) Born 845; Ganapati Maruti u ,4nandrao (1954) 56 Born

LR 317, AIR 1954 Born 384.

24 Putlabai u Mabathi (1909) 33 Born 107, 1 IC 659.

25 garibhau v .dqabraO (1946) Nag 978.
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give his grandson in adoption. A woman is incompetent to give in
adoption her illegitimate son, born of adulterous intercourse 26

§ 475. RIGHT OF FATHER

The primary right to give in adoption is that of the father

§ 476. RIGHT OF MOTHER

The mother cannot give her son in adoption, while the father is alive and
capable of consenting, without his permission. But she may do so, if lie
has become incapable of giving his consent, eg b y reason of lunacy, or
if he has renounced worldl y affairs and entered areligious order, or after
his death, provided there be no express or implied prohibition from
him, 21

It was held by the High Court of Bombay, that a widow has no power
after her remarriage to give in adoption her son by her first husband,
unless she has been expressly authorised by him to do s0. 29 In a later
Case, the same High Court expressed the opinion that remarriage did not
deprive a widow of her right to give such son in adoption ' Agreeing
with a Full Bench decision of the same High Court, 31 the High Court of
Allahabad has held, that a widow is not entitled to give in adoption her
son by her first husband after her remarriage.32

§ 477. DELEGATION OF POWER

The power to give a boy in adoption belongs exclusively to his parents,
and it can be exercised b y them alone. Neither parent, therefore, can
delegate that power to another person. 33 However, the ph ysical act of
givin; the son in adoption ma y be delegated to another, as such act
involves no exercise of discretion,3

26 Tirkana,,da Mallana,ida zSbrz'appa Pali,' (1943) BOrn 706, 45 Boin LR 992, AIR1944 Born 40. Apra Sheithai'a o Ram,nanakka Ap)a (1 9 1) Born 350, 190 IC 42, AIR1941 Born 222, 43 Bool LR 31'.
27 A'araanasami r A'ippusami (1888) 11 Mad 43, 47
28 Jo8esh Q,anth'a v A'nii'aka/j (1903) 30 Cal 956; Raja Makzoid Deb z' S /a,L'a,zna,/'

(1923) 2 Pat 469. 72 IC 230. AIR 1923 Pit 423: Sbizprasad 1' A'aivar/aI 119491 Born318, A'ao v S,tL'i'a AIR 1953 Nag 239.
29 Panchappa z.' Sanga;thasau'a (1900) 24 Born 89
30 Piitabaj z' Mahathi (1909) 33 Born 10, 1 IC 657.
31 Sec § 467.
32 Kisnhi p Rarna AIR 1964 All 17; Also see Ram Sakhi Kuer p Daroga Prasad AIR 1981Pat 204.

33 &zsber(appa v ShIuligappa (1873) 10 Born HC 268.
34 See Laksh;nan 5:71gb vRupKanwarAIR 1961 SC 1878. Also see Ganga uKrisbna Rao

AIR 1965 Mad 191 (mother present); Jamnabaf v Rarchand (1883) 7 Boni 225;Sbansin,gh v Santabai (1901) 25 Born 551
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§ 478. RENUNCIATION OF HINDU RELIGION

A Hindu father, who has become a convert to \10hammedanjsrn does
not, by reason of his conversion, lose his power of giving his son, who
has remained a Hindu, in adoption. However, since the ph ysical act of
giving a son in adoption is accompanied by religious ceremonies, such
act must be delegated to another person who is a Hindu

This decision is based on the provisions of the Caste Disabilities
Removal Act 1850.

A Brahmo can give his Brahmo son in adoption. A Brahmo does not
cease to be a Hindu by becoming a member of the Brabmo Samaj.36

§ 479. MENTAL CAPACITY

The person giving in adoption must have attained the age of discretion,
and must be of sound mind.37

§ 479A. CONSENT OF GOVERNMENT

It is not necessary to validate an adoption that the consent of the
government should have been obtained.38

III. PERSONS WHO MAY BE LAWFULLY TAKEN IN ADOPTION

§ 480. WHO MAY BE ADOPTED

Subtect to the following rules, ant' person who is a 1-Undu, 3 may be
tal-en or given in adoption:

the person to be adopted must be a male:40
(2	 he must belong to the same caste as his adopting father; thus.

a Brahman cannot adopt a Kshatriya, a \aisva or a Sudra; it is
not necessary that he should belong to the same sub-division of
the caste;4

(3': he must not be a boy, whose mother the adopting father could
not have legally niarned; but this rule had been restricted in

35 Sbatnsmg v Saniabai 11901) 25 Born 551
36 Kusuni Kunjari r Sarya Raujan (1903) 30 Cal 999
37 Btreswar vArd/ja hander (1982)19 Gal 452, 461, 19 IA 101, 105, 1063$ Ra,ncha p fr v Nanjj (1871) 7 Born HG (AC) 26: ,Va,-har u .'0ra3'an (177) I Born607.
39 See § 6 and Kuszj,n Ktirnari t' Satya Ranjan (1903) 30 Cal 99940 GanEabal v Auant (1889) 13 Born 690; Ganguly i Sarkar AIR 1961 MP 173
41 S/jib Deo r Rain Prasad (1924') 46 All 637, 87 IC 938, AIR 1925 All 79.42 Muiakshj v Ramanana'a (1888) 11 Mad 49; Bhag wan S(ngh v Bhagwan Singh (1899)

continued Ofl the new page
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many cases to the daughter's son, sister's son, and mother's

sisters son. 3 This prohibition, however, does not apply to Sudras.44
Even as to the three upper classes, it has been held that an
adoption, though prohibited under this rule, may be valid, if
sanctioned by custom (see custom' below).

In Abhiraj Kuer v Debena'ra Singh, 45 the Supreme Court held that a
wife's sister's daughter's son can be validly adopted to a person governed
by the Benaras school.
(3A) a deaf and dumb person cannot be adopted. 6 A person who had

become a scozvasi, but has renounced the order, can be :aken
in adoption;-'

(4) there is a difference of opinion between the schools as to the
age when a boy may be adopted;
(i) in Bengal. Benares, Bihar and Orissa, the adoption must be

before upanayaua, ie, before the bo y is invested with the

sacred thread; 8 it is immaterial that the adopted boy is
older than the adopter;`

(ii) the above rule applies also in Madras state; but if the
person to he adopted is of the same g otra as the adopter,
the adoption may be made even after upaiiayaua, provided

it is made before marriage. 50 In one case, the Bombay High
Court decided that among the Lingayits of North Kanara, a
married man cannot be adopted as the law of the Madras

21 All 412, 418, 26 IA 153, 160; Hari Das chwteiji v Manmatha 'lath Maulik (1937)

2 Cal 265, 160 IC 332, AIR 1936 cal 1; Priyanath v Inthunati AIR 1971 On 211.

43 Ramchandra v Gopal (1908) 32 Born 619; Ra,nL'nishna u Chiinnaji (1913) 15 Born LIt

i iC a*; LIJCWW ,jurs C t)45u/J4 Al\	 3u,.

44 See § 635(1), Raj Goornar 1.' Bissessur (1884) 10 Cal 688; Lakshinappa v Rarnai.'a

(1875) 12 Born HG 364; Kahana'as vJivan (1923) 25 Born LR 510, 73 IC 1023. AIR

1923 Born 427; Szbrao v Radha (1928) 52 Born 497, 113 IC 497, AIR 1928 Born 295;

Bhagwan Singh v Bhagwan Singh (1898) 21 All 412, 418, 26 IA 153, 160; Gbinna v

Pedda (1876)1 Mad 62; Maharaja of Koihapur v Sundaram (1925) 48 Mad 1, 93 IC

705, AIR 1925 Mad 497; Hanumatab v Mallaya AIR 1959 AP 177.

45 AIR 1962 SC 351. Also see Damodar La! u La!!! Lal AIR 1985 Raj 55 (brothers

daughters son).
46 Surendera .Varayan Sarbbadhikani v Bbola Nath Ray Cbalfdhuni (1944) 1 Gal 139.

47 Gulabrao v .VaRorao (1952) Nag 591, AIR 1952 Nag 102.

48 Ganga Sahai v Lekbraj (1887) 9 All 253, 328; Raja Makind Deb v Sri Ja;anath

(1923)2 Pat 469, 72 IC 230, AIR 1923 Pat 423; Cijandreshwar u Bisbeshwar(1926)5

Pat 777, 101 IC 289, AIR 1927 Pat 61; Gund(cha v Eswara AIR 1965 Ori 96; Sura Bala

Debi v Sudhir Kumar Muk.berji (1944)1 Cal 566; DeokNandan v Madanlal AIR 1958

AP 693, AIR 1957 Pat 607; Sukdeo e Kapd Deo AIR 1960 Cal 597 (Benures school).
49 Chandreshwar v Bisbeshwar(1926) 5 Pal 777, 101 IC 289, AIR 1927 Pat 61.

50 Viraragata v Ramaliuga (1886) 9 Mud 148, FB: Pichtt'ayyan u Subbayyan (1890) 13

Mad 128.
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State is applicable to therri; but in a subsequent case, the
same court held that among the Gaud Saraswar Brahmins
and Daivadnya Brahrnrns of North Kanara, a married man
can be adopted, as they are governed by the Bombay
law;52

(iii) in the Bombay state, a person may be adopted at any age,
though he may be older than the adopter and though he
may be inamed and have children. 53 The adoption is not
invalid, although it took place after the thread ceremony of

the boy was performed;'"
(5) it has been held in Madras, 55 Mvsore. 56 Nagpur5 and Allahabad'

that the adoption of a married person is not valid even among
Sudras. The adoption of an illegitimate son of a Sudra is not
valid 51

Relationship of Adoptive Father to Natural Mother

(Sub-(3))

The rule laid down in sub- (3) refers to the relationship of the parties
prior to marriage. 00 it is founded upon the fiction that the adopting
father has begotten the boy upon his natural mother; therefore, it is
necessary that she should be a person who might lawfull y have been his
wife. For this reason, a man cannot adopt his daughters son, or his
sisters son, or his mother's sister's son, for he cannot marr' his daughter,
his sister, or his mother's sister: such an adoption cannot be validated by
the application of the doctrine of faction t'a/et If the prohibition referred
to above, were to be interpreted literall y , there would be man y other

51 Dattatra'a Mania u Laxman 0942) Born 58-4, 203 1C 139. AIR 19'I Born 260.
52 Shan;arau u ttaLiabIcs6u'ai ( 1 C),) Born 798.
53 BaIbal t Jilahadji (192'i 45 Born 387. 80 IC 529. AIR 1924 Born 319. See ako

Dharrna r Ramknshna (1856)10 Born 80: Gopal u Vishnu (1899) 23 Born 250.
54 C'hampabat i Ra'bteoatb Rao (19'46) Nag 21-
55 I'i,ibiit,ta z I'iai'ar)ainina/ (1863) 0 Mad '1 3 ; Pichzit'a)'Va,2 i Siibba)')a'n (1890)13

Mad 128, 129; Lingari'a z 6hena1ani,na1 (1925) 48 Mad 40, 89 IC 923. All) 1925
Mad 272: Muibziswami Thez'ar u Cbindantbara 7bevar0949 'S IA 293. AIR 1949 PC
18, (1949) Mad 604.

56 .Vanjegowada i' channa,nrna AIR 1952 My 40
57 Ht7noti Bat u Manobarsun9j (1945) Nag 425 However, see Visbwasrao z Sahebrao

AIR 1958 Born 375, (1958) Born 531, 80 Born LR 413
58 Ioii,zka i A'atbz (1913' 35 All 263, 15 IC 960
59 Tatayya v Nakarajit AIR 19514 AP 611.
60 Srtra,n:ithti v Ratnarva (1881) 3 Mad 15.
61 Bhagwan Singi z' Bha.wan Sizgb (1899) 21 All 414 26 LA 153; Walbai v Hecrbai

(1910) 34 Born 491. 4 IC 277 (mothers sister's son cunnot be adopted, thouli he
may also happen io be father's brothers son), Isbu.n Prasaa' z' Rai Hari psad
(1927) 6 Pat 506, 106 IC 620, AIR 1927 Pat 145,
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relations incapable of being adopted. However, this prohibition has been
confined to the specific instance of the daughter's son, sister's son, and

mother's sisters son, and it has been held that it does not extend to other

relations. It has thus been held that a Hindu may adopt his half-brother, 
62

his brother's son's son, 3 his paternal uncles son, father's first cousin,

his wife's brother, 66 his wife's brother's son, 7 his wife's sister's son, his

fathers sister's son, 69 or his daughters husband. 71 In a Patna case, where

a widow was authorised by her husband to take his stepbrother in

adoption, with liberty to her to adopt another boy, if there was any

obstacle to take the stepbrother in adoption according to the shastras.'

it was held that the shastrcr included the Dattaka .Itmansa, and since

Dattaka .lfimansa prohibited the adoption of a stepbrother, the widow

was iustified in not adopting him and in adopting another boy, even

though adoption of a stepbrother was sanctioned by j udicial decisions.

The Allahabad F-Ugh Court has held that the adoption of a father's
brother's daughter's son is prohibited and therefore invalid.

A widow adopting to her husband has no greater power than what
the husband had. Thus, she cannot adopt her husband's daughter's son
or his sister's son or his mother's sister's son, these being persons whom
the husband himself could not have adopted At the same time, her
power of adoption is not less extensive than that of her husband. Thus,

she may adopt her husband's brother, as the husband himself could have

done. 3 Similarly, she may adopt her own brother's son as the husband

himself could have done. The adoption is valid on the ground that she

could not have been lawfully married to her own brother. The rule that
no one can be adopted as a son, whose mother the adopter could not

have legally married, does not apply e c011verso,74

62 Gajanan u Kashinath (1915) 39 Born 410, 28 IC 978, AIR 1915 Born 99.

63 Haran Ghunder v Hurro (1881) 6 cal 41.

64 Virayya V Hanu,naflta (19I) 14 ,'-iao 459.
65 Mallappa v Gangai'a (1919) 43 Born 209, 49 IC 517, AIR 1919 Born 85.

66 Rime Bhudr v Roopshunkur (1823) 2 Born 656; Chanpabat u Raghiinath Rao (1,

Nag 217.
67 Sra,nxilu v Rarnaiya (1881) 3 Mad 15.

68 Ragarndra vJayaram (1897) 20 Mad 283: Saraswatt v Debendra AIR 1956 Pat 340

(wife's sister's daughters son).
69 Ramkrshna u Oiitnnaji (1913) 15 Born LR 824, 21 IC 34.

'O Sitabai v Pan,atibai (1922) 47 Born 35, 69 IC 172, AIR 1922 Born 239.

1 Rajendra Prasad u Gopal Prasad (1928) 7 Pat 245, 108 IC 545, AIR 1929 Pat 51.

72 Babu Rain u Kisben Dei AIR 1963 All 509. (1963) All 102.

73 Shripad v Vithal (1925) 49 Born 615, 89 IC 197, AIR 1925 Bans 399.

74 Bai Vani v Chunilal (1898) 22 Born 973: Jai Singh ii Bijai Pal (1905) 27 All 417; Putt:i

Lai v Parbai Kunwar (1915) 42 IA 155, 37 All 359, 29 IC 617, AIR 1915 PC 15.
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CUSTOM

An adoption, though prohibited by the rule laid down in sub- (3), may
be valid, if recognised by custom. Thus, the adoption of a daughters
son, though prohibited by this nile, has been held to be valid among
the Deshastha Smaj-tha Brahmans of the Southern Maratha countr-v . The
adoption of a daughter's son is also recognised b y custom among Telugu
Brahmans in the Madras state '76 and among Khatris of Amritsar, also the
adoption of a brother's daughter's son, a daughters son and a sister's son
among Tamil Brahmins '78 of a brother's daughters son among South
Knara Rajputs, 79 and of a sister's son among the Bhora Brahmans of
Uttar Pradesh." By reason of custom prevailing in the Madras state, the
adoption by a Kshatriya, whose gotra is the same as that of the natural
mother of the adopted boy, is valid.81 Similarly, the adoption of a sister's
son amongst Vaisyas is allowed by custom; 82 and of a brother's son
amongst Marwan jams, who have migrated from certain places. 83 In
Punjab, generally, a daughter's son and sister's son have by custom been
considered worth' of adop6on. 84 The custom of adopting a daughter's
son must be established b y sufficient evidence and all the conditions for
a valid custom must be satisfied. The onus cannot be discharged bymerely contending that the parties can be classified onlya s Sudras

Tne basis of the rule being the marriage between agnates is prohibited,
wherever the basis is ignored in the most prominent cases, namely, the
sisters son and the daughter's son, it is submitted that the rule must be
regarded as destroyed by the exceptions, in all cases where the adopted
boy s mother is an agnare of the adopter.

For the applicability of the doctrine of facium i'alet, see notes under4.

§ 481. ONLY SON

An only son may be given and taken in adoption.

'S	 ,,drabai z Hanuniaii Giirnat6 (1932) 56 Born 298, 140 IC 235 AIR 1932 Born 30s76 I isuaczjndara r Soniasi g ridara (1920) 3 Mad 876, 59 IC 609, ' 	1920 Mad Also
KS Gopa/acbai'tar r' A'rz.shamacharia,' AIR 1955 Mad 559, (1955)1 ML! 524

-- Parma Nand v Shiv c'hara,z (1921) 2 Lab 69, 59 IC 250, AIR 1921 Uih 147; RosI,an
Ll v Samar NaIl, (1938) Lah 173, AIR 1973 L.ah 626.

78 I'arithnada V Appii (1886) 9 Mad 44.
79 Sooratha r Kariak.a (1920) 43 Mad 867, 59 IC 585. AIR 1920 Mad 648.80 bajn SukJ, Ram r Parbani (1892) 1'1 All 53.
81 Sunba4ari v Saryanarayana (1946) Mad 475
82 NaraneetbamI v Karnala,n,na/ (1947) Mad 510.
83 Mt Gi'gi i. Mn Panna AIR 1956 Assam 100.
84 Dki Nandan v Rikbj Rain AIR 1960 Punj 542.
85 Mariaminal v Govi'ndam,,J AIR 1985 Mad 5.
86 i Balusu Gund:ngaswamj v Sri Bali isu Ramaiak/,,n,n,,, (1899) 22 Mad 398, 26IA 113; Vyas v Vyas . (1900) 24 Born 367; Krishna v Paranishn (1901) 25 Boiii 537
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In considering the factum of adoption, however, the court keeps it in
mind that ordinarily an only son is neither given nor taken in adopUon.

For the applicability of the doctrine of factuin valet, 
see notes under the

same head to § 434.

§ 482. ORPHAN

The adoption of an orphan is not valid, except by custom.59
The reason of the rule is that a boy can be given in adoption only

by his father or his mother, which cannot be done in the case of an

orphan. The doctrine of factrim valet cannot be invoked to validate such

an adoption-I°

§ 483. STRANGER

A stranger may be adopted, though there are near relations. 91 For the

applicability of the doctrine of factum valet see notes under § 434.

§ 484.
ADOPTION OF SAME BOY BY TWO PERSONS

Two persons cannot adopt the same boy, even if the persons adopting
are brothers. In such a case, the adoption by each of them is invalid

§ 485.
SIMULTANEOUS ADOPTION

• The simultaneous adoption of 
two or more persons is invalid.93

Illustration

A has two wives, B and C, but has no son. A being desirous to

give a son to each of them, authorises them to adopt two sons

87 RaghaVa?fl'° v UwnchaFfl'° .'Jik i96.4 SC 138.

88 BasbetiaPPa v Shivlingappa (1873) 10 Born BC 268: VaiththflRa
?fl v Vatesa (1914) 37. 

Mad 529,15 IC 299, AIR 191 4 Mad 460; Mareyya v Ra,nalakS600 (1921) 	 Mad 260,

60 IC 141, AIR 1921 Mad 331.
89 Ra,nkhOre uJanaTaYafl (1921) 48 IA 405, 49 C1 120, 6- IC 782. AIR 192 2 PC 2

otatfl v Vencband (1921) 45 Born 754. 11 IC 492, 
AIR

(DhusarS of Punjab); Parth 

1921 Born 17 (Jarns of Idar state); 
Sukb&ir v MangeiSar (1927) 9 All 302, 100 IC

778, AIR 1927 All 252 (Jagir situated in Gwalior); Kunwar Basant Singb v Kunwar

Brij Raj Saran Singh (1935) 62 IA 180, 57 MI 494, 37 Bois LR 805, 156 IC 86-, AIR

1935 PC 132 dais of Ballabgarh).

90 Marcyya v gamalakshifli (1921) 44 Mad 260, 60 
IC 141, AIR 1921 Mad 331.

9) Srinati Momma 
v Gokooianhtnd (1878) 3 Cal 587, 5 IA 40; Dbar,na v Rarnkrtsbfla

(1886) 10 Born 80.
92 Raj Coomar v BissesSur (1884) 10 Cal 688, 696-97.

93 .-thhoy cb ti nder v Kala Pahar (1886) 12 Cal 406, 12 IA 198: Surendm Kesbi
g h v

Doorgasoonder (1892) 19 Cal 513, 19 IA 108.
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Adoption	 486

simultaneously , one to be adopted by B and the other by C, the
authority to adopt is invalid, and the adoptions (if an y) made
pursuant to such authority are also invalid.

Sastri G Sarkar does not approve of these decisions, and observes in
his work on Hindu law, that notwithstanding these decisions, such
adoptions are made and recognised by Hindu society. As to successive
adoptions, see. § 468.

§ 486. DVYAMUSHYAYANA OR SON OF TWO FATHERS

(1) Where a person gives his son to another under an agreement that
he should be considered to be the son of both the natural and the
adoptive fathers, the son so given in adoption is called dtryalnnshl'aVana.
In this form of adoption, it is essential to prove such an agreement and
it should also be proved that there was the ceremony of giving and
taking of the adoptive son.9

(2) A drryanui,sbyayana inherits both in his natural and adoptive
families. 95 In the case of a person adopted in the nif)'a dvva,ni.isbvaya,aa
form, his Sons born after the adoption are entitled io participate in the
inheritance of the adopter.

(3) Where a person gives his onl y son in adoption to his brother, the
adoption must be presumed to be in the thiainush)avana form, unless
a stipulation is proved that the adoption was to be in the ordinar y form.
In Bomba y , however, it has been held that there is no such presumption,
and that a person alleging that an adoption was in the di'vainusi'paajza
form, must prove that there was an agreement to that effect, even if the
person adopted was the only son of a brother However, it is nor
necessary that the adoptive father and the natural Father should be
brothers .98

() Where a dt'ya,nus/jya	 rtvana dies, his property is taken jointly and
equally by the adoptive mother and the natural mother. If, after this, the
adoptive mother adopts another son, the naturai -other is not divested
of the propern' inherited.99

9-1 Dbani Bal v Neeni Ka pzu'ar AIR 1972 Rjj 9.
95 Sn,nat: Woo,na v Gokoolanund (1878) 3 Cal 587, 598, 5 LA 40, 50-51; Krtsbna z'

Para pnshri (1901) 25 Born 537; Behan Lai v Shib La! (190'q ) 26 All 472; Al Mijihial.,
u collector of Estate Diitr' (1986) SC 1863.

96 Ganpatrao Sbspatrao z' Baibris/ma Gururao (1942) Born 34u, 201 1C 633, AIR 1942
Born 193, 44 Boot LR 333. As to Succession to a d'nushya)'ana son, see 43(7).

97 Laxrnipatirao v Venkatesh (1917) 41 Boat 315, 38 IC 552, AIR 1916 Born 68; h1ucbrao
v Bhirnarao (1918) 42 Born 277, 44 IC 851, AIR 1917 Born 10.

98 'Malakappa v Ma/lappa AIR 1976 Kant 32.
99 Kantawa v Sangangozvda (1942) Born 303, 20 IC 863, AIR'.1942l3orn 143, 44 Born

LR269.
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§ 487. ADOPTION OF DAUGHTERS BY NAIKINS
(DANCING GIRLS)

According to the Bombay and Calcutta decisions, the adoption of a
daughter by a nai/in or dancing girl is invalid, notwithstanding a custom
to, the contrary, such custom being regarded as immoral.' According to
Madras decisions, it is valid, provided the adoption is not made to
disposing of the girl for the purposes of prostitution. 2 Even two girls may
be adopted, provided the practice is sanctioned by custom.3

IV. Act OF ADOPTION AND CEREMONIES INCIDENTAL To IT

§ 488. CEREMONIES RELATING TO ADOPTION

(1) The ceremonies relating to an adoption are:

(a) the physical act of giving and receiving, with intent to transfer
the boy from one family into another ( 489);

(b) the datta bomam, ie, oblations of clarified butter to fire (. 490): and
(c)other minor ceremonies, such as putresti jag (sacrifice for male issue).

(2) The physical act of giving and receiving is essential to the validity
of an adoption ( 489).

As to datta homam, it is not settled whether its performance is essential
the validity of an adoption in every case ( 490).
As to the other ceremonies, their performance is not necessary to the

validity of an adoption.-'
(3) No religious ceremonies, not even datta homam, are necessary in

the case of Sudras; 5 nor are religious ceremonies necessary amongst
Jams6 or in the Punjab .7

.tfarhura vEnt (1880)4 Born 545; Hira vRadba (1913) 37 Boin 116,17 IC 834; Hencer
V Hanscower (1818) 2 Mod Dig 133; Ghasiti v Urnrao Jan (1893) 20 IA 193, 201-202.
However, see Manjamma v Sherhagirirao (1902) 26 Born 491, 495, where the adopoon
was by a prostitute, who was not a rzaikin attached to any temple.
i'nk. Mu/uiirtga 6888j ii start j5; Muttiskannu vPararnasa,ni(1889) 12 Mad 214.
However, see Guddati v Ganapari (1912) 23 MLJ 493, 17 IC 422; Venkatachailamma v
cheekad (1953) Mad 741, AIR 1953 Mad 571.
Gangainma v Kiippammal (1938) Mad 789.
Sbeolotanvffinrgnn(1917)2 PLJ481,41 1C375,AIR 1917 Pat 633:KatkivLaatz(1915)
20 GWN 19,27 IC 39, AIR 1915 Cal 214; Raja Makund Deb vSriJagannath(1923) 2 Par
469,482,72 IC 230, AIR 1923 Pat 423; AsitaMohan vNirodeMohan(1916) 20 CWN 901,
35 IC 127, AIR 1917 Cal 292 (Sudras).
Shoshinath vKrishnosunderi(1881) 6 Cat 381, 388, ' IA -1 50,255; fndro,nonivBehariLal
(1880)5 Cal 770,7 IA 24; BalGangadharTilakvShrinn.a.s(1915)421A 135151,39Bozu
441, 446, 291C639,AIR 1915 PC 7: AsitaMohanuNimdeMohan(1916)2OCWN901, 35
IC 127, AIR 1917 Cal 292 (puiresti jag ceremony); SundarivBhimraj52 CWN 339;Deorao
uRaibban (1954) Nag 558, AIR 1954 Nag 357; Xaga v Sukya AIR 1953 Nag 239.
Labmi Chand v Ga#oBai(1886)8 AU 319. Also see Gulab Devilal AIR 1951 R31 136 and
see Madhusudan Dos v Xaraya Bai AIR 1983 SC 114, and see Ranyit Ku,nar u Kamal
Kumar AIR 1982 Cal 493 (see Chapter on Jams).
Hem Singb v Harnam Singb AIR 1954 SC 581; Ajit Singb v Fawb Singb AIR 1962 SC 411
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§ 489. GIVING AND RECEIVING

(1) The physical act of giving and receiving is absolutely necessary to the
validity of an adoption. This is not only in the case of the twice-born
classes, but also in the case of Sudras. 8 This ceremony is of the essence
Of adoptions, and the law does not accept-any substitute for it. Mere
expression of consent, or the execution of a deed of adoption, though
registered, but not accompanied by an actual delivery of the boy, does
not operate as a valid adoption. 9 To constitute giving and taking in
adopmori all that is necessary is that there should be some overt act to
signify the delivery of the boy from one family to another.

No particular form is prescribed for the ceremon y , but the law requires
that the natural parent should hand over the adoptive boy and the
adoptive parent should receive him. The nature of the ceremony may
vary depending upon the circumstances of the case. However, the
ceremony of giving and taking should necessaril y be there. 1 In case of
an old adoption, strict proof of the performance of the ceremonies may
not be available. An adoption acquiesced in and recognised for a number
of years by the person making the adoption and a long course of
recognition on the part of persons who would be expected to know of
the fact and who were best acquainted with the circumstances, can give
rise to the inference that the conditions relating to the adoption were
fulfilled. 11

(2) Diverse circumstances may necessitate that the act of actual giving
or taking should be delegated to a third person and therefore, the
parents after exercising their volition to give and take the bo y in adoption.
can both or either of them delegate the physical act of handing over the
boy or receiving him by way of adoption to a third p3rty.12

6 So:nath v Knshnosunderi' (1881) 6 cal 381, 7 IA 250; Ra ?9 a)'aOan;,Ih' r Aiva
(1890) 19 Cal 451 19 LA 101; Ba/ak Ram v A'aniin Mal (1930) 11 Lub 12 IC
532. AIR 1930 Lah 579.

9 Sbinath rKrishnasunden(1881) 6 Cal 381, 388, 7 IA 25u. Srccnarai,;
(183) 11 Beng LR 171, IA Supp Vol 149. Reference however. be itlaCe io Biradl
Maf v Prabbavazi 41 Born LR 1061, AIR 1939 PC 152; B/.iajandas r ,Vanivaur All,'
1954 Raj 17; Dhani Bai t' Nee,n Kanwar AIR 1972 Raj 9; Rainprasad r Pait natal All',
1954 Raj 36; RamjiDas vMan'a1 Sen AIR 2954 Pepsu 66, A'ce/eu'a u Gurshiddappa
(1937) 39 Born LR 211, AIR 1937 Born 169; Perinanand rLax,ninarain AIR 1955 MB
129.

10 I.abman Singh v Rup Kanwar (1962) SJ 472, AIR 1961 SC 1376, Debt Prasaci c
TriniDebi AIR 2970 SC 1286; Moalcband V A,nrijhai (1976) MPLT 362 (but the Li
does not prescribe any particular form or mode of giving and .tiking Al Sri,imvas.a,,'
vJobn Bentic AIR 1989 Mad 334.

21 Deb Prasad v Tribeni Debt AIR 1970 SC 1286; Pannalal v Chiman Parkas AIR 194
Pmij 54; Balinki v Gopalkrssbna AIR 1964 Or) 117.

12 Labman Singb v Rup Kanwar, (1962) SC) 472, AIR 1961 SC 1378.
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Ho.ver, the power (or right) to give a son in adoption cannorbe
delegated to any person. 13 The delegation can only be of the ph ysical act
mentioned above. Accordingly, the father or mother may authorise another
person to perform the physical act of giving a son in adoption to a
named person, 14 and can delegate someone to accept the child in adoption
on his or on her behalf.15

§ 490. DA1TA HOMAM

(1) Datta homam is not essential in the case of an adoption in the twice-
born classes when the adopted son belongs to the same gotra as the
adoptive father.' 6 There is a conflict of opinion whether the same is
necessary in other cases.

In Madras, it was held in Singamma u Venkatacharulu, 17 a case decided
in 1868, that neither cicuta homam nor any other religious ceremony was
necessary even among Brahmans. This decision was followed in a later
case where the parties were Kshatnyas, 18 and in another case in which
the parties were Nambudri Brahmans.' 9 The ruling in Singarnmas cases
was, however, doubted by the same High Court in the undermentioned
cases. 20 It is now held that datta homam is not necessary for the adoption
of a daughter's son. 2 ' In an Allahabad case, where the parties were
Dakhani Brahmans, it was held that when the boy was the son of a
daughter or of a brother, mere giving and taking was sufficienr. 22 In
Bombay, it has been held that datta homarn is necessary .23 The Judicial
Committee has not expressed any definite opinion on the question, but
there is some indication of an inclination towards the view that datta

hornam is necessary.24

13 Bhagvandds v Rajinal (1873) 10 Born HC 241; Basb otippa v Shiulingappa (1873) 10
Born FTC 268.

14 JarnnabaivRaychand(1883) 7 Born 225; ShainsingvSantabai (1901)25 Born 551.
15 See § 477. Behara Vijyamma u Ayyajari Veera Venkata Satva c:Lr pracI Pa0

(1942) Mad 608, AIR 1942 Mad 379; Govindra'n mi Sheoprasad (1948) Nag 98.
16 Valubai v Govind (1900) 24 Born 218; Bat Gangadhar Tilak v Shr:nwas Panda (1915)

42 [A 135, 39 Born 441. 29 IC 639, AIR 1915 PC 7; Gouindayyar v Dorasam: 1888)
11 Mad 5 (FB), (1915) 20 CWN 19 27 IC 39, AIR 1915 Cal 214; t'elavelli vManga;nina
(1904) 27 Mad 538, 539.

17 (1868) 4 Mi-ICR 165.
18 CbandramaI4 v Muktamala (1883) 6 Mad 20.
19 Shankaran v Kesavan (1892) 15 Mad 6.

BY Venkata u Subbadra (1884) 7 Mad 548; Govindayyar v Jrasa,ni (1888) 11 Mad 5,
9-10 (FB); Raliganyakannna v Alwar (1890) 13 Mad 214, 220 (Vaisyas); Smth&arayar
v Subammat (1898) 21 IMd 97.

21 Saminatba v Vageesan (1940) Mad 98, 185 (C 37, AIR 1939 Mad 849.
22 Atmaram v M'adbo Rao (1884 	 All 276 (FB).

23 Govindprasad v Riirdabai (1925) 49 Born 515, 87 IC 472, AIR 1925 Born 289 (Knoj

Brahmans).
24 Sbothnatb 'Krtsbnasunde7i(1881) 6 Cal 381, 388,7 IA 250, 255, Bat Gangadhar Tilak

v Shrinivas Padit (1915) 42 IA 05, 149-50, 39 Born 441, 29 IC 639. AIR 1915 PC 7.
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(2) The datia homa?n may be performed at any time after the physical
act of giving and receiving; it ma y be performed even after the death of
the adoptive father, 25 or of the natural father of the boy.2

(3) The ceremony of datia homatn may be performed by the parties
who give and receive the boy in -adoption, or the performance thereof
may be delegated by them to others.27

Datta Homam

Dana hornam is the sacrifice of the burning of clarified butter, which is
offered as a sacrifice to fire by way of religious propitiation or oblation 2

Pollution

It follows from sub-b (3), that pollution on account of the death or birth
of a relation does not invalidate an adoption made during the period of
such pollution. The secular formalities of giving and receiving ma y be
performed by the adopter, though he ma y he in a state of pollution,
while the religious part of the ceremony may be delegated to a priest
or to a relation free from impurity . Even the ph ysical act ofgiving in
adoption may be delegated to another person. However, the right or the
power to give in adoption can be exercised onl y by the father or the
mother, and cannot be delegated to any person.

§ 491. FREE CONSENT

Every valid adoption implies the free consent to the adoption of the
person giving and the person receiving in adoption, and also, it seems
of the person adopted, if he is a major at the date of adoption 2"

Where the consent to an adoption is obtained by misrepresentation
coercion, fraud, undue influence, or mistake, the consent is not free, and
the adoption is voidable at the option of the party whose consent was
so obtained. 30 However, it may be ratified by such party, provided the
ratification does not prejudice the rights of other persons.3'

25 Sabbarai'ar r Subba,nma/ (1898) 2] Ma 49: Setha?'anza,flma z' Sun'anaravcjua
(1926) 49 Mad 969. 6 IC 615. AIR 1926 Slid 118 L China Ana Mzi/h,o'a'i'a,a
Thiruuerada,n,na/ (1942) Mad 682, 20 IC 393, AIR 2942 Mad 395

26 Venkaja u Subbadra (1884) - Mad 548, 550.
27 Lkshmii ,' Ra,nchandra (1898) 22 BCm 590 Sanlappaj'l'a r Ran,apari'a (1895

18 Mad 397

28 Bal Gangadhar 7'ilak z' Sbnnizjas Pandi: (1915) 42 IA 135. 148, 39 Born 441. 463. 29
IC 639, AIR 1915 PC 7.

29 Sircar's Law of Adoption, 2nd edn, pp 279. 280. Stranges Hindu Lau Vol 1 p 88
30 Bayabai vBala (1870) 7 Born HC App 1; Rangana,n,na vAlwar(189() 13 Mad 21-i

220-40, So,naseAthara v Szthhadranaj: (1882) 6 Born 524, Sri Rajal y Vcnu&.ita z Sri Ra,'ah
Rangayya(1906) 29 Mad 437; SbriSjjara,n vSbri'flarj.bar(19I1) 35 Ik,rn 169, 179-430,
8 IC 625; See also E-sban Kis.bor vHaru-js Q,andra (1874) 13 Bong LR App 42.

31 Sn' Rajah Venkata t' Sri Rajah Rangavya (1906) 29 Mad 437-,Contra San'irajuu u'
Venkatsw,ju: (1917) 40 Mad 925, 930, 936-37, 40 1C 538, MR 1918 Mad 1072
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§ 492. CONSIDERATION FOR ADOPTION

An adoption is valid merely because the person giving in adoption
receives a consideration for the adoption from the person taking in

adoption, though the promise to pay cannot be enforced in law. 32

§ 493.
ADOPTION CANNOT BE CANCELLED: RENUNCIATION

BY ADOPTED SON OF RIGHT OF INHERITANCES

A valid adoption once made cannot be cancelled by the adoptive father,33

or other parties thereto, nor can the adopted son renounce his status as
such and return to his family of birth. However, there is nothing to
prevent him from renouncing his right of inheritance in the adoptive

family, in which case, the inheritance would go to the next heir.'

The Goda-datta form of adoption was a customary form prevalent in

certain families and could, by custom, be revoked and annulled at the

instance of either party.35

V. RESULTS OF DATTAK ADOPTION

§ 494. RESULTS OF ADOPTION

(1) Adoption has the effect of transferring the adopted boy from his

natural family into the adoptive family. It confers upon the adoptee, the
same rights and privileges in the family of the adopter as the legitimate

son, except in a few cases. Those cases relate to marriage and adoption

(sub-s (3) below), and to the share on a partition between an adopted

and after-born son.6

(2) but while the adopteo son acquires the rights of a son in the

adoptive family, he loses all the rights of a son in his natural family,

32 Muru8appa v Vagappa (1906) 29 Mad 161; Narayan u Gopalrao (1922) 46 Born 908,

67 IC 850, AIR 1922 Born 382.
33 Bboopatbi Natb Cbakrabarti v Basana Kumaree Debee AIR 1936 Cal 556; Asa Bai v

Prabbu- Lai AIR 1960 Raj 304, 10 821 194; Deoki Nan4an oRikbã Ram AIR 1960 Punj

542; ,4mar .Va:b v Muk.bi Ram (1983) 85 PLR 440.

34 Ruye Bhudra a Roopsbunkur (1824) 2 Bor Rep 656; Laksbnu4ia v Ramaya (1875)12

Born HC (AC) 364, 388; Mabadu u Bayafl (1895) 19 Bony 239: Lunkuru u Birjr (1930)

57 Cal 1322, 130 IC 250, AIR 1931 Cal 219; Gulkandi u Prabla4 AIR 1968 R 51.

35 Daniraiji v VabujLMabaraj Cbandraprabba AIR 1975 SC 784 (also see under Adoption

and Maintenance Act 1956).

36 See § 497. Pratapsing vAgarsingfl (1919) 46 IA 97, 43 Boni 778, 50 IC 457, AIR 1918

PC 192; Nagindas p Bacboo (1916) 43 IA 56, 67-68, 40 Born 270. 287-88, 32 IC 403,

AIR 1915 PC41. HaribbaU uHakim AIR. 1951 Nag 249. (195]JNag 99, KalagotLda

v Annagoisda AIR 1962 Mys 65.
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including the right of claiming any share in the 'estate o'f his natural
father' or natural relations, or any share in the coparcenary property of
his natural family. This follows from 2 text of Manu (IX, Verse 142).

Adoption does not under the Bengal School of Hindu law (Davabhaga
law), divest any property which was vested in the adopted son by

inheritance, gift, or under any power of self-acquisition before his

adoption3
As regards cases governed by Mitakshara law, it has been held by the

Madras High Court, that an adoption does not divest any property which
has vested in the adopted son prior to the adoption; it has accordingly
been held by that court that where coparcenary property has already
vested in a person as the sole surviving coparcener, and such person is
subsequently adopted into another family, he does not, by adoption, lose
his rights in that property. 38 Following this decision, it has been held by
the Bombay High Court that a Hindu does nor, on his adoption, lose the
share which he has already obtained on partition from his natural father
and brothers in his family of birth, the reason given being that such share
cannot be said to be 'the estate of his natural father' . The same principle
has been applied when the partition was between the grandfather and
his son, and grandsons and one of the grandsons, who got a share on
partition was subsequently adopted into another family. 4° However, it has
been held by the same High Court that where property has vested in a
person as the heir of his father, and such person is subsequently adopted
into another family, he loses by adoption. his rights in that property, that
property being 'the estate of his natural father'. 41 This view has not been
accepted by the Calcutta High Court. which has all along taken the "ie
that a son given in adoption will not be divested of any property of
which he had become owner by inheritance before his adoption- 42 The

Punab 3 and OriSSa4l High Courts also have taken the latter view.
Though adoption has the effect of removing the adopted son from

his natural famil y into the adoptive family, it does not sever the tie of

37 Be-ban Lal v Kailas C/.,inder (1896) 1 CWN 121; Shvamcba ra n r Sricharan (1929) 56

Ca] 1135. 120 IC 157. AIR 1929 Cal 337: Rakbalraj v Debendra AIR 1948 Ca] 356
38 Sri Raiah Narsmmha v Sri Rajab Rangayva (1906) 29 Mad 437; Sariu Ba: F 1-Jaman?

(1987) MP 143.
39 Mahableshwar r Subramanva (1922) 47 Born 542, 72 IC 309. AIR 1923 Bali) 297.

Manikabai m Gokuldas (1925) 49 Born 520, 87 IC 816, AIR 1925 Born 363

40 Babinbai v Kisalal 51 Born LR 825, AIR 1950 Born 47, (1949) Born 587.

41 LrIatraya v GovOid (1916) 40 Born 429, 34 IC 423, AIR 1916 Born 210

42 Raa1arai v Deebendra AIR 1948 Cal 356, 52 CWN 771.

43 lIar La/v Ganga Rain AIR 1951 Punj 142, Rampal v Bbagwandas AIR 1954 Ajnier 11.

44 Mad.bab Sabu v Hatkisbore Sabu AIR 1975 Ori 48. Also see Har Cba,ul v Ranjil AIR

1987 P&I-I 259.
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blood between him and the members of his natural family. He cannot,
therefore, marry in his natural family within the prohibited degrees, nor
can he adopt from that family, a boy whom he could not have adopted,
if he had remained in that family.4'

(4) The only cases in which an adopted son is not entitled to the full
rights of a natural-born son are: (1) where a son is born to the adoptive
father after the adoption; and (2) where he has been adopted by a
disqualified heir. The first of these cases is dealt with in § 497 and the
second in § 102.

(5) Where a married person is given in adoption and such person has
a son at the date of adoption, the son does not, like his father, lose the
gotra and right of inheritance in the family of his birth, and does not
acquire the gotra and right of inheritance in the family into which his
father is adopted. The wife passes with her husband into the adoptive
family, because according to the Shastras husband and wife form one
bodv . 4b In such a case, if the husband dies, the wife cannot adopt her
son, because she has lost the power to give and she cannot be both
giver and take r. 7 However, it has been held that when a married Hindu
is given in adoption, and at the time of adoption, his wife is pregnant,
and a son is born to him, the son on his birth, passes into the adoptive
family and is entitled to inherit in that family, the reason given being that
such a son is born into the adoptive family and should therefore be
treated as a member of that family.48

Illustrations

(a) A has two sons B and C. A gives C in adoption to X. C is not
entitled to inherit to A as his son.

(b) A and B, two brothers, and their respective sons, C and D, are
members of a joint family. A gives his son C in adoption to X.
C loses all his rights as a coparcener in his natural famil y. The
coparcenary which consisted of four members before the adoption,
will be reduced after C's adoption to a coparcenary of three
members only.

(c) A and his son, C, are members of an undivided family. A dies,
and on his death, C becomes entitled to the whole of the
coparcenary property, as sole surviving coparcener. C's mother
then gives C in adoption to X. C does not, by adoption, lose his
rights in that property.

5 Mootia ti Upfxm (1958) Mad SD 117.
46 Kalgavda v Somappa (1909) 33 Born 669, 3 IC 809; Babarao u Baburao AIR 1956 Nag

98; Lekb Ram v Kis.bono AIR 1951 Pepsu 99.
47 Sarat Cbandra to Sbanta Bat (1945) Nag 544.
48 AdvtuFakippa(1918) 42 Born 547,46 IC 644, AIR 1918 BonA 168. Also see Tarabai

u Babgonda AIR 1981 Born 13.
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§ 495. SUCCESSION EXPARTE PATERNA

Subject to the provisions of § 497, an adopted son is entitled to inherit
in the adoptive family as fully as if he were a natural-born son, both in
the paternal and in the maternal line. He is entitled to inherit to his
adoptive father, and to the father and grandfather and other more distant
lineal ancestors of the adoptive father. He is also entitled to inherit to
the adoptive father's brothers, the adoptive father's brothers sons and
other collateral relations. 49 Conversely, the adoptive father and his relations
are entitled to inherit to the adopted boy, as if he were a son born in
the adoptive family.

Illustration

A adopts H in conjunction with his wife B. After Bs death A

marries Cby whom he has a son G born to him. After Cs death.
A marries D, there is no issue of this marriage. A then dies
leaving H, G and D. Subsequently D dies leaving stridhana. Who
is entitled to D's stridhana? H and G as the sapindas of A are
entitled in equal shares" ( 147).

§ 496. SUCCESSION EXPARTE MATERNA

(1) An adopted son is entitled to inherit to his adoptive mother and her
relations, as, for instance, her father and brothers. Conversel y , the adoptive
mother and her relations are entitled to inherit to him.

(2) Even if the wife of the adopter was dead at the date of adoption,
the adopted son becomes her son b y virtue of the adoption, and is
entitled as such to inherit to the relations in her father's famil y . 52 However.
such an adopted son cannot divest the heirs of the deceased mother of
property to which they had alread y succeeded before the ado p tion took
place.5

(3) Where a Hindu, having two or more wives, makes an adoption in
conjunction with one of them specially selected for the purpose, the wife

49 Pa4rna Kumar! v Court of U2iird.s (1882) 6 Cal 30C. 6 IA 229; chandreshwar ,'
&s.bhwar (1926) 5 Pat 777, 101 IC 209, AIR 192' Pat 61 (MlLhila).

50 Gangadhar t' Hira La! (1916) 43 Cal 94 .j, 34 IC 10. AIR 1917 Cal 575.
51 Kali Kornul v Urna Stinker (1884) 10 Cal 232. 10 IA 138; Radha Pra,cad v Ranee Maui

(1906) 33 Cal 94'; Datratrava z' Gaugabai (1922) 46 Born 54, 77 IC 17. AIR 1922 Born
321; Sowntbarapandian ,4yaflgar z' Penarni Thern <1933) 56 Mad 759, 15 IC
5, AIR 1933 Mad 550.

52 Sun4ararnrna v I'enkasasubba (1926) 49 Mad 941,97 IC 15, MR 1926 Mad 1203
53 Swaganti Achi r Samasundara,n AIR 1956 Mad 323 overrulling earlier decisions 01

the ,came HIgh Coun to the contrary. Aiso.see Rarnakrisbariqy)v r Narasai'va AIR
195 7 AP 109.
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so selected, ranks as the adoptive mother, and the other wives as mere
stepmothers. The adopted son inherits only to the adoptive mother and
to her relations, and she alone and her relations can inherit to him.

The same principle applies when an adoption is made by one of
several widows in pursuance of an authority left to her alone. 54 In other
cases, it is not settled whether the adopted son inherits to all the wives
of the adoptive father and their relations. 55 The High Court of Madras has
held that even if two wives are associated in the adoption ceremony, the
senior wife by reason of the special status and priority given to her
becomes the adoptive mother for tracing the line of succession e.V porte
;naterna from the adopted son.56

Illustration

A, who has two wives B and 6 adopts a son D in conjunction
with his wife B. A dies, and on his death, D succeeds to his
estate. D then dies unmarried. B is entitled to inherit to I) as his
mother to the entire exclusion of C. 57 Where the adoptive father
has remarried before adoption and has that wife living at the
time of adoption, the deceased wife of the adoptive father cannot
be designated or nominated as the adoptive mother of the adopted
son. 58

§ 497. SON BORN AFTER ADOPTION

(1) The statement of law in the above sections, that an adopted son is
entitled to inherit just as if he were a natural born son, is subject to the
exception mentioned below:

Where a son is born after adoption to the adoptive father: (a)
the adopted son does not, on a partition between him and the
after-born natural son, share equally with him as he would have
done if he were a natural son, but he takes:
(i) in Bengal, one-third of the adoptive father's estate;

(ii) in Benares, one-fourth of the estate; 59 and
(iii) in the Bombay and Madras states, one-fifth of the estate;

and

54 Annapurni v Forbes (1899) 23 Mad 1, 26 IA 246.
55 Mayne's Hindtr Law, s 167.
56 VenngoIa Reddiar u Krt'sbanaswamy AIR 1971 Mad 262.
57 .lnnapurni v Forbes (1900) 23 Mad 1, 26 IA 246.
58 Thriumaleshwara v Ganapajya AIR 1953 Mad 132, (1952) 2 MLJ 716.
59 A different view has been expressed in Moti u Lachman AIR 1960 Rai 122, 10 Raj

225.
60 Giriappa v Ningappa (1893) 17 Born 100; Melappa v Gurainina AIR 1956 t5on 129;

Ayyavu v 4Viladatcbi (1862) 1 Mad HC 45.
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(b) if the estate is impartible, the aurasa son alone succeeds to it.61
Except as previousl y mentioned, an adopted son is entitled to the

same share as a legitimate son (Illust (b)).
(2) Among Shudras in Madras and Bengal, an adopted son shares

equally with the after-born natural son; 62 in Bombay, he takes one-fifth
of the estate. 63 in Central Provinces and Rajasthan, where the Benares
school prevails, he takes one-fourth of the estate.

(3) The same rules apply on a partition in the lifetime of the father.
Thus, in Madras, the father and the after-born natural son will each take
four shares and the adopted son one share in the whole estate.

Illustrations

(a) A, a childless Hindu, adopts a son, B. A son C is then born to
A. A dies leaving property worth Rs 3,000. In Bengal, B would
take Rs 1,000 and C Rs 2,000. In Benares, B would take Rs 750,
and C, Rs 2,250. In Bombay and Madras, B would take Rs 600,
and C, Rs 2,400.

(b) A and B are two brothers. A has a son C. B, who has no son,
adopts D. The parties are all members of a joint famil y governed
by Mitakshara law. After the death of A and B, D sues C for a
partition. D is entitled to a share equal to that taken b y C, ie.
D's adoptive father's brother's son: 65 where the court overruling
the Calcutta and Bomba y decision noted below,' that D was
€nutled not to a share equal to that taken by C, but to the
smaller shares as if C was after-born son.

§ 498. RIGHTS OF ADOPTED SON IN SEPARATE PROPERTY:
POWER OF ADOPTIVE FATHER TO DISPOSE OFF
SEPARATE PROPERTY

(1) A Hindu adopting a son does not thereb y deprive himself of the
power he has, to dispose of his separate property b y gift or will There
is no implied contract on the part of the adoptive father, in consideration

61 Sabebgouda v Sbid4arayadit(1939) Born 314.
62 Perrazu vSubbarapadj, (1921) 48 IA 280, 44 Mad 656, 61 IC 690, AIR 1922 PC 71:

A1a v Mrnde (1916) 20 CWN 901, 35 IC 127, AIR 1917 Cal 292.
63 Tukararn vRamchajdra (1925) 49 Born 672, 89 IC 984, AIR 1925 Born 425; Gzirammav Mallappa AIR 1964 SC 510, 66 Born LR 284.

64 Laxinati vBa;abai (1955) Nag 656, AIR '1955 Nag 241; Anan4j Lain 0,zhar AIR 196()Raj 251, 30 Raj.160.
65 Nagindas vBac.boo (1915) 43 IA 56, 40 Born 27032 IC 403, 'MR 1915 PC 41.
66 RagbaWnund Doss v3ad.bu Cbuin (1878) 4 Cal 425; Bacboo .vNagindas (1914) 16

Dcci LR 263, 23 IC 912, AIR 1914 Born 38. See also Raja vSubbaraxa (1888) 7 Mad
523.
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of the gift of his son by the natural father, that he will not dispose of

his property by gift or will.6

(2) An adopted son does not stand in a better position, with regard
to the separate property of his adoptive father, than a natural born son;
and there is nothing in Hindu law to prevent a father from disposing of
by will his separate property, and so defeating the rights of inheritance
of his son.61 However, where the boy is given in adoption under an
express agreement that the adoptive father shall not dispose of his
property to the prejudice of the adopted son, the adoptive father cannot
dispose of the property to the boy's prejudice."')

(3) Alienation by way of gift by the adoptive father of his separate
property before the adoption is binding on the adopted son.

The will of a Hindu disposing of his separate property is not revoked
by the subsequent adoption of a son by him.

Where a Hindu disposes of his separate property by will, and an
adoption is made to him by his widow after his death, the disposition
bywill is not affected by the adoption, for the will speaks as at the death
of the testator, and the property is carried before the adoption takes
place . "

2 The same principle applies when the last surviving coparcener
of a joint family makes a testamentary disposition of his property, 73 or
alienates the property in any way before the adoption takes place .7' The

adopted son takes subject to the provisions of the will, 5 or the previous

alienations.
This section applies also to property held by a father in Bengal, he

having an absolute power to dispose of his property, whether ancestral
or self-acquired ( 274).

67 Sri Raja Ras Veiikata Siuya v Court of Wards (1899) 22 Mad 383, 26 IA 83 SiLrendra

Narh v Kala Chand (1907) 12 CWN 668; Purshotam v Vasndeo (1871) 8 Born HCOC

196.
68 Purshotain u Vasudeo(1871) 8 Born HCOC 196; Subba Red4ivDoraisarfli(19O7) 30

69 Surendroo Keshub v DoorgasoondelY (1892) 19 Cal 513, 536, 19 IA 108, 132; Nana?

Krishna v Bhupendra AIR 1966 Cal 181.

70 See KalyanasundaraPfl uKaruppa (1927) 54 IA 89, 50 Mad 193, 100 IC 105, AIR 1927

PC 42 (gift before adoption).

71 See Vinayak v Govindrav (1969) 6 Boni 	 224, 229.

72 Kri.shnamzirthi v Krishna,nurthi (1927) 54 IA 248, 262, 50 Mad- W8_101 IC 779, AIR

1927 PC 139; Udhao ,Bhaskar (1946) Nag 425; LaUtba Kumari v Raja of Viziaizagra;fl

AIR 1954 Mad 19; Ramacbafldra v Anasuyabai AIR 1969 Mys 64; Mabadeo t'

Ra7nesbwar AIR 1968 Born 323; Cl MotilaS v Sardar Mal MR 1976 Ray. 40. Also see

K Venkata So,nalab v Ramasubbamifla! AIR 1984 AP 313.
73 Narayam v Pa4manabb (1950) Born 480, AIR 1950 Born 319, 52 Bow 1R 313;

Vitbalbat v Sbitbai 52 Born LR 301, AIR 1950 Born 289; BbimajLv Hanmanrao 52

Born LR 290, AIR 1950 Born 271
74 Prablad oSeth Gendalal (1948) Nag 27L

75 Venkatanarasimba v Subba Rao (1923) 46 Mad 300, 73 IC 991, AIR 1923 Mad 376;

Laksbminarasinibam v R'ajeswari AIR 1955 AP 278.
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§ 499. RIGHTS OF ADOPTED SON IN COPARCENARY
PROPERTY

(1) An alienation of coparcenary property, which was valid when it
was ..'made, is binding upon a son adopted after the date of
alienation ( 270(3))] Also, see § 336 for the rights of a son adopted
after partition.

An alienation by a coparcener of his share in the coparcenarv property
made without le.gal necessity or in excess of his interest in the coparcenaj-'
property, is binding upon a coparcener adopted after the date of the
aliena u

(2) Where an adoption is made b y a member of a joint famil y governed
by Mita/chara law, the adopted son becomes a member of the coparcenan'
from the moment of his adoption, and the adoptive father has no power
either by deed or will, to interfere with the rights of survivorship of the
adopted son in the coparcenarv propert y . The same principle applies
where an adoption is made by a sole surviving coparcener, subject,
however, to any agreement binding the adopted son such as is mentioned
in § 368.78

This section applies to ancestral property in cases governed by
Alifakshara law. rust as the father cannot by deed or will defeat the rights
of survivorship of a natural born son, so he cannot defeat the rights of
survivorship of an adopted son.

Where the last male owner makes a valid bequest of his propert y and
also gives his widow power to adopt, the adopted son is bound b y the
disposition in the will. If, under the will, the widow is entitled to a life
estate in the property, and the adopted son to a vested remainder and
to a certain sum for his maintenance, it is competent to him to convey
his interest to the widow and thus enlarge the life-estate into an absolute
estate in consideration of the increase of the amount of maintenance "

There a Hindu A adopted a son and by a registered deed of adoption,
provided that his wife should enjoy the propert y in her own right for her
life, it was held that the deed did not affect the rights of a son adopted
by the widow of A's pre-deceased undivided brother, as it could not be
regarded as a family arrangement, as far as the second adopted son is
concerned and he was entitled to his sh3re.1°

76 Veerana t'Sayamina (1929) 52 Mad 396. 118 EC 821, AIR 2929 Mad 296: Brij RajSara,n vAliance Bank of Si,nla (1936) 1 Lah 686, AIR 1936 Lah 946 PiItappa iBasappa AIR 1953 Mvs 113, Ra,wbantfra i A?? uyabaf AIR 1969 Mvs
77 Basawantappa v Malppa (1939) Born 245, AIR 1939 Born 176
78 See also § 500. I'll/a Bi gRen v }'amefla,n, (1874) 8 Mad HC 6:	 nkajanaraviar SubbamrnaJ (1915) 43 IA 20, 39 Mad 107, 32 IE 373, (1917) 2 Lah 39, 59 IC 256,AIR 1921 Lah 147.
79 Basantkuviar i j v RalnshankarRaj (1932) 59 Cal 859, 138 IC -882, AIR 1932 Cal600: Ramach,iijra V Anas: g yabj AIR 1969 Mvs 64.
80 Laxlnhlxzi vK.ethavrao(]941) Born 306, 197 IC 192, 43 Born LR 214, AIR 2941 Born 193
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§ 500. AGREEMENTS CURTAILING RIGHTS OF ADOPTED
SON

(1) Where the adopted son was a major at the time of the adoption, he

may by an agreement with the adoptive father or the adopting widow
made before the adoption consent to a limitation of his rights in the

property of his adoptive father. 81

(2) Where the adopted son is a minor, the question arises whether it
is competent to his natural father to enter into an agreement with the
adoptive father or the adopting widow limiting his sons rights in the
property of the adoptive father. This question came up before the Judicial
Committee in Krts/jna,nurthi v Krishna,nurthi, 42 where it was held that
having regard to a consensus of judicial decisions (excepting that in
Jagaunadha v Paparnma), 33 an arrangement made on the adoption of a
minor, whereby the widow of the adoptive father is to enjoy his property
during her lifetime, or for a less period, that arrangement being consented
to b y the natural father before the adoption, is to be regarded as valid

by custom.
As soon, however, as the arrangements go beyond that, that is, either

give the widow property absolutely or give the property to strangers,
the y think no custom as to this has been proved to exist and that such
arrangements are against the radical view of Hindu law.

An agreement or consent by the natural father is not effectual in law
or by custom to validate any other disposition taking effect after the
adoption and curtailing the rights of the adopted son in property in
which he acquires a present and an immediate interest by virtue of the
adoption.

The High Courts of Madras and Andhra Pradesh, 85 however, have held
that an agreement between the adopting mother and the natural father,
whereby a portion of her husband's estate is settled upon her for her

81 Kashbai v Tarya (1916) 40 Born 668, 36 IC 546, AIR 1916 [loin 312; Panthrang v
.Varozadaba: Ra,nkrishana (1932) 56 Born 395, 140 IC 200, AIR 1932 Born 571;
Piinjabrao v Sheshrao AIR 1962 Born 175, 62 Bout LR 126.

82 (1927) 54 IA 248, 50 Mad 508, 101 IC 779, AIR 1927 PC 139. See also Bbasba Rabidar
Singh v IndarKunwar (1888) 16 IA 53, 59, 16 Cal 556, 564; C'hitko uJanaki (1874)
11 Born I-IC 199; Ravji e Subramanaya (1889) 12 Mad 577; Balwant Singb v Joti
Prasad (1918)40 All 692, 47 IC 599, AIR 1918 All 115; Disrgi vKanbaiya Lai (1927)
-49 All 579, 101 IC 678, AIR 1927 All 387.

83 (1893) 16 Mad' 400.
84 1-leinendranath v'Jnanendra (1936) 63 Cal 155, 159 1C 1101, AIR 1935 Cal 702;

Banari Dos tr Sumat Prasad (1936) 58 All 1019, 164 IC 1047, AIR 1936 All 641.
85 Raju v .Vagarninal (1929) 52 Mad 128, 113 IC 449, AIR 1928 Mad 1289-. Reference

may be made to Venka:arao v Venkatesbwararac AIR 1956 AP 1. See Purnananda
v Purnanaclarn AIR 1961 AP 435; and see Rarncbandra u Rajarain AIR 1975
Born 170.
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absolute use and enjoyment with powers of alienation is valid and
binding on the adopted son, if the agreement is fair, reasonable and
beneficial to him.

(3) Though an agreement going beyond the sanctioned custom does
not bind the minor, it is not void, and it ma y be ratified by the adopted
son on attaining majority , in which case he will be held bound by it.

Illustrations

(:t) .4, the sole surviving member of a joint Hindu famil y , makes a
will whereb y he bequeaths part of the joint famil y proneity to
a son, whom he is about to adopt, part to kindred and part to
charity. Before the adoption takes place, the natural father of the
adopted bo y executes a deed b y which he consents to the
provisions of the will. Immediately thereafter, the testator adopts
the son with all clue ceremon y . The will is nor binding upon the
adopted son.

b) A grant of an annual sum for the purpose of lighting lamps in
a temple made b y the adoptive father at the time of aclophon out
of joint family propert y does not bind the adopted son, though,
it may be made with the consent of the natural father, unless
such grant is reco9nised by ciistoni as a grant that can be
properly made at the time of aPoption.

(c)The following agreements are also invalid:
(1) an agreement providing that the widow should have all the

rights to which she would have been entitled in the absence
of a son;9

(2) an agreement enabling the widow to make a gift of a part
of her husband's property to her brother;9°

(3) an agreement enabling the widow to settle immovable
property forming part of her husband's estate in favour of
her daugliter.'11

In A1 -1Sb1101171/F -thi i' KrishiuimuriIai referred to above, it was held by
their Lordships of the Privy Council, that the consent of the natural father
as such cannot affect the rights of the boy, for those rights do not arise

86 Ra,nasanii r Vcnkafaramaiya,i (1879) 2 Mad 91, 101, 6 [A 196, 21)8; Kali Dos i Bit'ai
Shau0er 0891) 13 All 391. 393; Sithramania Q,ettiar u VgIa'iicjaui (bettor (1932)55
Mad -+08, 135 IC 311 AIR 1931 Mad 808.

87 Krisbana,niirthi v Krshjamijrt/ i (1927) 54 [A 248, 50 Mad 508. 101 [C 779, AIR 1927
PC 139.

55 Bcilknsb pia v Shri Uttar 1919) +3 [(c,rn 5+2, 50 [C 912. ..II 1919 Bon) 101
89 Piirsbottani v Ralthniabai (1914) 16 l3oni LR 57, 23 IC 599, AIR 1914 Born 28.
90 Venbappa v FaL'ir,+ou'da I 1906) 8 [toni LR 346.
91 Vvasacbrya u d'nkubai (1913) 37 Born 251, 17 IC 741
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dntil after his rights as a natural father becomes non-existent. It was also
held that the natural father cannot bind his son b y his consent given as
guardian and manager of the estate of his son, for the natural father is
not managing the estate of his child when the estate referred to is the
estate which he will only get after adoption by another person'. The only
ground on which even an agreement limiting the enjoyment b y a widow
of her husband's property during her lifetime could be upheld, was that,
such an agreement was sanctioned by custom established by the consensus
of judicial decisions.

VI. DIVESTING OF ESTATE ON ADOPTION BY WIDOW

Preliminary note

The question of divesting of estate by adoption can only arise when the
adoption is made by a widow after her husband's death. It can never
arise when an adoption is made by a man in his lifetime; for, in that
case, his estate vests, on his death, in the adopted son as his nearest heir,
and it cannot vest in any other person. However, when an adoption is
made by a widow after her husband's death, it ma y be that his estate,
at the date of adoption, vested in the widow as his heir or it ma y be
that it has passed to others and vested in theta as in ill (c) to § 502. The
question then arises wheher dc adopted son is entitled to the estate of
his adoptive father in whosoeveis hands it may be at the date of
adoption. Theanswer is in the negative; he is entitled to it in certain
cases only, these being the cases set forth in § 502.

Again, if the adoptive father was a member of a joint famil y governed
by Afiicilssbara law at the time of his death, it ma y be that his interest
Which passed to his coparceners b y survivorship is still vested in them
at the date of adoption by the widow, or it man be that it has passed
00111 OIC Sole SUiV1\1I1	 0hi1Le11eI Oil 111	 UCliiJ (U JIU iiLli. 10 iii

former case, the adoption vests in the adopted son, the coparcenan
interest of his adoptive father. As to the latter case, there was a conflict
of opinion. The subject is dealt with in § 506.

The subject matter of § 502 is closely connected with that of § 471,
namely, Termination of Widow's Power to Adopt'. The two sections
relate to the same subject in different forms.

§ 501. VESTING AND DIVESTING OF [STATE

A valid adoption by a widow, if her husband was divided at the time
of his death, may divest an estate of inheritance. It may, if her husband
was a member of a joint famil y governed by iIIitcths/aaia law, divest
rights acquired by survivorship. T	 whe question as to	 hat estate of
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inheritance is divested by tiClOption, is dealt with in § 502 and 503. The
question is jr, what cases adoption can divest nghts acquired by
survivorship, the same is dealt with iii § 506. (Also, see notes to § 471
and 472).

§ 501A. VESTING ON ADOPTION BY WIDOW

There can be divesting not only when adoption is made law idow,
Nit also when it is macic be a widower alter the death of Inq \vi. in
such cases, the adopted son gets the s/,'/Lmua property Of his adoptive
mother by divesting the person in " h on, it had vested ill the inca ntinie,
eg, the mother or father of the deceased wife of the adopter ,,2

§ 502. DIVESTING OF ESTATE OF INHERITANCE

Where a widow adopts, one of the objects of adoption is to pe;pcti:itc'
Me adoptive father's name ic securing an heir ( § ,-H). H no	 :c'tuains
to he seen how far this ühict is tutained. §	 7 1, -(H and ho naragr:iph
ii ia y be read tore the i..

In the cases mentioned in	 -iit i . the a c t op r un LlIid. -1
Wow chvests herself, and the adopted Soil gets ho'	 He Must
(a) (e) and (g) of § 471 ).

In the cases mentioned in § 472)(1) the :doption H tro elid. \o
question of divesting the estate arises Hide H Iut (I), (h), t and (j) uf
§ 471).

In the cases nientioneci in § 471(2)(1)), the ado p tion H valid and
divests the propertp in We case mentioned in § 471(2)(c) the same result
ought to follow.

However, a valid adoption does not divest the estate of a person other
than the adoptive father, which had passed to his heir prior to his
adopt' an, even if the adopted son might have succeeded to it if the
ado 1 n on had been riiccle earlier, ie, prior to the opening of the
succession. 9-3 in Aanicl.icutelea I' BaIojd a Full Bench of the Buiitbay High
Court held that if on tite death of a We surviving copancencr or the last
male owner, his property has dle\'olvedi upon his heir b y inheritance and
on his death, it has vested in his own heir, the subsequent adoption in
tlie famil y of tlie sole surviving coparcener or the last male owner vil1
not divest it from such heir. This decisicm was overruled by the Supreme
Court in Kr/sbia,iii,ithj i' Dbi'uza,jjh°	 -

92 Sl,H-a,','o)O,; t' ,ifu,",'OS (6:31)11 USA ; SOd 655
93 Sbriunro i' 6min D9551 SCR 1, 57 [toni LR 675 AlIt 1954 SC 379. SOo we M.
94 ( t955) 57 [ton) Ltt 491 (H3)
95 AlIt 1962 SC 59, (1961) 2 scj 552. u-i Sum LR 165 OvOUtt0 57 Hoill LR 491 (Fll)

we § 4C2.
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111ust ratio? is

(a) A dies leaving three widows, and SW the widow of a precleccased
son. On it's death, his estate vests in his widows. SW then adopts
a son to her husband. The adoption does not divest the estate
vested in A'S \\'iClOW.'

(h) A dies leaving a widow W and a brother 13. On As death, his

estate vests in W as his heir. 13 then dies leaving a widow 13W

with authority to her to adopt a son. On Es death, his estate
vests in 13W as his heir. While W is still alive, 13W adopts a son
X to her husband B. The adoption is valid, but it will onl y divest

the estate of B vested in BWso as to vest it in X. It cannot divest
the estate of A vested in W
(i) In the case put in ill (b), 13W adopts X after the death of

\t' and after the estate of A has passed on Ws death to A's
sopuidas. The adoption will not divest the estate of A

vested in his sapindas.9

(ii) A dies leaving a widow W and two broners B and 131. On
A's death, his estate vests in W as his heir. B dies leaving
a son 135. Then B] dies leaving a widow 131 Wwith autho tv
to her to adopt a son to bin. While W is alive, 1311V' adolts
a son X to her husband 131. The adoption is valid; it will
divest t: c estate of B] vested in B] It'' and vest it in .\', but
it will not divest the estate of A vested in W On Ws death,
however, the heirs to the estate of A will be his brothers'
sons BS and X, and the y will inherit the property in equal
shares. However, if 131W adopts X after Ws death and after
the estate of A has vested in IfS as his brother's son, X
cannot on h i s adoption. demand 1 urn 135 half the property
ot it. not even if the anopuoui v 1s iaVvd ije uuid tL'

lifetime by the fraud of 1$S. Reference was made to ,5'brn1ias

1 ; Aau'ot'aiz.° Also, see the Patna case cited below.

In a case deemed b y the Madras I Iirh Court, the dc: hon on the
question of relation back and divesting of estate was founded on the
theory of spiritual benefit.2

It is clear from § 471 and 472, that adoption made b y the widow
relates bac: to the death of the adoptive father. The rights of an adopted
son are not affected by reason of the fact that the joint status of the

96 D/,au',udf'ar u' ('Inn. (1896) 2u Ruin 250.
97 Pall  Pi'osauuuuo v Gocool C'buindi'r (tS"") 2 Ca! 295.
98 BiuuI,auuesu'an D,'u'i u' A'f/comuul (tSSo) 12 Cal 18, 12 t.\ 137.
9) .\tR 195u SC 3.79 . 5" F3in LR 676, (19551 5,,,R 1.
1 cbauuthac/jeor Deb /2/'Ijuet;aI,/,uusi,a,u Don (19'l) 23 Pat 763.
2 t'onku1aL',sbnuj Auumni I' Jcn,ruuuivat/,atu MR 1963 Mud 316.
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family, which he seeks to enter by virtue of his adoption, has I. come
terminated either by a prior partition berveen the surviving coparceners
or by the death of the sole surviving coparcener. Reference mfy be made
to the decision of the Supreme Court in Gail 'id Haiiiimaiitbci t' Vagcippa.3

§ 503. FURTHER CASE OF DIVESTING OF ESTATE IN
BOMBAY

It is clear from § 471 that the widow's power to adopt is ac ml end in
some cases. If she does adopt in such a case, the :idoptic,ii is invalid,
and it does not divest the estate vested in another. It is now settled law
that the power to adopt does not depend upon any question of vesting
or divesting.

It has, however, been held by the High Court of Bombay,' that if the
widow in such cases adopts with the consent of the person in whom the
estate was vested, the adoption is not onl y valid, but it divests the estate
vested in the consenting party. The High Court of lionthav stands alone
in holding this view which cannot be supported. The I ligh Court of
Madras has expressl y dissented from it.5

§ 504. STRIDHANA NOT DIVESTED

Adoption by a widow does not divest her .cl,idba,ia.d

§ 505. MAINTENANCE OF WIDOW ON DIVESTING OF
ESTATE

Subject to any agreement that may have been made by the widow prior
to adoption ( 500), a widow, whose estate is divested by adoption, is
entitled only to maintenance out of her husband's property.7

In fact, her rights are reduced to what they would have been if the
husband had left a son.

§ 506. ADOPTION BY WIDOW IN A JOINT FAMILY

When a member of a joint family governed by Mitakshara law dies and

	

the widow validly adopts a son to him ( 	 462(2), 462(3), 472 and 473),

	

3 AIR 1972 Sc 1401. Reference has been made 	to this derision in	 477

4 Babu vRatnoji (1897) 21 Born 319; Payapa vAppanna (1899) 73 loin 327; Bbi;uapfi
Basawa (1905) 29 Born 400: Siddappa v iVittgau,ç'ats'Ia (1911) 38 Flout 7 24, 27 IC

51, AIR 1914 Born 107. Reference ma y be made to Veman v t'i'nbaji (1921) 45 Bout
829; Vastidco ii Ra,nchanth'a (1898) 22 Born 551, 555, RU.

5 Annarninab v Mabbit Bali Reddy (1875) 8 Mad HC 108.
6 West and Buhier, fourth edn, 1033.

Jamnabal v Raychand (1883) 7 Bout 225: Dale! v AnzbiL'a (1903) 25 -All 266.
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a coparcenary interest in the joint property is immediately created by the
adoption co-extensive with that which the deceased coparcener had, and
it vests at once in the adopted son.

Reference may again be made to Illust (a)—(g) to § 472.
The fact that only one member of the joint family survives at the time

of adoption as in lilust (a) and (b), is no bar to an adoption in the joint
family. The famil y continues to be joint so long as any widow remains
in it with a power to adopt. A and B, two brothers, were members of
joint family. A died leaving a widow. B afterwards adopted D and
relinquished the property to D. As widow now adopted. It was held that
the adoption was valid and that the adopted son could claim a repartition
of the property in the hands of D, but was not entitled to the wataiz that
belonged to the family.8

The joint family does not in the present context come to an end on
the death of the last male coparcener. It continues to exist so long as
a widow of a coparcener remains. If there is even one widow, she can
adopt, and the adopted son will divest the property, whether it is vested
at the time.9

If there is more than one widow, both can adopt: both adoptions are
valid, 10 except when the two widows are in the relation of mother-in-law
and daughter-in-law. In the last case, only the first adoption is valid.

VII. ALIENATIONS MADE PRIOR ro ADOPTION

§ 507. ADOPTED SON'S RIGHTS DATE FROM ADOPTION

The rights on an adopted son arise for the first time on his adoption, lie
may , by virtue of his rights as adopted son, divest other persons in
whom the property vested after the death of the adoptive father, but all
lawful ailenatlons made b y	iuu buide i'coid bc bd;; ohm
His right to impeach previous alienations would depend upon the capacity
of the holder, who made the alienations as well as on the nature of the
action of alienation. When the holder was -,I male who had unfettered
right of transfer, eg, the last surviving member of a joint family, the

adopted son could not impeach the transfer. 12 In case of females, who
had restricted rights of transfer even apart from any adoption. the transfer

would be valid only when they are supported by legal necessity ( 509).

8 Ra,nchandra Balaji v Sankar Apparao (1945) Born 353.
9 (Jnzabai r' Nani (1936) 60 Born 102, 38 Born LR 100, 162 IC 133, AIR 1936 Born 135.

10 Mst Draiipadi z' likra,n (1939) Nag 88.
11 Ji't'aj: v j'Ian,nant 52 Born LR 527, AIR 1950 Roin 360; Prathad vSeth (k'nda/al (1948)

Nag 271.
12 Vcercinna i Savainina 52 Mad 398; P,'alhad v Seth GedaIa1 (1948) Nag VI.'
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The doctrine of relation back has no application to the case of any
lawful alienation effected by a male or female heir since the death of the
adoptive father and before the date of adoption [ 472 (2)]. This would
seem to be well-settled law.

A contrary view, however, has been taken in Mahadevappa 1'

chanabasappa, a decision of the Mysore Iligh Court. 13 In a later decision,
the Bombay High Court has expressed disagreement with that view 14 and
held that a son adopted after the alienation by a sole surviving coparcencr
of the family would not be entitled to divest the alienee in whom the
property has vested in any such case.

§ 508. ALIENATIONS BY ADOPTIVE FATHER PRIOR TO

ADOPTION

An adopted son is bound by alienations made by his adoptive hither
prior to the adoption to the same extent as a natural born son would
be (	 498(3). -+990)).

§ 509. ALIENATIONS BY WIDOW BEFORE ADOPTION

(1) The rights of an adopted son spring into existence at the inoi ml ot
adoption, and displace the rights of the widow and of all persons
claiming under a title derived from her. The result of the adoption being
to divest the widow's estate, the widow cannot, after adoption, alienate
any portion of her husband's estate for any purpose whatever.

(2) As regards alienations made by the widow before the adoption,
if they are made for a legal necessity ( 181A, 181B), or with the
consent of the next reversioners ( 183), the adopted son is as much
bound by them as the reversioners would be) 5 However, if the alienation
was made without legal necessity or without the consent of the
reversioners, the alienation is valid to the extent only of the widow's
interest in the estate up to the date of adoption . After adoption, the
alienee has no power to retain the property as against the adopted son,
unless the claim of the adopted son has become barred b y limitation.
The rights of the adopted son do not await the determination of the

widow's estate by her death as in the case of reversioners) 6 Reference

13 Mahadevappa v chanabasappa AIR 1966 Mys 15: .Va?idappa v Sbin,r.oiida AIR 196-1

M ys 217.
14 Bahgonda u Anna ;Vem800da AIR 1968 Born 8; Mahadeo v Ra,uesbau'ar AIR 1968

Born 323.
15' Lak.sbmana Ran u Laksb,ni (1882) 4 Mad 160; 1,akshnian Bat, p Racfhabai (1887)

11 Born 609; Antaji v Dattaji (1895) 19 Born 36; Motro .Vn,a+'an v Balaji (1895) 19

Born 809.
16 La6sh,nan Ban v Raclha bat (1887) 11 Born 609; Antagf V Daftagi (1895)19 Row 809:

RanakrLsbana ii Tripnrczbai (1909) 33 Born 88, 1 IC 245, AIR 1918 Msd 169.

Continued on the iie
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may be made to the observations of the Supreme Court in A'atvarial ,'
Dadubbai, t and the Full Bench decision of the Bomba y High Court
referred to in § 509A.

Alienation with Consent of Reversioners

If the alienation was made by the widow with the consent of the next
reversioners, but under circumstances which do not raise a presumption
of legal necessity, the court will upon proof of those circumstances, set
aside the alienation as against the adopted son)8

Limitation

The period of limitation for a suit b y an adopted son against an alienee
from the widow is 12 years from the date when the possession of the
alienee becomes adverse to him; see Indian Limitation Act 1908, art, 144.
Where a sale is not for legal necessity, the adopted son is entitled to treat
it as a nullity, and he may sue for possession without suing to have the
sale set aside 19 ; hence art 91 of the Indian Limitation Act 1908, will not
come in his way. See notes to § 209.

Now see arts 65 and 59 of the new Limitation Act 1963.
A son adopted by a widow after the death of the first adopted son

divests the adoptive mother of the estate inherited b y her from her first
adopted son and is unaffected b y alienations made by her without
necessitv.20

VIII. SURRENDER PRIOR TO ADOPTION

§ 509A. SURRENDER PRIOR TO ADOPTION

If prior to his adoption, a valid surrender is effected b y his adoptive
mother, the subsequentl y adopted son can divest the property , which has
already vested in the surrenderee. This view was taken by a Full Bench
of the Bomba y High Court '21 overruling a number of earlier decisions of

FR overruling Sreeraniithi v Kri.stam,na (1903) 26 Mad 143. Pilti r Babaji (1910) 34
Born 165, 4 ic 584 (invalid surrender—subsequent adoption); Sa/.'l,ara,n v Thaina
(1927) 51 Born 1019, 107 IC 265, AIR 1928 Born 26 (invalid surrender—subsequent
adoption),

17 (1954) SC 61, 119541 SCR 339.
18 See § 183. Ramk,sbaua u Thpurabaj (1911) 13 Bout LR 940, 12 IC 529
19 Hanamgouda t' Irgouda (1924) 48 Born 654, 84 IC 374, AIR 1925 Born 9.
20 Ilanmant v Krishna (1925) 49 Born 604, 89 IC 62, AIR 1925 Born 402; Pattzi Ach,

vRajagopa/a Pi/al (1941) Mad 970, AIR 1941 Mad 699; Gavinda v Shenfad (1949
Nag 416, AIR 1952 Nag 199, Reference may be made to Di€gguzallksh z' D Laksb,n,
Kalam,na AIR 1973 AP 302.

21 Bahithall u Gundappa (1954) ILR Born 1026, 56 Born LR 50 (FR), Tu/eara,n v Mt
Gangi AIR 1957 Nag 28.
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that court. The question had been expressly left open, when it had been
referred to a Full Bench of the same court in an earlier case 22

IX. EFFECTS OF INVALID ADOPTION

§ 510. EFFECT OF INVALID ADOPTION

As a general rule, it may be laid down that where there has been an
adoption in form. but such adoption is invalid, the adopted son does not

acquire any rights in the adoptive family, nor does he forfe
i
t his rights

in his natural faniilv.23

§ 511. GIFT TO A PERSON WHOSE ADOPTION IS

INVALID

Where a gift or bequest is- made to a person who is described as an

adopted son, but such person was not adopted at all, or i F he was

adopted, his adoption is held to be invalid, the validity or the gift or

bequest depends on the intention of the donor or testator to be gathered
from the language of the deed of gift or will and from the surrounding

Circumstances. 2 1

If the intention is to benefit the donee as penona desgnata (ie, a

designated person)), the addition of his supposed relationship is merely
a matter of description, and the gift prevails, though the description is

incorrect. 25 However, if the assumed fact of adoption is the reason and

motive of the gift and indeed a condition of it, then the gift cannot take

effect if the adoption is pronounced invalid. 2 Reference ma y be made

to Rangonathwi v Periakarieppan, a decision of the Supreme Court. 2

22 See 197 (6). Pandit Mart Late v Shripati (1954) Born 169 (FB), 55 Born LR 607, AIR

1953 Born 428.
23 Bowani i 4nzba ba y (1863) 1 Mad NC 363: Lakshnappa r Ramata (1875) 12 Bout NC

364, 397: VaithiluiRaifl v Vatesaa (1914) 3' Mad 529, 15 IC 299, AIR 1914 Mad 460:

Dalpatsingji v Raisingji (1915) 39 Born 528, 29 IC 943, AIR 1915 Bout 93; Varnan r

Venkaji (1921) 45 Bean 829, 61 IC 460, AIR 1921 Born 55; [Ian Dos chatter/i v

i(an,natha Vath ilaitlik (1937) 2 Cal 265, 160 IC 332, AIR 1936 Cal 1.
24 Fanindra Deb v Rajeswar(1885) 11 Cal 463, 12 IA 72; Panch6-bara, pz,na v Chinnabbavi

AIR 1967 SC 207.
25 .Vidhinoni u Saroda (1876) 26 WR 91, 3 IA 253; Bireswar v -irdha Chander )1892(

19 Cal 452, 19 IA loll: Subbarayor u Siibbammal (1901) 24 Mad 214, 27 IA 162:

.I'tztrari Lal v Kandan Lal (1909) 31 All 666, 52 IC 311, AIR 1919 All 491; Bat

DLonthibai i Lavmanrao (1923) 7 Born aS, 68 IC 50-1, AIR 1022 4111 352.

26 Fanindra Deb v Rajesu'ar (1885) Ii Cal 463, 12 IA 2; Stirendra Keshitb V

D r2asoo ndC7Y (1892) 19 Cal 513, 19 IA 108: Karainsi r Karsanclas (1899) 23 Bout
271, I; Pralhaci v Sbantabi (1947) Nag 211

27 19581 SCR 214.
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Illustrations

(a A bequeaths a legacy 'to Koibullo whom I have adopted: and
directs his wife to perform the ceremonies according to the
Shastras and bring him up. The ceremonies are not performed
and the adoption is held invalid. The bequest, however. to
Koibu]lo is valid, for it cannot be said in this case that the
assumed fact of adoption was the reason and motive of the gift,
or that it was a condition of the gift. The intention is to benefit
the individual, named Koibullo. The addition of his supposed

character (of adopted son) is simply a matter of description His
identification is complete, and the gift will therefore take effect,
though the description (of his being an adopted Son) is incorrect
In such a case, it is said that Koibul]o takes as a persona
designata.28

(h) A adopts a son B. 1-le then executes a writing, whereby he
authorises B to offer oblations of pincla and water to him and
his ancestors by virtue of his (B) being my adopted son', and
then makes a bequest to him of all his property. It is found that
the adoption is invalid. The bequest to B does not take effect.
for the words 'by virtue of B being my adopted son' show clearly
that it was the intention of A to give ];is propcilv to 13 as h;
adopted son,25

X. MODE OF PROOF AND ESTOPPEL

§ 512. BURDEN OF PROOF AND EVIDENCE

The fact of adoption must be proved in the same way as any other fact
There are no cml of c ;dcncc to catabi;h aa adai 0 " I e ci
the evidence  in suppoil of an adoption must be sufficient to satisfr the
vet-v grave and serious onus that rests upon any person who seeks to

28 See a 76. Indian SUCcCSOn Act 1925. ,V1d600,no,zi v Saroda (1876) 26 WR 91. 3IA 253.
29 Fanindra Del, r Rajesuaz' (1885) 11 Cal 463, 12 IA
30 See I-Iiiradh,ui i' Miit/,o,'a0jI, (18 q9) 4 MIA 414, 425 (acqtIies(eJce) . C'banthaKuiiwar i'A'aipai Singh (1906; 3 IA 2, 29 All 18 (adiltiasion); AJabsniL i \'anabhai,(1898) 26 IA 48, 3 CWN 130 (pedigree); Lal Achal Ran; i' Aijn, IIusc',,: (1905) 32IA 113, 27 All 21 (tradition in a uajib-u/-a,) Rup Aa,ajjj v Gopa/ Dcii (1909 30IA 103, 36 Cal 780. 3 IC 382 Oapsc of tune); Pre,n Dez'i vSbanihI, i , ;Vail, (1920) 42All 382, 76 IC 601, AIR 1920 All 322 (lapse of time); 

Putt,, Lal r Parboil A)',u'ar
(1925) 42 IA 155, 37 All 359, 29 IC 617, AIR 1915 PC 15 (aged adopter) 

Diwabort' C1.7andanial 
(1917) 44 Cal 201, 39 IC 6, AIR 1916 PC 81 (al),,ence of deed and o fentries of expenditure in cereilionjes) . Gokul Gha,idra r Biswa0i/, AIR 1964 Or, 10;jagdeo Singh u Sbiade,,j Slti),'I, AIR 1965 Pat 351
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displace the natural succession by alleging an adoption. It is well-settled

that in any such case, the burden lies upon him to prove bictum of

adoption and its validity. The evidence in proof of the adoption should

be free from all suspicion of fraud and so consistent and probable as to

give no occasion for doubting its truth, though of course, the factum of

adoption must be proved in the same wa y as an y other fact. 32 Onus,-'

is particularly heavy, where the adoption is made a long time after the

date of the alleged authority to adopt.. However. when there is a lapse

of a very long period between the adoption and its being questioned,

every allowance for the absence of evidence to prove such fact must be

favourabl y entertained it stands to reason that after many y ears, and a

variety of transactions of open life and conduct upon the footing that the

adoption was a valid act, the burden must rest heavily upon him who

Challenges its validirv.3

Failure to produce accourlts ma y , in the facts of a patucular case, be

a very suspicious circumsta rice. 3 The absence of an y registered document,

max', in the totality of the facts and circumstances of a case, he an

important factor disproving the alleged adoption.-"

31 For instance, see Ra,gai antina u Cbinchamnta AIR 196s SC 13o e1tstincuon between
burden of proof and onus of proof explained) Also see, Daularrao v Hctrishcf'andra
AIR 19 7 2 Sc 2ss6 practice—findings of fact) Also see Gotonda t' Cbonabai AIR 1968
Ms 309; and see Sbiddappa v Channahasappa AIR l9'3 \Iys 24S.

32 .rladhu.sudan Dose Nararani Bat AIR 1983 SC 11-4. As to deed of adoption (docuttient),
reference na y also be made to Knishna Cbandra ii Prctclipta Dos AIR 1982 On 171.

33 Reference ma y be made to Rahara Pandiani v Gokiilanancia t 198") 2 SCC 338 (oral

evidence—court's approval).
34 Do! Bahadtir Sing/a v Bijai Bahadtir Sing/i (1930) 57 IA Ii, 52 Alt 1, 122 IC 8. AIR

1930 PC 9; Derakka r' C/rods/i AIR 1956 Born 99; Sinnaittrabai v Rishabhkziutar
(1953) Nag 69. AIR 1952 Nag 295; Hahharsiugh t. Deonarai'ait (195-4) Nag 692, AIR
1954 Nag 319; Ba/ak Rain r'.Vaniin Ma! (1930) 11 Lilt 303 , 129 IC 532, AIR 1930 Lih

579; Bistvanath ;' Dhapti AIR 1966 Cal 13.
35 Debi Prasad t o Tnbeni Debi AIR 1970 SC 1286 (lapse of 5-4 wars); Voleti iL'ukata

Ramarao v KBhaskararao AIR 1969 SC 1359 (lapse of 5 ' ) y ears); RaniaLi'ishita Pt//at

v Tirttnararana Pt//al (1932) 55 Mad 40, 139 IC 684. AIR 1932 Mad tO)); Roshan [al
t' Samar Vat/a (1938) Lah 173, AIR 1937 Lab 626; Venkata Rama t' Bhaskararao AIR
1962 AP 29; Siirajbai v Sadctshw AIR 195 MP 100; Sawne y .Oajhi v DttIi Dei AIR 1985

Ori 22, Sitarain 'fair t Ptiran,nal AIR 1985 Or) 171.
6 Ve,tL'ata Seetharanta Cbandra Raw r Ka,tc/j.u,narthi Rap( AIR 1925 PC 201; VRa,nap'oo

K B/aaskarrao AIR 1969 SC 1359; .Vagavasautt v Kochada/ AIR 1969 SLid 329;
vans/k/shore v Brtjbehari AIR 1935 Ral 65 Ppr,itaita ptd i' La.v,ninarain AIR 1955 NIl)
129; Venkateratnarn v Ve'atkatanarasayaoima' AIR 196-i AP 109; Godawart Det't v
Sttbb Karon AIR 1954 Ajmer 57. Also, see cases cited tinder § 489(1); Gatiranga v
Bbaga AIR 1976 On 43.

37 See K/sbori La! u ChaIrs/sot (1959) SCJ 560, AIR 1959 SC 504 and the cases cited at
p 510 of the report, also see Chotibai v Canes/ala! AIR 196-i SIl' 302 (As to shifting
of onus of Proof ) see for instance, Thrinintal t' Koppiab (1966) II SILl 155.

58 Dit akaryChandanla!(1917) -14 Cal 201; Rahasa Pans/ian) vGokttla,taneIaAIR 1987 SC

962.
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The performance of the funeral riles of a deceased, by the person who
claims to have been adopted to him thereafter by the widow of the
deceased, does not necessaril y sustain an adoption, unless it clearly
appears that the adoption itself was performed under circumstances as
would render it valid. 39 So also, the performance of the marriage of the
son alleged to have been taken in adoption by the alleged adoptive
mother is a circumstance of neutral value, when the alleged adoption is
otherwise disproved.40

An ex pane statement made by a widow in mutation proceedings that
she had authority from her husband to adopt, is not admissible in
evidence against the reversioners in a subsequent suit challenging the
adoption either under ss 32(3) or 33, Indian Evidence Act l8T2.

Although, no writing is necessary, the court would critically scrutinise
all the relevant facts and circumstances of the case, particularly, where
the property involved is large and having regard to the position of the
parties, the wa y in which an execution of a deed of adoption would
normally take place. The onus is heavy , and the mere bold assertion in
a deed of adoption that the adoptee had been taken in adoption will not
suffice. In a case of exceptional character, the Supreme Court also held
that the High Court could interfere with a finding of fact in an y such
case. 2 The Supreme Court, while reversing the decision of the High
Court, analysed the position in law and reiterated the principles touching
the matter of proof and relationship of witnesses 13

Statements made by a testator in his will to the effect that the legatee
was the adopted son of the testator, can be used as evidence by die
legatee in a suit for a declaration of adoption. 4 However, there is no rule
of law or prudence, that any such statement in a will musi he regarded
as determinative of the matter. 15 The description of a legatee in a will as
an adopted son, ma y be mere description and not necessarily as a
motivation for the execution of the will.'"'

§ 513. ESTOPPEL

1) A person who is otherwise entitled to dispute an adoption mas , be
his declaration, act or omission, be estopped from disputing it. The rule
of estoppel is laid down in s 115, Indian Evidence Act 182.

39 Tavaininanl v Sathchalla (1865) 10 MIA 429
40 Ktsbori L/ t' Chaltibal (1959) SC! 560, AIR 1959 Sc
41 Dal Bahathir Szn'h v Bija, Bahadur Sin/, (1930) 5 IA 1-1. 52 All 1. 122 IC H. AIR

1930 PC 79
42 Madanlal z' Gopi AIR 1981' SC 154.AIso see Rahasa Pandian, r Gok,(Ia,,a7,du All)

1987 SC 962
.11adbusudan Das v A'a,ai'ani Bat AIR 1983 Sc 114.

44 C'handresbwar i Bisheshwar (1926) 5 Pat 77, 101 IC 289, AIR 19217 lu Ot
aS Banwarilal u Tn/ok Cband AIR 1980 SC 419.
ar Ranganathan v Periakansppan AIR 195 7 SC 815.
4 Dhara,n Kunwar v Ba1uni Singh (1912) 39 IA 142. 148, 3 Al! 398, 15 IC 673

continued on the next pa/a'
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(2) Estoppel operates merely as a personal disqualitkauon, and does

not bind any one who claims by an independent title.

(3) Estoppel does not confer status. It rules out denials of adoptions
by the concerned persons on this issue. Therefore, if both the parties are
equally conversant with the true state of facts, the doctrine of estoppel

can have no application.9
(7) A person ma y be so estopped, although he was acting in good

faith, or without a full knowledge of the circumstances, or was under a

mistake or nusappiehensiofl
(5) The misrepresentation to operate as an estoppel must be of a

matter of fact An erroneous ex p ression of opinion, that an adoption was

valid in law, cannot lead to an estoppel.
(6) Mere acquiescence in an adoption, or mere presence at an adoption.

does not create an estoppel, 2 or even subsequent conduct recognising

the adoption.'3
Jand R are two Hindu brothers. In 1908, 1 executes a deed purporting

to adopt D as a son to him J dies in 1912. R dies in 191-4 leaving a

daughter S. On Rs death, D takes possession of his estate claiming to be

entitled to it as Rs brother's adopted son. S sues D for a declaration that

she is entitled to Rs property as his heir. t) alleges that lie was validly

adopted by 1, and that there was a giving and raking in adophon, and

further, that if there was no giving or taking, R was estopped from

disputing his adoption by reason of certain acts and representations o

his, and 5, claiming through R, was also so estopped. The acts and

representations alleged to lead to estoppel are: (1) that R had brought D

from his village and been a witness to the deed of adoption: (2) that R

had allowed D to perform the cremation ceremony of J, and (3) that at

the time of D's marriage, R had represented that he was the adopted son

(representation by :j widow that she had power to adopt): Siircnci)o Kcshiio z'

DoorR'asoo ndeO' (1892) 19 IA 108, 128, 19 Cal 513. 532 (no nitsrepresefliattOn): Han

Shau8cir r' Ra'biiraj ( 19iY) 3$ IA 125, 29 All 519 (denial of adoption by  Pcr,1011

adopted): Dijatam p,.j, v Kalau'ati 0928) 50 All 885, 111) IC 665, AIR 1928 All

-459 (adoption challenged be adoptive mother); Laxifla?t u &ibai AIR 1935 Nag 1-41

48 Dhara,n Kiiiwar v BaIu'ant Sii:gb (1912) 39 IA 142, 148, 1LR 34 All 398, 15 IC 63:

Dhanraj u 50,11 Bat (1925) 52 IA 231, 243, iLR 52 Cal 482. 498. 87 IC 357. AIR 1925

PC 118: Gopee Lou's case (1872) IA Stipp Vol 131. 133.

0 Kishori Lai v cbaltihai AIR 1959 SC 504: Eitllamoni :' .Vetra,ia,tci AIR 1967 On 103:

Ja,gdee Singh V Sbii'ade,ii Singh AIR 1965 Pat 351.

5)) Surat C'hiinder u GoaI chiuicier (1892) 19 IA 203, 215.	 ) C.il 196, 31)).

51 Gopee Loll v Cbundraolee (I82) IA Supp Vol 131, 133. 7 1 Bcng UR 391: Dha'iraj t'

So p ti Bai (1925) 52 IA 231, 242-3, ILR 52 Cal 482, 495, 87 C 35. AIR 1925 PC 118

52 Gartiliigasu'aini V Ra,pi ala.sh,nam,na (1895) 18 Slid Si, 8). I ab iliiigaoi r

,)1iiniaian 0914) 37 Mad 529. 15 IC 299. AIR lOIs NI-id 	 $).

53 Tirka'igaiida Mal1an'aiida v Ship 	 Path (1943) born 706, -15 (loin LR 992. AIR

1944 Bout $0.
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of j No giving or taking in adoptions was proved to have taken place.
(If so, though there was an adoption in fact, as shown by the deed of-

adoption, there was no valid adoption in law.) it was held by the Judicial
Committee, that no estoppel arose under s 115. Indian Evidence Act
1872. No estoppel can arise unless there was a misrepresentation as to
a matter of fact. It is clear that there was no misrepresentation on the

part of R as to the fact of the adoption. An adoption in fact was there.

However, R may have believed, though wrongly, that the adoption was
also valid in law; but that creates no estoppel at 211.' (Another point
taken in the case was that an estoppel in cases of adoption was purely
personal, so that if Rwas estopped, his daughter S could not be estopped.
Their Lordships were inclined to this view, but they did not base their

decision on that argument).
A situation can arise, in which a previous award declaring an adoption

to be invalid, and acceptances of benefit under that award by the alleged
adopted son and acting upon the award by the adoptive mother may
create an estoppel against them from contending that the mother had not
lost her right of adoption and asserting that she could adopt the same
person as a son to her deceased husband. In such a case, the estoppel

is available to prevent fraud.55
A decision as to validity to an adoption in an earlier suit is not binding

on persons not parties to it.

§ 513A. THE DOCTRINE OF FACTUM VALET IN
RELATION TO ADOPTION

The texts relating to the capacit y to give, the capacit y to take, and the

capacity to be the subject of adoption. are mandatocy. Hence, the principle

of facliim valet is ineffectual in the case of an adoption in contravention

ot the pro\is1uu	 f zhcc tcxt.e.5

§ 514. LIMITATION

(1) The period of limitation for a suit to obtain a declaration that an
alleged adoption is invalid, or never in fact took place, is six years from

5-i Dha;:raj t' Soni Ba: (1925) 52 IA 231, ftP 52 Cal 482. 8" IC 357. AIR 1925 PC 118.

55 St: p zdera	 Devaj: (1953) 2 ML! 782. AIR 1954 SC 82.
56 SnnWasa Ienar v Shnnivaa (1973) 2 SCC 327.
5' Li.thshrnappa v Rana (1875) 12 Born HC 364. 398, Sri' Baliiszi Gniithngaswarni r

Balitsu Ranzaiakshma.a (1899) 22 Mad 398, 26 IA 113, 144; Ganga 1' Lekbraj (1887)

9 All 253, 296-97; Gopal v Han'iarit (1879) 3 Born 273, 293-94: Padajinzr' t' Rainrzzt'

(1889) 13 Born 160, 167, Dathsheth ,' Rai'i (1898) 22 Born 812; Tirkangauda

Mollatigauda t' Sboappa Pall! (1943) Born 706, 45 Born LB 992, AIR 1944 Born 40;

Bhanwar La! z' Manj,'i Bai (1955) 5 Rij 025
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Adoption	 515

the date when the alleged adoption becomes known to the plaintiff (the

Indian Limitation Act 1908, Sch 1, art 118).

(2) The period of limitation for a suit to obtain a declaration that an

adoption is valid six years from the date when the rights of the adopted
son, as such, are interfered with (the Indian Limitation Act 1908, Sch 1,

art 119).

(3) Now see arts 57, 58 and 65 of the new Limitation Act 1963.
Article 118 applies only to a suit under s 42, Specific Relief Act 1877,

for a declaratory decree that an adoption is invalid or did not take place.
The article applicable to a suit by a reversioner for possession ofimmovable
property on the death of a Hindu female is art 141 csee § 209), even it

it is necessary to decide in the suit whether an adoption was or was not

valid.

XI. KRITRIMA ADOPTION

§ 515. KR!TR!MA FORM OF ADOPTION

The kritritna form of adoption is prevalent in Mithila and the adjoining

districts, and it is recognised by law. Either a mart or a woman can adopt

in this form. The following are the main points of distinction between

dattaka adoption and kritrirna adoption:

(1) the consent of the adopted son is necessary to the validity of the

kritrirna adoption. However, a minor, it would seem, may be

adopted with the parent's consent. 59 The word kartapietra'

indicates krurima and not dattaka adoption;°

(2) the adopted son must belong to the same caste as the adoptive
father. His age and his relationship to the adoptive father are

immaterial;

(3) no ceremonies are necessary to the validity of a kntnma adoption,

nor is a document necessary; 61

(4) a wife can adopt a kritima son to herself, though her husband

has adopted a son to himself. Similarly, a widow can adopt a

kritrima son to herself.

However, neither a wife nor a widow can adopt a kritnma son to her

husband, even when expressly authorised by him to do so. A wife

58 Katyanadappa v cbanbasappa (1924) 51 IA 220, ILR 48 Boin 411, 79 IC 971, AIR

1924 PC 137.
59 U,nesh Bhagat v Ram Kionarr Devi AIR 1963 Pal 362, La/ira asad v Sarnam Singh

(1933) 9 IC 491, AIR 1933 Pat 165.

60 Re LaUra Prasad (1933) 9 IC 491.
61 Kamla Prasad v Mudi Manohar (1934) 13 Pat 550, 152 IC 446, AIR 1934 Pal 398.
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§ 515A	 Principles of Hindu Law

adopting a kr'trirna son to herself, does not require the consent of any
person, not even that of her husband. A widow ma y adopt a kritrirna
son to herself without the consent of her husband's sapiizdas.

(5) a kritrnna son does not lose his rights of inheritance in
his natural famil y . In his adoptive famil y , however, he can
only inherit to the person actuall y adopting him and to no one
else 62

Kartaputra

As to kartaputra and his rights, see Kanhaiya Lal z' Mst Suga Kuer3

XIL. ILL4 TOM ADOPTION

§ 515A. ILL4 TOM ADOPTION

The custom of affiliating a son-in-law and giving him a share, which is
called il/atom adoption, has been in vogue in certain communities of the
old Madras presidency (now mainl y States of Madras and Andhra Pradesh)
The institution is purely the result of custom and now judicial recognition

has been given to it.61 The two essential conditions of this adoption are

that the adoptee must marr the daughter of the adopter, and there
should be an agreement to give him a share. Both the conditions must
be fulfilled.

Merely living in the house of the father-in-law and helping him in the
management of property would not result in affiliation There must be
the req uisite agreement. However, it is not necessary that the marriage
should take place before hc is admitted into the family . 55 A specific
agreement is the basis of this affiliation, but in case of a vet-v old
auopitori. tii fuci iiui 'ue pioved 'u cleat e ideii5e 01 tire couise
conduct of the parties and circumstances of the case.'

(2 LaL'.ch,ni Reddr z Lai,tshin, Reddi' AIR 1957 Sc :314: ,Sa,L'ar,c Htnd Lmi Scenth edn
p 293. Maine s Jimaii Lau. s 226. Trez'eit'a'; s Hindu Lan; pp 15 t)-01 and pp 205-
2067h rules stated here are now well-es5thljshej GoIt/,itu/Rcjj ijanki /','uc,- AU) 1955
t'at 48T

63 Kanhaii'a Lai r Stib'a /1jier (1925) 4 Pat 82s 90 IC 26, IL!) 65 At' 90
6-i Kirstna,n,na c Veika1asiih,'t'a AIR 1919 PC 162 (thc custom is th SIttiC in tIi

Kainttia caste and the Redd caste), Hanuina,tjant,na t' Ranji Reddi (1881) 4 Mad 272;
Aarasati'a u Ra,nchandratt'a AIR 1956 At' 209; t'enatpa z' at pa;taraya	 AIR 1959
All 300 Va/lw-i z' Raniepal, (1919) 46 tA 168. AIR 1919 'C 162.

65 A'arasapt'a u Ranachandi-aypa AIR 1956 All 209, 2)0
66 Patburi I"cnkaiesbwarlu i D C'hin,za RaL'hzit'a/,, AIR 1957 Al' 60-1; Stibbrao t'

M,tthalasbsna,nnia AIR 1930 Mad 883, 893 (claims of this nature should ix very
carefull y scrutinised)
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Adoption	 § 515B

The incidents of this custom have now been crystallised into certain
rules and no extension of those incidents is permissible, unless established
by a special custom. 67 The son-in-law does not become an adopted son
in the strict or real sense of adoption. He does not lose his right of
inheritance in his natural family 6' Neither he. nor his descendants, become
coparceners 9 in the family of adoption, though on the death of the
adopter, he is entitled to the same rights and the same share as against
any subsequently born natural son or a son subsequentl y adopted in
accordance with the ordinary, law.° He cannot claim a partition with the
father-in-law and the incidents of a J oint family, such tor instance, as
right to take by suravorship, do not apply. In respect of the property

or share that he may get, he takes it as if it were his separate and self-
acquired property . An i//atom son in law cannot be equated with a
major son or an adopted son.

XHI. CUSTOMARY ADOPTION IN PUNJAB

§ 513B. INFORMAL ADOPTION IN PUNJAB

A customary adoption in Punjab is ordinarily no more than a mere
appointment of an heir creating a personal relationshi p between the
adoptive father and the appointed heir onl y . There is no tie of kinship
between the appointed heir and the collaterals of the adoptive father.
The incidents of an informal adoption of the above type as well as those

of a formal customary adoption, were examined by the Supreme Court
in Kehar Singh u Diwan Singh.73

A Hindu governed by customary law in Punjab is not disentitled to

make a formal adoption according to Hindu rites and ceremonies, or
a formal customary adoption.

As to Jats of Ludhiana, see fader Singh it Giirclia/ Singh.

( \'arasavva v Ramacl,aiicj,-aiva AIR 1956 AP 209 (custom doos not oxicod to zimarriac
wL(h foster daughter, Mutha'a m' Sankarappa AIR 1935 Alad 3. Smibbarao
v Mathalaksh,na tit ,na AIR 1930 Mad 883.

68 Sicaaa Balararni i. Sim'oa'a Pera Reddi (1883) 6 Mad 267; Ran,ak,',sh,ma i. Sitbbada
(1889) 12 Mad 4o42, --+; Papamma v .ttalaopa AIR 1993 Kant 24.

69 Chcncba,,i,na u Simbboya 1886> 9 Mad 114; .>trithala i' Sankarappa AIR 1935 Mad
3 no reversionary right or right of collateral otccessmoni

70 Hanzi,nanta,nma v Rami Reddi (1881) 4 Mad 272.
71 MalI Reddi v Padinainma (1894) 17 Mad 48.
2 .Varayanappa v Govt of Andbra Pradesh AIR 1992 SC 135.
3 AIR 1966 sc 1555; f-fern 5in'b v Karna,n Singh AIR 195-+ SC 581; So/jan SOo>, t' Gmorc'

Siiigb AIR 1972 P&H 152.
74 Mukiand Singh r' Wazir Singh (1972) -a SCC 178.
5 AIR 1967 SC 119.
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As to Brahmins and Khatris of Amritsar district, see 
Sa1ig Ram v Mush i

Ram 
76

Customary adoptions have, however been now abolished by the Hindu

Adoption and Maintenance Act 1956.77

76 AIR 1961 SC 1374.
74) 2 SCC 59. As lo cuslomar\ adoptio n in

Kartar Singb v Sujari Si;gh (19 
Jultunder district, reference my be made to 

Gurdev Singb v Kehar S:ngb AIR 1982

P&H 289.
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MINoRrrY AND GuuDIANsiup

LAW PRIOR TO THE HINDU MINORITY AN1)
GUARDIANSHIP ACT 1956

The ring snail protect the i,fherited (and other propectr) oja minor until be
has 'etzirned (from his teachers house) or until he nas passed his ininorztt'.

Till the eighth yea,; a child is combarable (for legal b1117)oses) to oize n its
inorlers womb Till be attains the age of sxtr'en. he is called a minor
(pogancla. Then he becomes simi guns (rvaharagna.2

Note—Some material changes and modifications in the rule of Hindu law
relating to minority and guardianship have been brought about by
legislation, embodied in the Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act 1956.
The Act abrogates all the rules of the law of minority and guardianship
previously applicable to Hindus, whether by virtue of any text or rule
of Hindu law, or any custom or usage having the force of law, in respect
of all matters dealt with in the Act. It also supersedes an y other law,
contained in any Central or state legislation in force, immediately before
it came into operation, in so far as such legislation is inconsistent with
the provisions contained in it. The rules in the following paragraphs of
the chapter, state the law before the coming into operation of that Act.

§ 516. AGE OF MAJORITY

There is a difference of opinion among the Hindu writers as to the age
of majority under Hindu law. According to some writers, minorit y terminates
at the completion of the 15th year, according to others, at the completion
of the 16th year. The former view is held in Bengal; 3 the latter view, in

1 \lanu, Viii. 7.

2 Narda, 111 35, 36.
3 caii churn ii Bbuobutty (1873) 10 Beng LR 231 (FB); .dlothoorrnobun v Soore'ulro

(1876) 1 ca[ 108.
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§ 517, 518	 Principles of Hindu Law

other parts of India.' This difference has lost much of its importance
since the passing of the Indian Majority Act 1875, which applies to all
persons domiciled in India, and to all matters except marriage, dowry.
divorce and adoption. According to That Act, every minor or whose
person or property a guardian has been appointed b y any court, and
even' minor of whose property, the superintendence has been assumed
by a Court of Wards, is deemed to have attained his majority at the
completion of the 21st year; and in all other cases, at the completion of
the 18th year.

Marriage

See § 427. Also see s 5, Hindu Marriage Act 1955.

Adoption

See § 450 and 465. Also ss 3 (C), 10 and 11, Hindu Adoptions and
Maintenance Act 1956.

§ 517. GUARDIANS

Guardians may be divided into three classes, namely;

(1) natural guardians (	 518-31);
(2) guardians appointed by a father by will ( 532): and
(3) guardians appointed;

(i) under the Guardians and Wards Act, 8 of 1890, by a district
court or by a Chartered High Court in the exercise of its
ordinat-v original civil jurisdiction; or

(ii) by a Chartered High Court in the exercise of its inherent
powers (535-3T).

See ss 6 and 9. Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act 1956.

1. NATURAL GUARDIANS

§ 518. GUARDIANSHIP OF PERSON AND OF SEPARATE
PROPERTY OF MINOR

(1) The father is the natural guardian of the person and of the separate
property of his minor children, 5 and next to him the mother, unless the

Shwj: v Darut (1875) 12 Born HC 281, 290, Reade r Krishna (1886) 9 Mad 391,
397-98.

5 .'Vanabha: vJanardbarz (1888) 12 Born 110, 120; Venkateswaran 1-Sarda,nbai(1935)
Rang 590, 160 IC 878, AIR 1936 R 67,

6 Kau.Iesra vJorai (1906) 28 Al) 233, Rangubal v Gopal (1903) 5 Born LR 542.
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Minority and Guardianship	 518

father has by his will, appointed another person as the guardian of the

person of his children ( 532).

(2) No relation except the parents, is entitled as of right to the
guardianship of a minor. Failing the father and mother, the court may
appoint the nearest male paternal relative, and, failing paternal relatives,

the nearest male maternal relative as guardian of the minor. 5 However,

the court is not bound to do so. U may appoint a maternal relation in
preference to a paternal relation, or it may even appoint a stranger, if

the welfare of the minor requires it-9

(3)
The court has no power to appoint a guardian of the person of

a minor, whose father is living and is not, in the opinion of the coun,

unfit to be guardian of the person of the minor

(4) The provisions of this section apply:

(i) to the custody of the person of a minor, whether governed by

Mitakshara law or Davabhaga law:

(ii) to the custody of the separate property of a minor, as distinguished

from his undivided interest in coparcenary propert. in cases

governed by Mitakshara law; and

(iii) to the custody of the separate property of a minor, as well as his

undivided interest in coparcenary property in cases governed by

Davabhaga law ( 279).

As to the custody of the undivided interest of 2 minor in cases

governed by Mitakshara law, see § 519. Also see s 6. Hindu Minorit' and

Guardianship Act 1956,

Father's Right
As in this country (England). so among the Hindus. the Lithe s
the natural guardian of his children during their minorities, but
this guardianship is in the nature of a sacred trusr. and he

cannot therefore during his lifetime substitute another person t,

guardian in his place. He ma y , it is true. in the exercise of hs discietior.

as guardian, entrust the custody and education of his children IC) another.

but the authority he thus confers is essentially atei'ocable autllorli\ . and
if the welfare of his children requires it. he can, notwithstanding am

Subbararni Reddi Oaenchuraghava Rcddi(1945) TLR Md 1-. Eth,Iaz'ulz; ;' PetbaL'ka.

AIR 1950 Mad 390; KaIipo4a r Furnabala (1948) 2 Cal 465 All) 1-us. C 26-)

8 Re Guibai (1908) 2 Ban; 50.
9 Kriszo Kissor z' Kader,nos' (1878) 2 Cal LR 583: Ms! Bbtc'uo Aot" t CC,ame/a (0Th"

(189) 2 GWN 191-0908) 32 Born 50: Thatrn ,naI v Kiippamza (1915; 36 Mad 1125

26 IC 179. All', 1915 Mad 659: s 1, Guardians and Wards Adi 189u, Enper0r1 S;ra.

Prasad (1920) 42 All 146. 54 IC 402. AIR 1919 All 36 (kick-tapping).

10 Section 19, ci (b), Guardians and Wards Act 8 of 1890: B.ant u Aa,u,ual.) (19)4

41 IA 314, ILR 38 Mad 807, 822, 24 IC 290, AIR 1914 PC 41.
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contract to the contrary, take such custody and education once rnor
into his own hands. If, however, the authority has been acted upon
in such a way as, in the opinion of the court exercising the
jurisdiction of the Crown over infants, to create associations or give rise
to expectations on the part of the infants, which would be undesirable
in their interests to disturb or disappoint, such court will interfere to
prevent its revocation.11

Mother's Right

When the father is alive, lie is entitled to the custody or his nilnor child,
however young he may be, in preference to the mother. 2 In a ladras
case, where the father had taken :I wife, the custody of a runor
girl of very tender age was given to her mother.

Capacity of Minor to Act as Guardian

A minor is incom petent to act as guardian of any minor except hs awn
wife s 21, Guardians and Wards Act 1890).

Adoptive Father

Where a widow adopts a son to her husband, under an authorit y ien
to her by his will, the natural father should not, on the death of the
Adoptive mother, be appointed guardian of the person of his son, here
there are other suitable members of the adoptive father's family available
and where the effect of appointing the natural father would be to
frustrate the intention of the adoptive father expressed by him in his
Will.

§ 519. GUARDIANSHIP OF PROPERTY WHERE FAMILY IS
JOINT

If the minor is a member of a joint famil y governed by Mitakshara law,
the father as learta (manager, is entitled to the management of the whole
coparcenarv property including the minor's interest. After the father's
death, the management of the property, including the minor's interest
therein, passes to the eldest son as karra ( 236). The mother is not
entitled to the custody of the undivided interest of her minor son in the
joint property, because such property is not separate property, though

11 Besa,it v .Vara yanjah(1914) 41 IA 314. 32021, 1LR 38 Mad 807, 8 19, 24 IC 290, AIR1914 PC 41; Sukhdeo v Ram Chandar (1924) 46 All '06, 83 IC 24, AIR 1924 All 62212 Empress v Prankrisbna (1882) 8 Cal 969.
13 Re .i4zruga (1950) ILR Mad 85.
14 . 1 tOuo,flOh g n g Dast v Hari Prasad (1925) 4 Pat 109. 81 IC 1045, AIR 1925 Par 444.
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she is entitled to the custody of his person and of his separate property,

if any.1
If all the Sons are minors, the court may appoint a guardian of the

whole of the joint property. until one of them attains majority," specially
when the widows of the father were fighting among themselves I On

any one of the Sons attaining majority, the guardianship of the property
constituted by the court ceases, and the court is bound to hand over the

joint family property to the adult son, notwithstanding the fact that the

other sons are minors)8

Illustrations

(a) H, a Hindu governed by Mitakshara law, dies lea\ ins two sons.

A and B and a widow, the mother of B. A is an adult, but B is

a minor. After the death of H, it is competent to A and B to live

as members of a joint Mitakshara famil y , or to partition the

property, inherited by them from their father. If they adopt the

former course, A as the senior male member, is entitled to
manage the whole of the joint property, including the minoi 's

undivided interest therein. B's mother is not entitled to be
appointed guardian of the undivided interest of her son B in the

joint property, for such interest is not separate propert y . 1-lowevet',

she may be appointed guardian of Bs person and of his separate

property, if any. If A and B partition the property inheiited

them from their father, then B's mother is entitled to the custod\

of the share allotted to B on partition. such share being his

separate property ( 223. suh-4)).'0

As per Illust (a). A also is a minor, the court ma y appoint a guardian

of the whole of the joint property under the Guardians and \\'arcls Act

1S9, and the court ma y in such a case, appoint even Bs mother as such

guardian. 2 However, the guardianship of the individual appointed b y the

15 Ghanh 671a0 i Kaiak, Singh (1903) 25 All 4() - , SM IA 16. 60:1110	 . o,i,11'(i'

	

Cal 219, l'irupakshappa i Ni1'anaia (1895) 19	 30L OB	 Siot'o R107

ilobaniuida (1892) 19 Oil 301 AjdIJ_i'a SaO tJ? Dirc'cio' 0' drnLo.'.'.-; :,'i.;..'\'i	 -

Pat 9
16 Bindoji r Mathiirabai (1906) 30 Born 152 .Varasam,na Sa!ranara 'cilia (I '(51

ML! 436, AIR 1951 Mad 793
F' Seethabai z' Narasfinha (1945) ILR Mad 568; Ralthinahai t' Si:abai (1952) 54 lIon: LR

55, (1952) Born 455. AIR 1952 Bout 160.

18 Ramcbandra r' Krishnarao (1908) 32 Born 259. chandrapal SznI.i e Sarabjil S:ii,ii/.'

(1936) 11 Luck 67, 154 IC 855, AIR 1935 On 33-1, Raab }b?iilinzi/a t Chrri'apu Biicbi

Vethajya Panrithi (1949) 2 MLI 7Th, AIR 1951 Mad 792. See § 535-37: s 12, Hindu

Minority and Guardianship Act 1956.

19 Goiirah z' Gujandbzir (1880) 5 Cii) 219.

20 Bsndaji v Marhuraba (1905) 3)) Born 152.
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§ 520-23	 Principles of Hindu Law

court ceases, when A attains majority and the management of the whole

property will then vest in him as karta.21

Capacity of Minor to Act as Guardian

There is no rule of Hindu law that the managing member or an undivided

family should be an adult. He may be a minor, in which case, he is
competent to act as guardian not only of his own wife and children, but
also the wife and children of another minor member of the family (s 21,
Guardians and Wards Act 1890).

§ 520. GUARDIANSHIP OF A MARRIED FEMALE

See § 443. Also see s 6(c), Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act 1956.

§ 521. GUARDIANSHIP OF AN ADOPTED SON

The guardianship of an adopted son, who is a rrunor. passes on his
adoption, from his natural father and mother to his adoptive father and
mother. 22

§ 522. GUARDIANSHIP OF ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN

The mother is the lawful guardian of her illegitimate children. 23 It
was held by the High Court of Lahore that where the father is known,
he has the preferential right. 2' This view has been dissented from by the
High Court of Madras. 25 Also, see s 6(b), Hindu Minority and Guardianship
Act 1956.

§ 523. REMARRIAGE OF MOTHER

A Hindu widow, does nor, by the mere fact of her remarriage, lose her
right of guardianship, in any case where remarriage is recognised by the
custom of the caste to which she belongs. 2()

21 Rajnchandra v Kriahnarao (1908) 32 Born 259.
22 Sreenarain u Kishen (1873) 11 Beng LR 171, IA Supp Vol 149, 163; Laksb,ntha g u

Shrdhar (1879) 3 Bow 1; Nirvanaya u iVdyanaya (1885) 9 Born 365.
23 Venka,nma u Saviramma (1889) 12 Mad 67, 68; Re Saithri (1891) 16 Mad 307. 317
24 Prem Kaur u Banarsi Das (1934) 15 Lah 630, 156 IC 87, AIR 1934 Lah 1003.
25 Rajlakshrrii v Ramacbandran AIR 1967 Mad 113; Dorai Raj v S R Lakshmi AIR 1947

Mad 172.
26 See ss 3 and 5, Hindu Widows Remarriage Act 1856. Ganga Jha10 (1911) 38 Cal

862, 10 IC 69; Afst mdi v Gbania (1920) 1 Lsh 146. 53 IC 783, AIR 1919 1-ah 00;

Purlabai vMahadn (1909) 33 Bow 107, 144, 1 IC 659; Panchappa v Sangansawa
(1900) 24 Born 89, 91; JIt Ram LabhaI I.' Duri,'a Das (1934)15 Lih 28, 147 IC 19, AIR

1933 Lah 817.
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524. LOSS OF CASTE

Under the Hindu law, loss of caste entailed a loss of the right of
guardianship of the person and property of minors 2 " However, it is no
longer so, since the passing of the Caste Disabilities Removal Act 1850.2

§ 325. CHANGE OF RELIGION BY FATHER

The fact that a father has changed his religion, is of itself no reason for
depriving him of the custody of his children.29

However, if at the time of conversion, the father voluntaril y abandons
his parental rights, and entrusts the custody of his child to another
person, in order that it may be maintained and educated by him, the
court will not restore back the custod y of the child to the father, if such
a course is detrimental to the interests of the child. In such a case,the
court should be guided by what it conceives to be best for the we
and well being of the child.311

§ 526. CHANGE OF RELIGION BY MOTHER

A child in India, under ordinary circumstances must be presumed to

have his father's religion, and his corresponding civil and social status;
and it is, therefore, ordinarily and in the absence of controlling
circumstances the dur' of a guardian to train his infant ward in such

religion. Therefore, where a Hindu mother changes her religion, the
court ma y, if it deems to be in the interest of the minor, remove the child
from the custody of the mother, and place the child under a Hindu
guardian.3

Also see proviso (a) to s 6, Hindu Minority and Guardiansh ip Act1956.

§ 527. CHANGE OF RELIGION BY MINOR

Where a Hindu child, who has become a convert to Christianity or any

other religion, leaves his parents, and proceedings are instituted br the

parents of the custody of the child, the question arises as to what is the

2" Strange  Hindu Law, Vol 1, p160

25 Kanab: Rain z' thda'ya Rain (1878) 1 All 549; Aaujra vJorai (1906) 28 All 233 A
10 change of religion, see	 525-26.

29 Macboo v Arzoon (1866) 5 WR 235, Shanjsjngb t' Sanrabal (1901) 25 Born 551-5530 Mokoond i. Nobodip (1898) 25 Cal 881, ReJoshy Assa,n 
(1896) 23 Cal 290 See notesto § 524. Also, see proviso (a) to s 6, Hindu Minority and Guardianslup Act 1956

31 Skinner v Orde (1871) 14 MIA 309. 323.
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true principle by which the courts should be guided is such cases. Is it

that the minor, if he is old enough to form an intelligent preference,
should be allowed to exercise his own discretion as to where he will go?

Alternatively, is it that the parents are entitled as of right to the custody

of the child, irrespective of his wishes? On the other hand, is it that the

court should in each case do what it conceives to be for the welfare and

interest of the child? The first view was taken in the earliest decisions

on the subject. Then came a series of cases in which the second stew
was taken The last view is the one now taken by the High Court Of

Bombay, 33 Calcutta, 31 and Allahabad.3

I. Powts OF NATURAL GUARDIAN

§ 528. ALIENATIONS BY NATURAL GUARDIAN

The natural guardian of a Hindu minor has power in the management

of his estate, to mortgage or sell any part thereof in a case of necessity

or for the benefit of the estate. 3 ' If the alienee does not prove an y hegal

necessity or that he made reasonable inquiries, the sale is invalhci. The
power of a manager of a joint family to make a suitable provision in
connection with the marriage of a daughter of the family in the shape

of a gift of a small portion of the family property cannot be exercised

by a widow, acting as guardian of her, son, who is the owner of the

property. 38 During the father's lifetime, the mother cannot act as 'a legal

32 The Queen v Nesbitt (1853) Perry's OC 103; Reade v Krishna (1886) 9 Mad 391.

33 Re Saithri (1891) 16 Born 307.
34 ReJoshy Assain (1896) 23 Cal 290; Mokoond v .VOCIIp (1898) 25 Cal 881.

	

zc	 rho,,dra p Forman (1890) 12 All 213.
36 Httnoo,nan Pci-saud vMzis.su,natBOboOee (1856) 6 (VITA 393, 412 (mortgage by mother

upheld); Soonder ,Varian u Benntid Rain (1879) 4 Cal 6 (sale by mother for legal

necessity upheld); Bat .1,nrit v Bat Manik (1875)12 Bout HC 9 (sale by mother

upheld); Murari v Tayana (1895) 20 Born 286 (sale by mother of two plots of land—

sale of one upheld and that of the other set aside as not being one for legal

necessity); Kandbia Lai v Muna Bibi (1898) 20 All 135 (mortgage by mother not

upheld as not being one for necessity); Raghtibans V Indarjit (1923) sS All 77, 69

IC 683, AIR 1922 All 526 (mortgage by nother upheld in part); Ragho v Zaga (1929)

53 Boin 419, 118. IC 555, AIR 1929 Born 251 (sale by guardian of his own property

and that of minor's propert y—one piece of land purchased with sale proceeds Of

both properties—sale of minor's property not upheld); .Vaga/inga Koiiar v Modothi

AIR 1950 Tr & Coch 30; Balakrishna v Ganesa AIR 1954 Tr & Coch 209, FB; Re

Rangaswami Moroppa (1925) 2 NILJ 506, AIR 1953 Mad 230 (gift held invalid); Kelunt

Dci u Kanhei Sabu AIR 1972 Ori 28;Jagaiiath Sabar v Gana Bewa AIR 1990 On 164

(sale by mother upheld).

37 Mallappa v. AnaniBa1krt.Sb7 (1936) 38 Born LR 941. 166 IC 154, AIR 1936 Born 386.

38 Palania,n,flal v Kothandararna Goundan (1944) ILR Mad 216.
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Minority and Guardianship

guarthan and hence, a sale by her of minors share in land would be
void

In Hunooman Persaua' z' Mu&sumai Babooee, which is the leading
case on the subject, the Judicial Committee said:

The power of the manager for an infant heir to charge an estate not

his own is, under the Hindu law, a limited and qualified power. it
can only be exercised rightly in a case of need or for the benefit of
the estate. The actual pressure on the estate, the danger to be

averred, or the benefit to be conferred upon it, in the particular
instance, is the thing to be regarded. Their Lordships think that the

lender is bound to inquire into the necessities for the loan, and to

satisfy himself as well as he can, with reference to the parties with

whom he is dealing, that the manager is acting in the particular
instance for the benflt of the estate. However, the y think that if he
does so inquire, and acts honestly, the real existence of an alleged,
sufficient and reasonably credited necessity is not a condition precedent
to the validity of his charge, and they do not think that, under the
circumstances, he is bound to see to the application of the money

Alienation by Natural Guardian: Legal Necessity

Where the mother of a minor as his natural guardian, mortgages the
minors property for a legal necessity, and afteivarc1s sells the propei'b:
before the due date of pa yment of the mortgage amount, the sale itelf
is one without legal necessity, though she applies part of the purchase
money in payment of the mortgage debt. The minor, therefore, is entitled
to set aside the sale, subjecL however, to pa yment to the purchaser of
the amount applied towards pa yment of the mortgage debt, his estate
having benefited to that ext en t. 4t The minor will be liable in equit y to
make good to the purchaser the portion of the consideration b y which
he was benefited. The decree to be passed in favour of the minor would

be a conditional decree for possession, on condition that he should pay

to the purchaser the amount of consideration which has been found to
be either for the benefit of his estate or for the purpose of legal necessity

In the case of a mortgage b' the guardian of the minor's estate for the
purpose of defraying the expenses of the minor's marriage performed in

30 ,4iirob,,ido Sociert' z Ra,nado.cs Naidi g AIR 1980 Mad 216. Also see s 8, Hindu Mtnorji','
and Guardianship Act 1956

40 (1856) 6 MIA 393, 423.
41 Palanrn7naIv Ra,haJra(1931)33 Bout LR 104, 130 IC 594, AIR 1931 Bout 157.42 Ra:nrrajb i' Deoraf AIR 1957 Pat 495.
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violation of the Child Marriage Restraint Act, it was held that there was

no legal necessity to support the mortgage.43
Where the mother as natural guardian of her minor son, sold the only

house already burdened with a mortgage debt created by her husband.
as there was no possibility of being able to redeem the mortgage, t v as
held that the sale was for legal necessitv, 4 In the absence of her husband,
whose whereabouts are not known, a mother can alienate for legal
necessity, the joint family property of her minor son, who is the kar'a
of the family .5

For the Benefit of the [state

Mere increase in the immediate income of the minor or of his estate does
not necessarily justify the inference chat the particular transaction is for
the benefit of the estate' within the meaning of this rule, which could
hardly have been intended to include cases of speculative development
of estate of minors,

When the only circumstance relied on, in justification of the sale, is
that the price realised is much more than the normal value of the
property , the sale cannot be regarded as one for the benefit of the
estate. A mortgage by a mother of the property of her alinor son to
secure a loan to carry on a trade on behalf of the minor, which was not
ancestral, is not a transaction for the benefit of the minor. Nor is a sale
for the sole purpose of investing the price so as to bring in a larger
inconie. 9 Alienation by a guardian to pay the barred debts of the father
of the minor is not binding on the minor's interest. 50 However, alienation
of movable property in danger of deterioration in value, or lands barren
and yielding no income to invest proceeds in income yielding land, may
be regarded as for the benefit of the estate.51

The Calcutta High Court has held that an unauthorised sale or mortgage
of the ward's p ro perty may be validated by suhseniienr ririFiciri-n By the

ward on his attaining majority.52

3 Rain lash Agaiwala v CbandAlondal (1937) 2 Cal 764.
-i-i Keshavial v Vaç'arathnam AIR 1964 Mad 374; Subbakhal v Siibba Gounder AIR 1965

Mad 371; Kesavalzi v .Vagarathnam AIR 1964 Mad 374.
45 Tnirr.a .ilirdha v Baszidev Singh AIR 1964 On 123.
46 Krisrna chandrvRaran Rain 	 CN 645, 647, 35 IC 573, AIR 1916 Cal 8.+0;

Heinraf u ,Vathu (1935) 59 Born 525, 157 IC 406, AIR 1935 Boni 29S FBI.
47 Heinraf v Vathu supra; Thota Appanna U .Vakkava AIR 1963 AP -+18,
48 Pzinnayab V Viranna (1922) 45 Mad 425. 70 IC 668. AIR 1922 Mad 273.
49 Ragho v Zaga (1929) 53 Born 419, 118 IC 555, AIR 1929 Born 251.
50 Siidbanya Kumar v Haripada AIR 1960 Cal 34.
51 See 243A. Palanippa r Harvey AIR 1953 Tr & Coch 481; Rabi .Vara van v Kanad

Prova Devi AIR 1965 Cal 444.
52 Ramlal R & Co u BC Patel & Sons 6,4 Cal WN 126, AIR 1960 Cl 546.
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Burden of Proof

The burden of proof on the alienee is the same as that in the case of
an alienation by the manager.53

The Guardians and Wards Act 1890

Where a guardian is appointed of the property of a Hindu minor under
the Guardians and Wards Act 1890, he cannot alienate the immovable
property of the minor without the sanction of the court, not even in a
case of necessity . If he does so, the alienation is voidable at the option
of the minor. 5A Where a court has sanctioned the alienation under the
Guardians and Wards Act, the alienee can rely upon the order of the
court and need not prove the actual legal necessity . The omission of the
mention of any legal necessity in the order is onl y an irregularity . 55 The
powers, however, of the natural guardian of a Hindu minor are larger
than those of a guardian appointed under that Act, a natural guardian
may alienate the minor's property even without the sanction of the court,
provided the alienation is one for necessity for the benefit of the estate.
The Guardians and Wards Act 1890, does not alter or affect the i]9bts of
natural guardians under the Hindu 13w. 56 However, once a guardian has
been appointed by the court, the rights of the natural guardian are
extinguished 57'

Limitation

A suit by a ward, who has attained majoritv to set asicic a transfer of
property by his guardian must be brought within three veart (join the
date when the ward attains majorito. A transfer b y a guardian is no
void, but voidable at the instance of the vard' Reference tiiav be madc'

53 Sec § 24 q . Kandhia La! t' Mona Bu!i (1896 11 20 Al] 135. Rutbz,baio 7 I)i(!t'tftt I 02'
45 All 7 7, 69 IC 683. AIR 1922 Al! 52o; .\ali'ti I Ga;ipa: All) 195 B,,it; 25; Docti,a,z;
Det t' Lnigaraj AIR 191 On 224

S'i Section 29-30 Guardt.in and 'Lards Act 189( 1 , Stoat a	 .i1tiiiaiit 
289, TO/ia! i Gana il;' 3 25 Al] 50 (where tOe guardi:ttt ti{ )ilOcJ 7\ IL tourl
was also the natural gti;irji;in )

55 Balaji Vasudeo r Sat!asbjrKashj,iai/r (19 3 ) Bunt 1, 38 Bout LI) 7L)(-, Ii'. I	 A0. Alt)
1936 Born 389.

56 Rant O,iuider i j3,oionajb it i Cal 029 (FB) Kant! 6'Ijit,tder r Btsbo(t,u" (1 895)
25 Cal 585 (FB); Manis/ja,tL'ar z Bait1it/t (1888) 12 Bow 68o, Shan; Das r Umer Din
(1930) 11 Lah 312, 126 IC 78$, AIR 1930 lath 49.

57 Aninmtia,n u Dt/raismaa (1914) 3 Mad 38. 12 1C 580, Alt) 190 SIad (8
56 The Indian Limitation Act 1908, Sch I, an 44
59 Laxrnaya v Rachappa (1918) 42 Born 626, 46 IC 22. All) 1918 l(ot 180, Fakirappa

v Lnrna,jria (1920) 44 Born 742, 58 IC 257, AIR 1920 Bout I, Pran Vail' i Ba! Kisba,t
AIR 1959 Pun j 313; B"ojertdra i Prosanna A'iimar (1920t 21 C'L'N 1016, 59 IC
589. All) 1920 Cal 776. Labba Ma! t' Malak Ram (1925) 6 1,ali 447, 89 IC 602, AlIt

COfltt'tiied on the next
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to Gaizapati v Rainacha?Zdra, for distinction between alienation of Joint

family property by kana and alienation of minor's prope by guardian.°

Now see art 60 (a) Limitation Act 1963.

Alienation by Manager of Joint Family of Undivided
Interest of Minor CoparcenerS

See § 242-244.

§ 529. CONTRACT BY NATURAL GUARDIAN

(1) A natural or even a de facto guardian has always the power to
charge, mortgage or sell the properties of the infant on grounds of
necessity of benefits to the minor. The law is well-settled by a long

course of decisions, since Hunooman Persaud Paudays case . b There is

a conflict of opinion, however, on the point as to whether the same
principle applies to cases of simple loans contracted by a natural or de
facto guardian of a minor, either under a suitable bond or a promissory

note.
In (Viighela v Shtkh Mas1udifl, it was held by the Privy Council that

a guardian cannot contract in the name of the ward, so as to impose on

the latter, any personal liability, and this view was ;ifhrmed by the
subsequent decision of the Judicial Committee a 

hidur chunder

RccIhcr.Shore 3 On the strength of these pronouncements.thas

held, by the Bombay High Court, that a minor is not only exempted (rom
personal arrest and detention in execution of a money decree, but that
no decree, can be passed against him on the basis of a contract entered
into on his behalf by his guardian, in execution of which, his general
assets could be attached and sold' On the other hand, it has been held
by the Madras and Patna High Courts, that the principle laid down by

ii1c i'1ivy Council in	 ig'e6is rAp 0 5 cannot and does not affect the rule

of Hindu law, which confers a power upon the guardian to bind the
minor's estate for purposes of necessity or protection of the minor's

interests.66

1925 Lth 619; contra Bacbchafl Singb u Ka;nta Prasad (1910) 32 All 392, 5 IC 585,

RangasU'a'fli v Marappa AIR 1953 Mad 230, (1952) 2 MU 506.

60 AIR 1985 Kant 1-43.

si 6 MIA 393.
;2 7 lIuszraiion (a). 14 IA 89, 11 Born 551.

a3 19 Cal 507.

a-i 
Maharana Shri Ranrna06nghii v Vadilal ILR 20 Boiii 61; Kehav v BalOjL 1 1932) 34

Born LR 996; Sa,ikar v ,Vathii (1932) 34 Born LR 1001; Vagiiidas u Bhtmrao LR -43

Born 117; Walt's CJ in RarnajogaY)'a vJagarlriadha?i ILR 42 Mad 185.

05 14 Lk 89.
66 Ra,najoga)Ya vJaga7Iflaha 1 t ILR 42 Mad 185; Venkitaswaini vMutbusalfly)1919) 34

continued o p i the next page
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Minority and Guardianship 	 529

The conflicting decisions on the subject were reviewed b y the FederalCourt of India in Kondamzdj 1' Myneni, Tadavart, t' Myneij ' The views
expressed by the learned judges on the points of law involved in the
case are not quite identical. However, the propositions of law receiving
the largest measure of support from the pron ouncements of the learned
Judges of the Federal Court ma y be summarised as follows

(I) a guardian of a Hindu minor either de jure Sr dc facto has no
authority to impose a personal obligation upon"the minor or his
estate by an unconditional undertaking to pa' a debt on loan not
contracted for legal necessity or benefit of minor

(ii) a guardian de jure or even de facto, provided is not an intruder
on the estate of the minor, can borrow money for the protection
or benefit of the minor, so as to make the minors estate liable
for the same, but in such cases, the creditor can have a decree
against the estate of the infant onl y , on the principle of subrogation
to the right of indemnity or reimbursement which the guardian
ma y have against the ward's properties. This right of subrogation
can be availed of, when the guardian is personally liable for the
debt, and no question arises of making out a contract directly
between the creditor and the infant:

(in) the same principle i s applicable to moneys borrowed on the
security of negotiable instruments, A minor cannot be made
liable on a pronote executed by the guardians either 

de /iire ordefaclo in the name of the minor.

(2) It is not within the competence of a guardian of a minor to bind
the nnor's estate by a contract for the purchase of imnio\'ahle property

for the minor. As the minor is not bound by the contract, the minor
cannot claim specific performance of the contract. This was laid down
by the Pri' Council in ithr Saiwa,au z' Fak/mda'01 and the principle
has been followed in number of subsequent cases b y the different HighCourts in lndia.

A distinction has thus been drawn between a completed transfer of
minor's property by the guardian, on grounds of legal necessit y or
benefit to the minor, and an executo' contract of transfer entered into
by the guardian on behalf of the infant for the same purpose and
specific performance has been held not to be a

v ailable in the latter case

MLI 177, MnaAshi v Ranga AIR 1932 Mad 696, Aiizan/ag ' Muthii '0 ,p11' ILR 39Mad 891, Sat ranarayana r MalIa3'ya 11.8 58 Mad 735, Siichi' v Hartja,idap i ILO 12Pat 112

67 (1949) 11 FCR 65; Ranallnga v Srz1ica/: i AIR 1955 Mad 657. (1955) 2 MU 1368 JIJustj'aion (b). 39 IA 1, 39 Cat 232
69 Ma/a r'Mu(ha?n,P4Sba,,g'8 Lah 212, Soban Lal r'AtaINaq 56 All 142: Cbodazrapiiz' Cbennuni AIR 1920 Mad 423
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because of want of mutuality . In Subramanayarn i. Subba Rao, 71 the Privy

Council had to deal with a case, where the mother of an infant as his
natural guardian entered into a contract for the sale of the minor's
property to a stranger. The contract was for the benefit of the minor and
in pursuance of the agreement, the transferee was put in possession of
the property. No sale deed was however executed, and the minor,
through his guardian. instituted a suit for recovery of possession of the
property contracted to be sold, on the ground that the contract was not

binding on him. [t was held b y the Privy Council chat the defendant was

protected under s 53 (A), Transfer of Property Act (doctrine of part
performance). and the minor for whose benefit the contract was entered
into, answered most aptly the description of the transferor, in the sense
in which the expression was used in the section.

On the strength of this decision, it has been held b y Viswanath

Shastri J of the Madras Nigh Court, that when the niocher of a Hindu

minor entered into a contract for sale of the minor's propert y for purposes

considered under Hindu law as necessar y , ,ind there was no doubt about

the competency of the guardian to act on behalf of the minor, the
contract could he specifically enforced against the m	 ainor, nd the line of

authorities beginning with Mir Sorwaijaii's case had no application to

such circumstanceS.
it has been held he the Allahabad High Court. 2 that although in

general, a CiO[ffl for specific performance of a contract to sell the joint
family property entered into by the manager will not be decreed against
the minors, yet, if fresh property has been purchased with the amount
realised and the minor takes a share in the property so acquired, he will
not be allowed to repudiate the contract.

As to specific performance of a contract to purchase immovable property,

by a competent guardian acting within his authority, see Popat Namdeo

mn,, '73

(3) No act done by  person, who is the guardian of ininoi, bl1ds chc
minor, unless the act was done by him in his capacity of guardian. it is
a question of fact in each case, whether a particular act done by a person
was done by him in his capacity of guardian or on his own behalf and
on his account. In the former case, the act binds the minor, provided,
it was otherwise within the power of the guardian in the latter case, it
does not. The mere fact that the name of the minor is not mentioned
in a contract, or in a deed of sale or mortgage, is not conclusive proof

'5J	 '5 IA 115.
1 Ramlingarn v Babanambal AIR 1951 Mad .6L Siiryaparbasan r Gan,ç'arajii AIR 1956

AP 33 .FB).
T2 Sohan.Lal v Atal .Vath t1934) 56 All 12, 148 IC 229, AIR 1933 All 846.

3 AIR 1969 Etom l-iO.
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Minority and Guardianship	 § 529

that the transaction was not entered into on behalf of the minor. In each
case, the language of the document and the circumstances in which it
was executed must be considered.7

() See S 8. Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act 1956.

Illustrations

(a) The mother of a Hindu boy. M, acting as his guardian, sells
property belonging to the minor for purposes of necessity, free
of all government claims for revenue. The deed of sale contains
a covenant binding the minor and heirs to indemnify the purchaser
against any claims for revenue, which the government might
make at any future time. Some time after the sale, the government
assessed the land. The purchaser sues Al, who has then attained
majority, upon the covenant, contained in the deed. Al is not
liable on the covenant, the covenant being a personal one. Such

a covenant is not valid and binding on a minor, either under the
English law or the Indian law.7S

(b) A, as guardian of the estate of a minor, B, agrees to purchase
immovable property from C, on behalf of B. B. on attaining
majority, sues C for specific performancc . B is not entitled to
specific performance, nor is C See subs- (2).

(c) A dies leaving a widow. 11", and a minor son, Al. Alter A's death
W enters into possession of the propert y left by A. and manages
the same as guardian of M After some time, in consequence
of certain disputes. C applies to the court to be appointed
guardian of the person and propert y of Al, and he is appointed
such guardian. Before C can obtain possession of Ms property
from \V. 'ii" sells the propert y to P for Rs 400 and conveys the
propert y to P as her oun properly end 7201 as that of the 17211107'

Out of the Rs 400, she applies Rs 200 in satisfying a decree
against the estate of her deceased husband, and the rest she

spends for her own maintenance. Al attains majorit y , and sues P
to recover the property from him. The sale is void altogether.
and Mis entitled to recover the property . The sale being absolutely
void, P is not entitled to a return of any part of the purchase

74 Illustration (c). tudor ('bander ,' Radhakrisho,'e (1892) 19 Cal 5t0, 19 tA 90 (renewal
of lease); Nathu z' Balwa,ztrao (1903) 27 Born 390 (sale by mother), 3ixi,'an I' Ta tone
(1895) 20 Born 286, 288, Watson & Co ,'Sha,,t La! (1887) 14 IA 178, 15 Cal 8; Nandan
Prasad v Abditi Aziz (1923) 45 All 497, 74 IC 367, AIR 1923 All 581 (mortgage by
mother as full owner); Balu'ant Si'n'b v Clang , (1912) 39 IA 109, 3i All 296. 14 IC
629 (sale by brother).

75 Uci bela v Seiki, Maslidmn (1887) 11 Born 551, 14 IA 89. Sec sub-k (1).
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money, not &ven of the Rs 200 applied by W in payment of
debts binding on the estate and therefore on M. 76 See.sub- (3).

§ 530. COMPROMISE BY NATURAL GUARDIAN

It is competent to a guardian to enter into a compromise on behalf of
his wardi7

§ 531. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DEBT BY GUARDIAN

The natural guardian of a minor, as well as a guardian appointed under
the Guardians and \Varcis Act 1890, has the power to acknowledge a debt
or to pay interest on a debt, so as to extend the period of limitation,
provided the act was for the protection or benefit of the minor's property;
but he had no power to revive a debt, which was barred by limitation.
Section 20 (3) (a) of the Limitation Act 1963, includes a lawful guardian
in the expression agent duly 0AIthOriSed in his behalP occurring in ss 18
and 19 of the Act.

A defacto guardian has no authority to acknowledge a debt on behalf
of the minor under s 18 read with s 20, Limitation Act 1963 . 78 See ss 18-
20, Limitation Act 1963, ss 18, 19 and 20 and s 25, Indian Contract Act
1872.

II. TESTAMENTARY GUARDIANS

§ 532. GUARDIANS APPOINTED BY WILL

(1) A Hindu father may, by word of mouth or by writing, nominate a
guardian for his children, so as to exclude even the mother from the
guardianship. 79 The mother, however, has not the power to appoint a
guardian by will,° but the court may have regard to her wishes, if any,
expressed in her will.

(2) 1 he power of estaI!xcttry guardian Ic deal with poperrv heloneing
to his ward is subject to the restrictions imposed by the will. 8 ' The father

76 Natbu v Ba!u'ant,'ao (1903) 27 Born 390.
77 iVirvanaya v Virvanaya (1885) 9 Born 365; Sant Bhushan La! v Brij Bhushan La! AIR

1967 Del 137.
78 B(reswar v Ambika ILR 45 Cal 630; Ramaswarny v Kasinath AIR 1928 Mid 226;

cbennap v Onkarappa (1940) ILR Mad 358; Kondatnucli v Myneni (1949) U
FCR65.	 -

79 Deba "Jand vAnandoian((1921)43 All 213, 59 IC 909, AIR 1921 All 346;Jagaiznaciba
o Rarnayamn,a (1921) 44 Mad 189, 62 IC 437, AIR 1921 Mad 132 (guardian of Son
to be adopted); Bmidhi/aI v Morarji (1907) 31 Born 413.

80 Venkayya u Venkara (1898) ILR 21 Mad; Duratswarny v Balasmib,a,ncznian AIR 1977
Mad 3t)4.

81 Section 27, Guardians and Wards Act 1890.
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can, by his will, appoint a guardian, both of the person as well as the
property of his minor daughter. On the marriage of the daughter, the
husband becomes the guardian of the person, but the testamentary

guardian continues to be the guardian of her property. 82

(3) As regards guardianship of joint family property, there is a conflict
of opinion whether the fathr of a joint family consisting of himself and

his minor sons has power to appoint a guardian by his will, of the joint
property, during the minority of the sons. In an earlier Bombay case, it

was held that he had no such power. 83 In a later Bombay case, it was

held that he had the power to appoint such guardian and also to

authorise him to alienate the joint property, and that, where an alienation

was made, it was binding on the minor sons, provided it was within the

scope of the authority conferred upon him by the will 8 A Full Bench

of the Bombay High Court has now adopted the earlier view In Madras,

it has been held by a Full Bench that it is not competent to the manager

of joint Hindu family , whether he is the father or uncle or an elder

brother, to appoint a testamentary guardian to the joint property. It is

submitted that the father has no power to appoint a guardian by his will
of joint family property. At the jooment of his death, the property passes

by survivorship to his minor sorts, and he cannot, b y art y testamentar,

direction, authorise any person to deal with it during the minority of the

sons. However, it has been held by the same I-ugh Court, that if the

testator has no sons, he ma y by his will, authorise his widow to adopt

a son to him, and appoint a guardian to manage his estate doting the

minority of the adopted SO" 5_ The decision would no doubt he correct,

if the property disposed of by will was the self-acquired property of the

testator. However, it would be questionable, if the property disposed of

was ancestral
(4) See ss 9 and 12 1-linda Minority and Guardianship Act 1956. Also

see ss 6, 7, 17(2) and 39, Guardians and Wards Act .189U.
The court is bound, in appointing a guardian, to have regard to the

wishes of the father contained in his will, although, probate of the v 11

has not been obtained.

82 f?ajarajesu-arS v Saiik,araiiaral'a?za 09-18) LR Mad 351

83 HorS/al v Bat Maui (1905) 29 Born 351
84 Mahablesbuar v Ra,ucbaudra (1914) 38 tloziI 94, 21 AC 350, AIR 1914 Bc>tii 300;

Soobab PirtheeLal i' Soobab DooraI (186 7 ) 7 \XR 73, 75; Venkatra,iiau z'Janardbau

(1928) 52 Born 16, 28, 30, 106 IC 79. ".111 1928 Born 8.

85 Bnjbhukandas v Gbasbira,n (1935) 59 Born 316, 155 IC 12, AIR 1935 Born 124 (FR).

86 Chindambara i' Rangasanii (1918) 41 Mad 561, 45 IC 905, AIR 1919 Mad 1046 (FR).

87 Ja,ganiadha V Ratna yaniina (1921) 44 Mad 189, 62 IC 437, AIR 1921 Mad 132.

88 Sara/a Sundarl v Hazail DasS (1915) 42 Cal 953, 28 IC 972, AIR 1916 cal 324 (will

made by husband containing directions bout guardianship of his minor wife).
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Transfer of Power of Management by Father

Where the father of a joint family consisting of himself and his minor
Sons, appointed his nephew to manage the joint family properly for a
period of 13 years, and the manager was under the arrangement liable
only to pay a fixed sum in lieu of actual income, and the father died
before the expiry of the period, it was held that the sons were not bound
by the arrangement and that the manager was liable to account for the
whole of the income after the father's death

III. GUARDIANS APPOINTED 6Y THE COURT

§ 533. POWER OF COURT TO APPOINT GUARDIAN

(1) WI ierc the court is satisfied that it is for the welfare of minor that
an order should be made appointing a guardian of his person or property,
or both, the court may make an order under the Guarclians and Wards

Act 1890, appointing a guardian (see ss 4 (4) and (5) and s 7 of the Act).
Where the father has appointed a testamentary guardian, the court has
no power to appoint a guardian under s 7 of the Guardians and Wards
Act.'°

A father being the natural guardian of his minor son, cannot be

appointed guardian of the person of the son, and no order under s 7
is necessary.91

(2) Nothing in the Guardians and Wards Act 1890, shall affect, or in
any way derogate from, or take away any power possessed by a Chartered
High Court (see s 3 of the Act).

§ 534. GUARDIAN OF PERSON

(1) In appointing the guardian of a minor, me court shaU Lc ;dcd by
what, consistently with the law to which the minor is subject ( 518),
appears in the circumstances to be for the welfare of the minor. Reference
may be 

made to s 13, Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act 1956.
(2) In considering what will be for the welfare of the minor, the

court shall have regard to the age and sex of the minor, the
character and capacity of the proposed guardian and his nearness of
kinship to the minor, the wishes, if any, of a deceased parent and any
existing or previous relations of the proposed guardian with the minor
or his property.

89 Veil katraman uJanardhan (1928) 52 Born 16, 106, IC 79, AIR 1928 Born 8.

90 Amirthavalliainmaf uSiron,nanj Animal (1938) ILR Mad 757.

91 Ven.€areswaran v Saradambol (1935) 13 Rang 590. 160 IC 878 AIR 1936 Raj 67.
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(3) If the minor were old enough to form an intcIlicnt preference,

the court ma y consider that preference (see s 17, Guardians and Wards

Act 1890).

§ 535. GUARDIAN OF MINOR'S SEPARATE PROPERTY

The only property of a minor of which a guardian can he appointed

under the Guardian and \Vai ds Act 1890, is the separate propert y of the

minor. A guardian cannot be appointed under that Act of the undivided

interest of a minor in coparcenary property in cases governed b y Mitakshara

law. The reason is that the interest of a member of a joint Mitakshara

family is not separate or individual property.92

§ 536. ALIENATION BY GUARDIAN APPOINTED UNDER

THE GUARDIANS AND WARDS ACT 1890

A guardian appointed by the court under the Guardians and Wards Act

1890, has no power to alienate the minor's propert y without tic previous

permission of the court. Alienation without such pci ii)155)Ofl is voidable

at the instance of the minor and other persons aifected there b y (see ss

29 and 30 of the Act). Where alienation is made with the permission of

the court. it cannot be impeached b y the minor or any other person.

except in a case of fraud or underhand dealing. The reason is that the

alienee is entitled to Irust the order of the court, and he is not bound

to inquire as to the expediency or necessity of the alienation for the

benefit of the minor's estate.

§ 537. GUARDIAN OF MINOR'S UNDIVIDED

COPARCENARY INTEREST

Although a guardian cannot be appointed of the undivided iur..'rc.t

minor in a joint famil y property under the Guardia us and Vh1ds Act

1890, a Chartered High Court, may, in the CXC: cisc of its inherent OWCi.

appoint the managing member of the famil y to be 8tiardian of riJ

interest, where such appointment is clearly for the benefit of the minor,

92 Gharib li/lab v Kbalak Singh (1903) 25 All 407, 416, 30 IA 165. 1 7 0: Kgfikur V

(1909)32 Mad 139, 1 IC 199. 3fti/ukL' Roj t IJbaiiabuiiki AIR 1'35 (':d 322.9cc

§ 519. Also see s 12, Hindu Minory md Guardianship Act 1956.

93 Sec § 519. Gaiigapersi'rd v alel.maranl Pill (1904) 11 C:mI 379, $a3da, 12 IA 47, 19-

50 (mortgage); SiL'hr bund v DimIbutO' (1890) 5 Cal 363 (s;mlc): I £'ui,',mtas IIIV I'

tim'aimta (1922) 45 Mad 420 65 IC 961, AIR 1922 Mad 135; jrual m' .1 ui	 I
22 Cal 545 (suit for spcifi performance Sgainst minor--Scc if III); .t9c'; ,mmsiimm i9ms

U. Abinad (1916) 21 CWN 63. 37 IC 380, AIR 1917 Cal 235.
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Wi th power to him to alienate the joint family prop2rty, i ncluding the
minor's interest therein, and, where the property is to be sold, impose

Conditions upon the managing member to secure the minor's share of the

proceeds of the sale. This is the practice in Bombay" and Calcutta.' In
a Allahabad case, the High Court, while holding that it had the power
to a ppoint a guardian refused to do so on grounds of inexpediency and
want of pr:cedcnt96

Illustrations

(a) A, and his minor son B, are members of a joint famiiy
goveined by Mitakshara law. The only property, which the family

possesses is a house, which is in a very had state of repair.

Resides, there are family debts, which have to be paid, but the

family has no means either to effect the repairs or to pay the
dchts. C offeis to bu y the house at Rs 40,000, provided A obtains
the sanction of the High Court for the .sale on behalf of his minor
son B. A cannot apply for the sanction, unless he gets himself
appointed as guardian of Es property. A thereupon applies to
the court that he may he appointed guardian of Es property and

that the sale be sanctioned by time coiimt. It is pro'.ed to the

satisfaction of the court that, if the sItion is not given, ;l;e
P roperty is not likely to realise a sum appmoaci1in;Ps iO.uOO.
This is  fit case for the appointment of A as guardian and for
sanction i ng the sale.97

(b) The facts are the same as in Must (a) with the difference that A
does not piopose to sell tlie property, but to raise a loan on a
rnor-tgage of the property. It is proved to the satisfaction of the
COMA, that if the mortgage is sanctioned by the court, better
terms can be obtained trom tic mortgagee man ' hout the
sanction. The High Court may appoint A as guardian of Es
property, and sanction the mortg1ge.98

94 Re .Vlonm/ol Hirrgotan (1901) 25 Born 353; Re Jagnnnat/j Rainji (1895) 19 Born 96Re Jajranm Laxnyv (1892) 16 Boimi 634; Re Ma1,ad, Krjsha (193 7 ) Born 432(c` 111111CI ' 61T upon the obs atm0 of Kanja 5); Re Datrntreya Govind (1932) 56 Riu
519, 141 IC 697, AIR 1932 Bout 537.

95 Re Han' mVa1j0 Dhs (1929) 50 Cat 141, 74 IC 244 AIR 1923 Cal 409; Re Bayfr;,, p;arSing/i Thomc( (1932) 59 Cat 570, 138 IC 739, AIR 1932 Cal 50296 Re Goin,r/ Prasac/ (1928) 50 All 709, 112 IC 873, AIR 1928 All 799 See	 519, a 12,Hindu .k11n01 my and Guardianship Act 1956.
97 Re .IJanilal L'urgoean (1901) 25 Born 353.
9,133 Re Jana,,m Laxnan (1892) 16 Born 634.
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IV. GUARDIAN DE FACTO AND GUARDIAN Au Hoc

§ 538. ALIENATIONS BY GUADIH DE FACTO AND
GUARDIAN AD HOC

(1) A person who is not an ad hoc guardian and does not pose as a
guardian for particular purpose, but manages the affairs of the infant in
the same way as a de jure guardian does, could be described as a de
facto guardian although he is not a natural guardian or a guardian
appointed by the court.

(2) A de facto guardian has the same power of alienating the property
of his ward as a natui al guardian. 99 A bona fide mortgage executed by
the de facto guardian of a Hindu minor for the benefi t

 of his estate and
with due regard to his interests, cannot be impeached on the sole ground
that he is merely a de facto guardian, 1 for example, if it is effected for
the marriage of the minor's sister .2

However, if the alienation is for a marriage in violation of the Child
Marriage Restraint Act, the transaction can be c11a1lenged. 3 The High
Courts of Bombay" and M2dras 5 have held that a sale b' a stepmother,
though she was in each case the de facto a>anager of the minors estate,
is a sale by an unauthorised person, and is therefore void. The question
as to the validity of a mortgage by a stepmother arose be6ore the Judicial
Committee in Biniseedhur z' Biiid>'sree, 6 where it was held that the
transaction being fraudulent, the minor was not bound b y it. However,
the power of a stepmother to alienate the minors as a de facto guardian
was not questioned. The Bombay decision has since been overruied by

99 ]-finioo,nnn Pccsaud r' 31st Badoo(,,e (1856) 6 SItA 393. 412-1S; Sccr.Oaiaiuc'i;i,ja
Abpiab (1926) 49 Mad 768, 92 IC 827, AlIt 1926 Mad 45 (sale h\ 	 uncle
upheld); Mobanijnd rNafur(1999) 26 Cal 820 (sale he palern;iI O:Indiiioilier upheld>.
Boi A,,u1 v Baf Afauik (185) 12 Boni tiC 79, 81; Lcd/a t Kooiuc,ii (18(,6) 10 MIA
454 (mortgage by stepmother held n ot hind ng on the 9101 01.1 liii it	 as Ira do len I)
AiIbmmran r Sl.'onia (1890) 14 Bout 562 (mnormg;nie by f;hc". ((in upheld:
Konda,nmjdm i'Mn'j (1949) 11 FCR 65; P(111-071mm ' mdamm m' lan//cmOOal AIR 1056 St:md
476; Annapurnamnma LI Ra)?m ?majc zeram'aoma,n AIR 19-49 All iU; Basin,-, v St 'Rao AIR
1970 All

1 Kundan 141 u Broil Pro-shad (1932) 13 Lab 399, 137 IC 115, AIR 1932 LaIm 293
2 Sheo GovOzd vRam AdI,j,m (1933) 8 Luck 182, 140 IC 556, AIR 1933 On 31.
3 Ranmbhau v Rajaram AIR 1950 Bout 250. Tatya Molt'aji m' Ra/;Ima Dadaji (1953) t(ommi

570. (1953) 55 Bout LR 40, AIR 1953 Boom 273; contra Paras,-am i' .Vamauini Dcii AIR
1972 All 357.

4 L(mbajiv Rcthi (1925) 49 Boom 576, 88 IC 6, 43, AIR 1925 All 199 (transferee enutled
to benefit of s 51, Transfer of Property Act 1882).	 '

5 iVat-yanan V 1?arzinmm, (1924) 47 MLJ 680, 84 IC 973, AIR 1925 Mmmd 260; coimimiteuted
upon in Scctharama,'jna U App/oh (1926) 49 Mad 768, 77374 92 IC 827, AIR 1926
Mad 457.

6 (1866) 10 MIA ..j	 .	 ..,
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the Full Bench decision of the same, court. 7 The view taken by the

Bombay Full Bench is fully supported by the decision of the Federal

Court in Koizdamudi v Myneni.8 The right to avoid the transaction is a

personal right o the minor. It is a right to sue and is not heritable.9

(3) Alienation by a de facto guardian, which is neither for necessity,
nor for the benefit of the estate of the minor is void ab initio in the sense
that it confers no title on the alienee.10

(4) A sale by a guardian ad hoc, eg, by a separated uncle, who has

never incermeddled or acted as a guardian, is void.''

(5) New s 11, Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act, la ys down that

no de facto guardian can deal with the minor's property.

§ 538A. DE FACTO GUARDIAN OF LUNATIC

The de facto manager of the estate of a lunatic has no power to alienate

his property for necessity.°

V. REMEDIES

§ 539. PROCEDURE FOR RECOVERING CUSTODY OF

MINORS

A guardian, who has been deprived of the custody of his ward, has the

following remedies open to him:

(1) He may proceed by suit against the person alleged to be in

wrongful possession of the ward.

In Besant v A7arayaniah, 13 where a suit was brought by a Hindu father
in the District Court of Chinglepat for the custody of his minor sons, their

Lordships of the Privy Council said: 'A suit inter park's is not the form

ul piccciurc pr crihM hy the Act (ie, the Guardians and Wards Act

1890) for proceedings in a district court, touching the guardianship of
infants.' Following this decision, it has been held by the Madras High
Court, that the proper procedure in proceedings in a mofussil court,

7 Tzilsidas v Vaghela Raisingi (1933) 57 Born 40, 141 IC 17, AIR 1933 Born 15; Kali

Charan v Sudhir Chandra AIR 1985 Cal 66.
8 11 FCR 65.
9 Palani Goiinda,n v Vanjickkal AIR 1956 Mad 476.

10 Tatya Mohyaji u RahL'a Dadaji(1953) 55 Born LR 40; contra Seethara,namta vAppiab

(1926) 49 Mad 768, 92 IC 827, AIR 1926 Mad 457; Han Saya 1 Mahadev AIR 1983
Cal 76.

11 Hart/a! v Gordhon (1927) 51 Born 1040, 105 IC 722, AIR 1927 Born 611.

12 1Varayan u Ramchandra AIR 1957 Born 146 (FB); Kanhat va/al v Harsmgh (1944) Nag

698.
13 (1914) 41 IA 314, 322, 38 Mad 807, 820, 24 IC 290, AIR 1914 PC 41.
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touching the custody of a minor is by way of petition under s 25 of the
Act, and not by way of suit± On the other hand, it was held by the High
Court of Bombav, that the dictum of the Privy Council in Besants case
was not intended to be of such general application as to take away the
right of suit in all cases, that the provisions of the Guardians and Wards
Act 1890, were not exhaustive, and that a suit for the custody of a minor
lies even in a mufassil court. The Chief Court of Punjab, and the
Allahabad High Court, 17 

have held that a petition is the only form of
procedure allowed in matters relating to the custod y of minors

(2) He may proceed by a writ of habeas corpus under art 226 of the
Constitution.

For the case where a inor is confined under such circumstances tham m t
the confinement amounts to an offence, see s 100, Code of Criminal
Procedure 1898. For the case, where a female minor has been detained
for an unlawful purpose, see s 552 of that Code.

14 Sarbj v Ramandi (1919) 42 Mad 647, 53 IC 399, AIR 1920 Mad 937 (FB): Ibrabim v
Ibrabim (1916) 39 Mad 608, 33 IC 894, AIR 1917 Mad 612.

15 Achrarlal v Cbirnanlal (1916) -iO Born bOO, 37 IC 215, AIR 1916 Born 129. following
Shari/a v Munechan (1901) 25 Born 574.

16 Ghasua v Wazfra (1896) Punj Rec No 41 (FB).
17 Sham Lai v&ndo(1904) 26A11 594; UtmaKuaruBbagwantaKuar(1915) 37 All 515.

29 IC 416, AIR 1915 Al! 199.
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xxv
MAINTENANCE

LAW PRIOR TO THE HINDU ADOPTIONS AND

MAINTENANCE ACT 1956

The aged parents, a virtuous wife, and a infant child must be maintained
even by doing a hundred mrideeds'

Note—Some material and important alienations and modifications in the
rules of Hindu law relating to maintenance have been brought about by
the Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956. That enactmnt is not
exhaustive of the law of maintenance, but in respect of all matters dealt
with in the Act, it supersedes the rule of the law of maintenance previously
applicable to Hindu by virtue of any text or rule of Hindu law or any
custom or usage having the force of law. It also supersedes any other
law contained in any Central or state legislation in force, immediately
before it came into operation, in so far as such legislation is inconsistent
with the provisions contained in it. The rules in the following paragraphs
of this chapter state the law prior to the coming into operation of that
Act. The alienations and modifications in the law brought about by that
Act are pointed out in the notes under the provisions of that Act.

The Chapter has been discussed under the following heads:
I Nature and extent of right of maintenance—	 540-44A.

II Persons cntitled to maintenance— 545-65
III Amount of maintenance— 566-68;

IV Transfer of family property and its effect on right of maintenanc-_--
§ 569-72;

V Transfer of family dwelling-house and its effect on the right of
residence— 573-75;

VT Right of maintenance not affected by will— 576;
VII Transfer and attachment of right of maintenance__ 577-78;

VIII Suit for maintenance—fl 579-81.

1 Manu cited in Mitakshara.
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I. NATURE AND EXTENT OF RIGHT OF MAINTENANCE

§ 540. PRIORITY OF DEBTS OVER MAINTENANCE

Debts contracted by a Hindu take precedence over the right to
maintenance. 2 Section 26, Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act now
deals with the question of property of debts. Reference ma y he made to

the notes under that section.

§ 541. LIABILITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF TWO KINDS

The liability of a Hindu to maintain others arises in some cases from the
mere relationship between the parities, independently of the possession
of the property ( 542). In other cases, it depends altogether on the
possession of property (	 543_44).3

§ 542. PERSONAL LIABILITY: LIABILITY OF FATHER,

HUSBAND AND SON

A Hindu is under a legal obligation to maintain his wife, his minor sons,
his unmarried daughters, and his aged parents, whether he possesses any
property or not. The obligation to maintain these relations is personal in
character and arises from the very existence of the relation between the

parties.'
Section 18 and 20 of the Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956.

deal with the question of maintenance of wife, children and aged parents.
Reference may be made to the notes under those sections

§ 543. LIABILITY DEPENDENT ON POSSESSION OF
COPARCENARY PROPERTY: LIABILITY OF MANAGER

(1) The manager of a joint Mitakshara family is under a legal obligation
to maintain all male members of the family, their wives and their children.5
On the death of any one of the male members, he is bound to maintain
his widow and his children ( 545). The obligation to maintain these
persons arises from the fact that the manager is in possession of the

2 See § 570. Adhirancee v Sbonan2alee (1976) 1 Cal 365: Lakshman u Sar'abhamabai
(1878) 2 Born 494, 505.

3 S 'urthai v Luxmibai (1878) 2 Born 573 (FB): Kam,alamrnal u Venkata1ashrnw AIR
196 SC 1348.
(1878) 2 Born 573, 597-98 (FB).

5 Manu. Chap 9, sec 108, Narada, Chap 13, ss 26, 27 28, 33: Vaikuniam i Kallaøt,an
(1900) 23 Mad 512, 516: Cberuttv alias Va.sii r.'Nanga,npara,nbilRam ahasA'ztzarnan
(1940) Mad 830, AIR 1940 Mad 664

6 Bbagwan Singh eMs: Keu.'al Xaur (1927) 8 LaO 360, 101 IC 201. AIR 1927 Lah 280.
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family property. The liability to maintain a disqualified heir is governed

by the same principle.
(2) The same principles apply to cases governed b y Dayabhaga law.

However, in applying these principles, it is to be remembered that there
can be no coparcenary according to that law between a father and Sons

( 277).
According to both the schools, a father is under a personal obligation

to maintain his minor sons. However, where the father has ancestral
property in his hands, then if the case is governed by the Mitakshara law,
sons, even if adult, are entitled to maintenance out of the ancestral
property ( 545), but not if the case is governed by Davabbaga law, for
under chat law, Sons do not acquire by birth any interest in ancestral

property	273). As to impartibie property. see § 589.

§ 544. LIABILITY DEPENDENT ON POSSESSION OF

INHERITED PROPERTY: LIABILITY OF HEIRS

An heir is legally bound to provide, out of the estate which descends
on him, maintenance for those persons whom the late proprietor was
legally or morally bound to maintain. The reason is chat the estate is
inherited, subject to the obligation to provide for such maintenance.

Section 22 of the Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956, deals
with the question of liability of heir for maintenance of the dependents
of a deceased person. Reference may be made to the notes under that

section.

Illustrations

(a) Sister—A Hindu is under no personal obligation to maintain his
sister, but if he inherits his father's estate, he is bound to maintain
her out of that estate, she being a person whom his father was
legally bound to maintain as his daughter, provided of course,
that she is unmarried ( 542).

(b) Stepmother—A stepson is under no personal obligation to maintain
his stepmother; but if he inherits his father's estate, he is bound
to maintain her out of the estate, she being a person whom his
father was legally bound to maintain as his wife.

(c) Mother-in-law—A dies leaving a widow B and a mother 6'. B is

under no personal obligation to maintain her mother-in-law C

7 Katnalammal u Venkatalal&,,ni AIR 1965 Sc 1349.

8 Kbetra,nan g v Kathinath (1869) 2 Beng LRAC 15, 34, 38 (FB); Ka,nini v cband7'a

(1890) 17 Cal 373, 37&-8; Mst RuDa u Mst Sñvati AIR 1955 Ort 28.
9 Bat Daya u .Vatha (1885) 9 Born 279; Varbadabai u Mabadev i1881) 5 Born 99:

	

Judemnia v Varadareddi (1948) ILR Mad 803.	 -
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but if she inherits property from A, she is bound to maintain C,
she (C) being a person whom A was legally bound to maintain
as his mother)°

(d) Daughter-in-law—A dies leaving a widow Wand a father F He
leaves no property. Is F under any obligation to maintain his
destitute daughter-in-law W Yes, but the obligation is onl y a
moral one, so that he may refuse to maintain her. Suppose now,x' 
that F dies leaving a widow B. On F's death, B inherits his estate
as his heir. B now comes under a legal obligation to maintain
W out of the estate, she being a person who the late proprietor
(J) was morall y bound to maintain.t1

§ 544A. LIABILITY OF THE GOVERNMENT

The obligation to maintain extends even to the government, when the
government takes the estate by escheat or by forfeiture.12

II. PERSONS ENTITLED TO MAINTENANCE

Sons

§ 545. SONS

(L A father is under a personal obligation to maintain his minor sons;
therefore, he is bound to maintain them even out of his separate or self-

acquired property. However, he is under no such obligation to his adult
sons; therefore, he is not bound to maintain them out of property which
belongs exclusively to him.13

If the father and sons are members of a joint famil y governed by the

	

;e	 ,,V1&14t,,,1Jana AaV\ , asIc.L L,L1t. £ 0 JL/L±&&., f'' ' r'L	
;	 ." -.

are entitled to maintenance out of the joint property . The reason is that
under the Mitakshara law, sans take a vested interest in joint family
property by birth. t4 The liability to maintain an adult son is not limited

lu BatXaikji t BaiJadat' (1884) 8 Born 15.
11 See k 564, JanL'i t' Nand Ran: (1889) 11 All 194, Ralanikanta Pal i . Sajaflisiiiidaree

Dasee (1934) 61 Cal 221, 61 IA 29, 147 IC 438, AIR 1939 PC 29; Ranaga,n,na/ uEcban,n,nal (1899) 22 Mad 305. Gana Del z'Japannatb 22 Luck 518, but see SaranBal p Abdul Rashid Alit 1948 Sind 127.
12 51st Golab Koonu'ar c Collector of Benarec (197) 4 MIA 246
13 4mmakannii r' Appu (]688) It Mad 91; Pre,ncbaud p Thtlasbchapid (1869) q BongLit App 23; Ratnchandra t Sakaram (1878) 3 Born 3 ,io, 350 351 Bhoorbi ,yajh

Chakraborii t' Basanw Kurmaree Dabee (1936) 63 Cal I09, AIR 1936 Cal 556.
14 See .Savitribal u Laximibal (1878) 2 Boni 573. 597 (FR). Sartaj Kitarl i'DeorajKuan

(1888) 10 All 22. 286. 15 IA 51
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to the income of what would have been his share on a partition of the
joint family property.15

However, the sons do not, in cases governed by Davabhaga law,
acquire any interest by birth in ancestral property ( 273, 274). A father
therefore, under the Bengal school, i s not bound to maintain his adult
sons, either out of his separate or out of ancestral property.

(2) A son, who is entitled to sue for partition, can sue for maintenance."
Where he cannot sue for partition, without the consent of certain
coparceners, as in Bombay,' -ombay , he is entitled to maintenance out of the
joint family property.18

3) Section 20 of the Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956, now
provides that a Hindu father or mother is bound, during his or her
lifetime, to maintain his or her legitimate or illegitimate children and that
a legitimate or illegitimate child can claim maintenance from his or her
father or mother, so long as the child is a minor. Reference may be made
to the notes under the section.

Daughter

§ 546. DAUGHTER

(1) A father is bound to maintain his unmarried daughters. On the death
of the father, they are entitled to be maintained out of his estate.19

A daughter on marriage, ceases to be a member of her father's family,
and becomes a member of her husband's family. 20 Henceforth, she is
entitled to be maintained by her husband, and, after his death, out of
his estate ( 559). If the husband has left no estate, her father-in-law, if
he has got separate property of his own, is morally, though not legally,
bound to maintain her; but after his death, she acquires a legal right to
be maintained out of his estate on the principle stated in § 544. If she
is unable to obtain maintenance from her husband, or after his death
from his family, her father, if he has got separate property of his own,

is under a moral, though not a legal obligation, to maintain her. However,
it is not settled whether, after the fathers death, she acquires a legal right
to be maintained by his heirs out of his estate. The High Court of

15 Chanviravda v Diitnct .fagrsrrate of Dbarwar (1927) 51 Born 120, 100 IC 575, AIR
1927 Born 91 (lunatic son—claim for maintenance of lunatic while in asyluni—dairn
upheld, though in excess of lunatic's share of income)

16 Cherisrty alias Vasu v Vangamparambil Ram alias Kutia,nan (1940) Mad 830, AIR
1940 Mad 6(4

17 .4paji ii Rarncbandra (1891) 16 Born 29.
18 Bbupai v Tavanappa (1922) 46 Born 435, 4 IC 568, AIR 1922 BQm 292.
19 Bat Mangalvsat Rukbnini(1899) 23 Born 291; Tutsha i'Goir.al Rai (lhB4) 6 All 632.
O Karuc Chun gr v Saroda Szindars (1891) 18 Cal 642, 646.
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Bombay has held that she acquires no such right. 2 ' On the other hand,
the opinion has been expressed by the High Court of Calcutta, that she
does acquire such right, provided she is unable to obtain maintenance
from her husband's family. 22 The Madras High Court has held that a
widowed daughter, who is without means and whose husband's family
Is unable to support her, is entitled to be maintained by her stepmother
out of her father's estate.23

(2) See s 20, Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956, and
§ 545(3). In addition, see ss 19 and 22 of that Act. Reference may also
be made to the notes under those sections.

Grandchildren

§ 547. GRANDCHILDREN

(1) A grandfather is under no personal obligation to maintain his grandsons
or granddaughters .24

It has been held by the Calcutta High Court, that a predeceased son's
daughter comes under the description of deena samasrita (poor
dependents) in Manu's text, and consequently, there is a moral obligation
on the part of the grandfather to maintain her. This moral obligation
becomes a legal obligation on the part of those who inherit the
grandfather's property .25

(2) See ss 22 and 210v) and (v), Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance
Act 1956.

Parents

§ 548. PARENTS

A son is under a personal obligation to maintain his aged father. He is
also under a similar obligation to maintain his aged mother, and he is
bound to maintain her, whether or not he has inherited property from
his father.26

21 Sal Mangal u Sal RukJ,rn,n: (1899) 23 Born 291; Kban.a Mon, v Shyatn Cband AIR
1973 Cal 112.

22 Mokbada v Nundo Lail (1901) 28 Ca) 278, 288.
23 See § 544. Amb,, Sal A,n,najt' Son, Ba, Animal (1941) Mad 13, AIR 1940 Mad 804

(FB).

24 Manmobini u Balak Cbandra (1871) 8 Beng LR 22; Kal,, i'Kasbiobl (1883) 7 Born
127.

25 Pmvasb v &okasb (1946) 2 Cal 164.
26 Subbarayana v Subbakka (1885) 8 Mad 236; aInarawnarnwtby v Rain Szthbamma

AIR 1964 AP 105
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Stepmother

See § 544, lilust (b).
(2) Section 20 of the Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956

provides for the maintenance by a son or daughter of his or her aged
or infirm parents (reference can be made to the notes under that section).

Female Members of a joint Hindu Family

§ 549. FEMALE MEMBERS OF A JOINT HINDU FAMILY

As to maintenance of female members of a joint Hindu famil y , see § 543.

Disqualified Heirs

§ 550. DISQUALIFIED HEIRS

(1) Where a son or other heir is excluded from inheritance by reason of
disability ( 98), he is entitled to maintenance for himself and his family
out of the property which he would have inherited, but for the disability,
(	 110).

(2) Section 298, Hindu Succession Act 1956, removes all disqualification
from succession on the ground of any disease, defect or deformity.

Illegitimate Sons

§ 551. ILLEGITIMATE SONS

The illegitimate Sons of a Hindu may be divided into four classes,
namely:

(1) illegitimate sons of a Hindu belonging to one of the three higher
classes by a dasi, ie, a Hindu concubine in the continuous and
exclusive keeping of their putative father;

As to the meaning of the word 'dasf see § 43, nos 1-3
note (v);

(2) illegitimate sons of a Sudra by a dasi;
(3) illegitimate Sons of a Hindu by a Hindu woman, who is not a

dasi;
(4) illegitimate sons of a Hindu by a- non-Hindu woman.

(1) The illegitimate son of a Hindu belonging to one of the three
higher classes by a da.si is entitled only to maintenance and not to any
share of the inhentance. 27 The right of maintenance attaches in the first

27 Mitabara, Chapter 1, s 12, v 3.
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Instance to the separate property of the father. 2 ' Where the father has left
no such property, it attaches to property of the joint family of which the
father was a member .21 

Such a son is entitled to maintenance for life,3
When the father was the holder of an impartible estate, the illegitimate
son has no right, apart from custom, to maintenance out of the estate
Under the Miukshara law, an illegitimate son is entitled to maintenance
as long as he lives, in recognition of his status as a member of his
father's family and by reason of his exclusion from inheritance among
the regenerate classes. He does not claim maintenance merely as a
compassionate allowance,32

(2) The illegitimate son of a Sudra by a dasi is entitled to a share after
his father's death in the separate property of his father. 33 Where the father
has left no separate property, but was joint with his collatei-als, at his

death, the illegitimate son is not entitled to demand a partition of the
joint family property in their hands, but he is entitled, as a member of

the family, to maintenance out of that property. His position in this
respect is analogous to that of widows and disqualified heirs, to whom

the law allows maintenance because of their exclusion from inheritance
and from a share on partition, and the court may, as in their case, award

not only future, but also past maintenance, so far as it is not barred by
the law of limitation and may direct the same to be secured by a charge
on the joint family propcm'. Such maintenance is pa yable to the iliegitimat
son for life.3

(3) The illegitimate son of a Hindu b N . woman who is not a dcisi is
entitied to maintenance even if he b the result of a casua1 3 or adulterous36
intercourse. During his lather's death, he is entitled to maintenance
against him. 3 After the fathers death, he is entitled to maintenance out
of the separate property of the father. Where the father has let) no such
oropert, he is entitled to maintenance out of the estate of the joint

28 Rosba?] Suih i' Baiva,it SuzI, (1900) 22 Al) 191, 27 IA 51. Cb]iof,jrl'a r Piir/jjlad
(1857)	 MIA 18

20 Anathava z I th,w (189 3 )1 Mad 16o, Hz,'a/a/ l.vi,ia,idac t' 41e61-a 1 Bhic(cja,(1938) Born 779
3] ;Vth,zonc) ' Svij'1, i' Benosij,r (1879) 1 Ca) 91
31 Hartsmh11 r Ajitsbiiigbji (1949 ILR Boiii 342
32 .4toh' Ana Rat,1a z' Kon' A 'arar'a,ia Rao Alt) 1953 SC 433 (1952) 2 MI] 3
33 Muakshara, Chapier 1, a 12 v 2.
34 VeI/avapa Owir)' z'A'atarafa?i (1931) 55 Mad I 58 IA 402. 134 IC 108-1,At)) 1931

PC 294 affirming i'elIa:yappa v I'aiarajan (1927 50 Mad 30, IOU IC 655, AIR 192
Mad 3&)

35 Matruswarn)'Ja,pavra p Vencatasuvra (1868) 12 MIA 203, 22036 Rab: i' Gu'urd (1876) 1 Born 9	 Viramuthi z Si'zgarauelzi (1877) 1 Mad 306,Subrarna,na i' Vali, (1911) 34 Mad 68, 3 IC 919
37 Chana r Gereli (1905) 32 Cal 479, A'zsppa v SznaraveJ,, (1885) 8 Mad 325
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family of which the father was a member. 38 However, the right of the
illegitimate son to maintenance is personal to him; it does not descend
on his death to his offspring. Thus, if .-4 dies leaving an illegitimate son
B, and B dies leaving a son 6'. C is not entitled to maintenance out of
,-l's property.39

According to the Davabhaga school, the right of such a son to

maintenance ceases to his attaining majority;" according to the Mitakshara
school, it extends up to his death.4'

(-+) The illegitimate son of a Hindu by a non-Hindu woman is not

entitled to maintenance under the Hindu law, but he ma y claim
maintenance from his putative father under s 488. Code of Criminal

Procedure 1898. The right under that section, however, cannot be enforced
against estate of the father after the father's death: it can onl y be enforced
during the lifetime of the father.2

In a Madras case. it was bseed that the illegitimate son of a Suclra
by a dasi, who was not entitled to inherit, should he allowed onl y a
compassionate rate of maintenance. 3 fri a later Madras case, t was said
that this view was not correct and that regard should be had in every
case to the income of the estate left by the putative father and to ihe
mode of life to which the son was accustomed in the lifetime of the
father.'

The illegitimate son of a Hindu, who is the result of an adulterous

inter-course, is in no case entitled to maintenance higher than the amount

of the income which he would have got out of his share, had he been
a dasiputra.5

(5) Section 20, Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956, now

provides that a Hindu father or mother is bound during his or her

lifetime to maintain his or her illegitimate children, and that an illegitimate

child can claim maintenance from his or her father or mother, so long

as the child is a minor. Reference may be made to the notes under that
section.

38 (1911) 34 Mad 56, 5 IC 919, (1857) 7 MIA 18, (1868) 12 MIA 293 (where there was
a remand); Raja Paricbcat u Zalirn Singh 1878) 3 GaL 214. A 159; Harobind v
Dharam Singb (1884) 6 All 329.

39 Rosban Singb v Balwant Singb (1900) 22 All 191. 27 IA 51
-40 .Vibnony Singh v Banbzir (1879) 4 Cal 91.
41 Hargobind v Dhararn Si,j06 (1884) 8 Mad 325.
42 Lingappa v Esudasan (1904) 27 Mad 13 (Christian woman); Sitara,n u Ganpa: (1923)

25 Born LR -129, 73 IC 412, AIR 1923 Born 284 (Mohaninierjan '.votian).
43 Gopalas+n, v Arunacbela,n (1904) 27 Mad 32.
44 Rarbtnasapathi v Gopal (1929) 56 Mad Lj 673; 121 IC 126. AIR 1929 Mad 545.
-5 Charnava ,' /rai'a 1931) 33 Born LR 1082 1888, 134 :c Ii S4. Ala I 931 Born 492.
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Illegitimate Daughters

§ 552. ILLEGITIMATE DAUGHTERS

There is no provision in Hindu law for the maintenance of illegitimate
daughters; 46 but they are entitled to claim maintenance from their putative
father under s 488, Code of Criminal Procedure 1898.

This view is put on the ground that the expression dasiputra occurring
in texts bearing on the subject applies only to an illegitimate son (puira),

and not to an illegitimate daughter.
See s 20, Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956, and § 551(5).

Reference may be made to the notes under those sections.

Concubine

§ 553. CONCUBINE—A VARUDDHASTRI

(1) A Hindu is neither entitled to transfer joint family property to an
avariddhastri for her maintenance, 47 nor is he bound to maintain her.

He can discard her at any moment, and she cannot compel him to
keep her to provide for her maintenance . 411 However, if she was in his
exclusive keeping until his death, his estate, in the hands of those who
take it, is liable after his death for her maintenance .49 It is not a condition
precedent to her right to maintenance that she could have resided in the
same house as the deceased, together with his wife and his family.
However, her right to maintenance is conditional upon her continued
chastirv.5t

A varuddhastri

In a bombay case, die 14ph Court held that to cotcrtiire a concubine,
an avaruddha.stree, she must be a concubine with whom the connection
of the deceased paramour was open and recognised and who was kept
by him in his house practically as a member of the family. However, this

46 Pan.:iuGanrao(1894) 18 Born 177, 183: Vellatvappa vNaiarajan (1927)50 Mad
340, 100 IC 655. AIR 1927 Mad 386: Cbampabai v Raghunath Ran (1946) ILR Nag
217, AIR 1946 Nag 253, Pandurang 1' Sonabal (1948) Nag 653; Padutnavati v
Ra,ncbandra (1950) ILR Cut 532, AIR 1951 On 248,

47 Thakur Rab Prasad Singb v Cbbo.ay Munwan (1937) 12 Luck 469, 164 IC 1000, AIR
1937 On 29.

48 Rarnangarasii v Bzscbamma (1900) 23 Mad 282.
49 Niragareddi v Laissb,nawa (1902) 26 Born 163; Vrandavan4as v Yamunabai (1875)

12 Born HCAC 229 Rama Raja v PopannfaI (1925) 48 Mad 805, 90 IC 983, AIR 1925
Mad 1230; SbIva Kumar! v Way Pratap (1947) All 642.

50 BaiNagubalvBa(Mongbüxst(1926)53 IA 153, ILR 50 Born 604,96 IC 20, AIR 1926
PC 73, reversing (1923) 47 Born 401, 69 IC 291, AIR 1923 Born 130.

51 }athtwstn3v v Kasbthal (1888) 12 Born 26.
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view was rejected by the Judicial Committee on appeal, and it was held
that residence in the same house with her paramour together with his
wife and regular family was now not necessary, whatever may have been
the case, when a concubine a was slave of the househojcl.2

Kept Mistress whose Husband is Alive

It has been held by the Bomba y High Court, that a married woman who
left her husband and lived with another as his permanently kept mistress,
may be regarded as ai.'aruddhastree, if she remains faithful to him and
she is entitled to maintenance from his estate so tong as she preserves
her sexual fidelity to him. 3 A Full Bench of the High Court of Andhra
Pradesti has expressed the same view. 5 The Supreme Court has approved
of the above view and held that her claim for maintenance cannot be
defeated on the ground that she was a Brahmin and her paramour was
a Sudra.55

Amount of Maintenance

In determining the amount of maintenance Co be awarded to an
auaru.ddhastree, the court should have regard to her age, her past mode
of life, and the extent of the estate of the deceased paramour.56

(2) The law on the questions is now changed and an cwariiddhastree
cannot claim maintenance out of the estate of the deceased paramour,
where his death took place after the coming into operation of the Hindu
Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956. She is not one of the persons
within the definition of dependents given in s 21 of that Act. Reference
may be made to ss 21 and 22 of that Act and notes thereunder.

Pre-existing rights of maintenance holders are not affected by that Act.
A right of maintenance, which an at'aruddhastri had acquired prior to
the Act, is not nullified by the Act .51

Wife

§ 553A. STATUTORY RIGHT OF MAINTENANCE

The wife's right to separate maintenance and residence was regulated by
the Hindu Married Women's Right to Separate Residence and Maintenance
Act 1946. That Act has now been repealed by s 29 of the Hindu Adoption

52 Bai .Vagubat v Bas Mongbtha AIR 1926 Pc 73. The decision in Mst Haidri v t'Ianndra
(1926) 1 Luck 184, 98 IC 677, AIR 1926 On 294, is no longer good law,

53 .4kku Prahiad v Gan&, Prahalad 1945) Born 217.
54 Ratnarnoorty u Sitbararnamma AIR 1961 Al' 131 (FB).
55 Gopal Rao v Sitbararnarnm.a AIR 1965 SC 1970.
56 (1875) 12 Born }-ICAC 229.
57 Ramarnoorty v Sitbararna,n,na AIR 1961 AP 131 (FB).
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and Maintenance Act 1956. Section 18 of that Act lays down that the
wife, whether married before or after commencement of the Act, is
entitled to be maintained by her husband during her lifetime, unless she
is unchaste or has ceased to be a Hindu by conversion to another
religion. Reference may be made to the notes under that section. In
§ 554, 555, 556(1) and 557(1), the law has been stated as it stood prior
to the Act of 1946, under the decided cases.

§ 554. WIFE'S RIGHT OF MAINTENANCE

(1) A wife is entitled to be maintained by her husband whether he
possesses property or not. 58 When a man knowingly marries a girl,
accustomed to a certain style of living, he undertakes the obligation of
maintaining her in that style. 59 The maintenance of a wife by her husband
is a matter of personal obligation arising from the very existence of the
relationship, and quite independent of the possession by the husband of
any property, ancestral or self-acquired. 6° The maintenance being a matter
of personal obligation, she has no claim for maintenance against her

husbands property in the hands of a transferee from him. Nor has she
any claim against the government, if his property has been attached
under ss 87 and 88, Criminal Procedure Code 1898, as the property of
an absconder.61

Her remedy is to obtain a decree of a civil court creating a formal
charge on the propern'2

(2) A wife i s not entitled, during her husband's lifetime, to be maintained
either by her relations or by her husband's relations, even if she has
been deserted by him, unless they have in their possession, property
belonging to her husband.63

§ 555. SEPARATE RESIDENCE AND MAINTENANCE

(1) A wife's first duty to her husband is to submit herself obedientl y to
his authority, and to remain under his roof and protection. She is not,
therefore, entitled to separate residence or maintenance, unless she proves

that, by reason of his misconduct or by his refusal to maintain her in his

58 lVarbadabai r Mahadc'o (1881) 5 Born 99, 103.
59 Prern Praxap Singh t'Jaa1 Priap Kzinwari (1944) All 118.
60 Jai'anli z' A/a,neht (19(4) 27 Mid 45. 38.
61 C/,atri, v The Crown (1929) 10 1..ah 265, 111 IC 435, AIR 1928 LaB 681.
62 Secretary ofSuaefor/ndta vAba/ybaiNarayan (1938) Born 454,40 (>in LR 422, 176

IC 453, AIR 1938 Born 321.
63 Ramabal ,' Tribbak (1872) 9 Born HC 283.
64 SiI.anatb t' Hai,nbum'r)' (1875) 24 WR 377, 379.
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own place of residence, or for other justifying cause, she is compelled

to live apart from him. 65

Neither unkindness not amounting to crueltv.° nor the tact that the

husband has taken a second wife,' nor ordinary qualTels between husband

and wife, justify the wife in leaving her husband's house. However, she

would he justified in leaving his house, and would be entitled to separate

maintenance from him, if he kept a concubine in the house," ar ilahitualtv

treated her with such cruelty as to endanger her personal safetv. She

is neither bound to prove repeated violence: not delay in bringing the

suit a ground for refusing the reiief.

Where a husband who was on cordial lerms \ ith his wife, made a

gift of his propert y to his wife, the ostensible purpose being her

maintenance, it was held that the wife was not a creditor and that the

gift in her favour could not prevail against the rights of the creditors

(2) A wife living apart from her husbanc; for no Improper purpose,

mar', at an y time, return and claim to be maintained br him. Her right

is not forfeited, but is onlr' suspended so long as he conunils a breach

of ciu' by living apart from hm. 3 So. where she subsequentl y comes

back and offers to live with him, his refusal to take her back entitles her

to demand maintenance.

The suspension ceases when the luisband dies. 1-Ic cannot, under the

provisions of the Succession Act, execute a will to defeat such a right.

The amount of maintenance to which she would be entitled depends on

various circumstances, such as the past relations between the parties.

their social standards and the husband's 
property 

75 Where the wife lived

with her father, who was in affluent circumstances and did not claim

65 Sidlingapa v Sidai'a (1878) 2 Born 634: ,Vitre v Soondcercs' (1968) 9 WIt -i'S (rehisal
to maintain): Sitabai t'Ramchandrarao (1910) 12 I)oiu LR 373. 3 IC 625 i.il,andonmcnt
of wife): Shiiiappaya u Rctjatnina (1922) -0 Mad 812, 09 IC 25. AIR 1922 SLid 399
(husband's leprosy); .4ppiI0 v Khiinaji coot'eiyi (1936)60 lloni 155, 38 ISoni LR
162 IC 188. AIR 1936 Cal 138, Krishauia her v Ramit Animal AIR lOS-i Tr d Coch 221.
L'dayaiiath v Shitapr)'a AIR 1957 On 199: .4j/iih Kisei t' Ui/ant Sou6 AIR 19(4)

Punj 117.
66 (1875) 24 WR 377
67 Virasvami v Appasr'ami (1963 ) 1 Mad I-IC 375.
68 Rajlukby v Bhootnath (190) 4 CWN 488.
69 Gobind v Dowhit (1870) In WR -450; Do/ar Koeri v Dwarkanatl, ( 1905) 32 Cal 234.

239; Ma/iowa v Shiddappa (19-19) Born "32 (even though the COnCLINIIC was kept
in a separate house).

70 ,riatangini i'Jogendra (1892) 19 Cal 84.
71 (ide Singb v Mst Daulat Kazir (1935) 16 lath 892, 158 IC 223. AIR 195 lath 386.
7 2 Brij Raj Kziar Rant Dayid 1932) 7 Luck 411, 135 IC 369, AIR 1932 On 40,
73 Surampaili t' Surampalli (1908) 31 Mad 338.
74 Pc'riambal ii Sundara,nmal (1945) ILR Mad 486.
75 .4ppibai u Kbi;nji Coot Crji (1936) 60 Born -iss. 38 Born Ltd 77, 162 IC 188. AIR 1936

Born 138.
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maintenance from her husband !or a long time, and the husband had no
property, arrears prior to the date of demand were refused.76

Where a husband turned his wife out of doors because he suspected
her chastity and the wife obtained an order against him for maintenance
under s 488, Code of Criminal Procedure 1989, and when she proceeded
to execute the order, he filed a suit for restitution of conjugal rights, it
was held that it was a proper case for refusing the husb ,,incl a decree

§ 555A. STATUTORY RIGHT OF MAINTENANCE

(1) The Hindu Jklarried \Xbmen's Right to Separate Maintenance and
Residence Act (19 of 1946), which came into force on 23 April 1946, gave
a statutory recognition to many of the principles discussed above, and
at the same time, liberalised the law in certain respects it) favour of
married women.

Section 2 of the Act was as under:

Notwithstanding any custom or law to the contrary, a Hindu married
woman shall be entitled to separate residence and maintenance from her
husband on one or more of the following grounds, namely:

(1) if he is suffering from any loathsome disease not contracted from
her;

(2) if he is guilt y of such Cruelty towards her as renders it 	 or
undesirable for her to live with him;

(3) if he is guilty of desertion, ie, of abandoning her without her
consent or against her wishes;

0	 if he marries again;
if he ceases to be a Hindu by conversion to another religion;

(6) if he keeps a concubine in the house or habitually resides u'ith
the concubine,79

(7) for any other justifiable cause.
Provided that a Hindu married woman shall not he entitled to
5Cl7' r1tP residence and maintenance from her husband, if she is
unchaste or ceases to be Hindu by change to another re)igon or
fails without sufficient cause to comply with a decree of a
competent court for the restitution of conjugal rights.

It will be noticed, that all the specific clauses were in the present
tense. It was enough, therefore, for the purposes of the section that the
grounds were in existence at the date when the claim for separate

'6 Sobhanad pannna V Narn,nbhasu'a,m (1934) 57 Mad 1)Ri3. 150 IC 59. AIR 1934 Mad
ui.

77 Babu Ram r 31sl A'okla (1924) 46 All 210. 49 IC 634, AIR 1924 All 391
Th Sbra,usundra z' Shau/amaui AIR 1962 Or) 50; Kamala p Ral/juavelu AIR 1965 Mad

1*)
79 Venkaia,a,nana p .Vookala,n,na AIR 1956 All 49.
130 Ma/la Ruddy:' S:ihba,na AIR 1956 AP 237 (impotency in husband); Gopal z' Kaliti All)

1960 Raj 60, ILR 9 Raj 725
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maintenance and residence was made by the wife, no matter whether

they started before or after the passing of the Act.
With regard to ground (41 however, their' was a difference of judicial

opinion. 8
(2) Section 18 of the I lindu Adoptions:nd 14aintenance Act 1956, now

laS down the grounds which entitle a I hndu wife to live separately from
her husband without forfeiting her claim to maintenance. The grounds
are substantially the same as under the repealed Act of 1946. Reference

ma y be marie to the notes under that section.

§ 556. UNCHASTITY OF WIFE

(1) A wife, who leaves her home for purposes of adultery , and persists
in following a vicious course of life, forfeits her right to nIaintcnance,
even though it is secured b y a decree. 53 However, it would seem, that
if she completel y renounces her immoral course of conduct, her IluSl)und
iS liable to furnish her with a 'bare' (or what is also celled 'stel-\inOS
maintenance, ie, food and l'ainient just sufficient to su pporl her ite ' The
burden of proving that the erring wife has rem med to perils' is on tIm
'vile herself.8

(2) Section 18(3) of the I undo Adoptions and iiintcnence Act 1955,

la ys down that a Hindu wile shall not he enti:icd to sepei.ite residence
and maintenance from her husband, if site is unchaste. Reference may
be made to the Nows under that section.

§ 557. CHANGE OF RELIGION BY HUSBAND

(1) A wife is entitled to maintenance, though her husband ma y abandon

Hindu ism.56

51 o>bnbui v Pobb7buqb il)S))) LB Nai 196, AIR lOSe Na 33; KL>>u '

AIR 1955 Nag 210; Lalisluni Aimnal i' .Vaiayanasu'a>>iy(lOSe) I OH ()3, MR 195()

Mad 713, (1955) 1 MU 25; ['alaeisu'anii v Do anai Animal AIR 1956 Mad 337 (HS):

La,vm(hai r ila,izanr'ao (1953) horn 1034 (1953) 55 lIon> LR 557 AlIt 1953 (lain 342;

Ram Parkas)) v Sai'mrr'i Do, AIR 1958 Pnnj 6 (FE)): I957) lIlt Puni lr' SO; Sai'/io

Gopciin t' .4 eta Lal AIR 1958 l,mt 613; Sat ( 'amiara ('ci 11Cm 1 .c','t)'1,'Cm muon> led AIR 1903 M)

270 (FlI); Padamiochan v Simloc6ana AIR 1959 511' 315, (Opal v 20/in AIR 19(a) Raj

60, LB 9 Raj 25; Madanu'ali i' PwIniauiuia MR 190)) 5Id 293, I'aiic/ao 1 1 Ran> Prasaci

AIR 1956 All 41; contra Rota,: Cbauid :' Kalau'aii AIR 1955 All 361, KnIa,narn [Ion>

i' Parhat( Dee) AIR 1955 lOB Cmi "7 (1955) II.R 05 45 Sasininu6I'i r' /3t'uicla9a': Lkts

AlIt 1959 Or) 132; 8aiic:t6 u Ilirainan AIR 1051 VP PC hymAm V P1l'it)IiIu/C>I Alt

1952 MB 140.

82 I/ala v \orayanae (1863) 1 Mad HC 372; Dub: So,an v Dazulcita (1917) 39 All 23>

39 IC 10, AIR I91	 All $6; Kandasa 110 V I1110c5'cH'i??lal I 1806) 10 Slid

83 (1896) 19 Mad O.
84 See Paranu v Madadm'i (1910) 3a Born 2 78. S IC 960, and the (ioe dIed in

preceding footnote.

>'>i See § 96 and 651 Zn/li' r Gn!caha HOW Nag 619, AIR 108 Nag 3'5

86 ,lo)isha :' Jiu'an (188i) 0 All 0 1
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§ 558, 558A	 Principles of Hindu Law

(2) \Vhere a marriage has been dissolved under the Native Convert s
Maniage Dissolution Act 1866. at the suit of a husband, who has abandoned

I linduism, the court ma y , be its decree, ask the husband to make such
allowance to his wife for her maintenance during the remainder of lcr
Me as the court thinks just. An allowance so ordered, ceases IR)nt the
time of any subsequent marriage of the wife. See s 28. Nati'c Convert S

Marriage Dissolution Act 1866. See also § 411.
(3) Section 18(2)(f), Hindu Adoptions and Maicertance Act 1956, lays

down that a wife is entitled to live separatel y from her husband without

forfeiting her claim to maintenance, if the husb:ind has ceased to be a

I lindu by conversion to another religion.

§ 553. WIFE OF DISQUALIFIED HEIR

\\herc the husband is excluded from inheritance because of personal
disability Q 98), his wife is entitled to maintenance out of the property.
which he would have inherited but for Ow disability. l-lo\vcver, her right
to maintenance is conditional upon her continued chastity.'

Maintenance of Widow

§ 558,\. MAINTENANCE OF WIDOW: HINDU WOMAN'S

RIGHTS TO PROPERTY ACT 1937

ihe right of a widow, when she (lid not Succeed o her husbands

property, was one of considerable importance and consequence. The
and right of a widow both under the 'ditakshara and Dasabbaga

law has been stated in the earlier chapters.
'ihe rights of the three widows mentiu ed in the I lindu \\bmen's

Prr,,rtv Act 193T, to claim maintenance. were not abolished

in express terms, but the effect of recognition of their rigt1ts bs that A.
was tha[ there was little occasion for them to claim maintenance, since
thee were not excluded from inheritance and were entitled to a share
oil There was nothing, however, in the Act to compel the
widow to sue for partition, where the deceased husband oasa ineniber
of a family and it was held that her right to claim maintenance had been
preserved intact and she was entitled to sue for maintenance without
having recourse to the remedy of partition.

The position and rights of a widow have been materiall y changed be

the Hindu Succession Act 1956. and the ciuestion of a widow's right to
claim maintenance must now be considered in the context of the pros isions
of that Act. Reference must also be made to the provisions of the I limidu

87 YasI,ranirar' I . Kasbibai (1888) 12 [5am 26, 28. MitaksL'a,'a, CIp It, see 10 paras 14,

15; Dayabhaga, Chap V, pani 19
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Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956 (sec notes under ss 21 and 22 of

tat Act).
In § 559-65, the law has been stated as it stood p rior to the ilinclu

\\omens Rtght to Propet t\ Act 1937, under the decided eases.

§ 559. WIDOW'S RIGHT OF MAINTENANCE

(I) A widow, \\iiO ck)es not succeed to the estate of her iudnincl as his
heir, is entitled to maintenance:

(I)	 out ot her husbands separate pu crt\T ;I!u
tilt	 out of	 in \vIuclt he was a cupircener :11 tithe ut hn,

cicath.

2) A widow does not lose her rirtlu of tliaintcn;1 nec out 
of 

the estate
of her husband, although she mae have lived apart from him on his
lifetime without all jusufication and cause, and was li%lng separate front
him at the time of his le,lt."

See

lilt is tat/on s

at A Ilitidu gover ed 1w t,tkn.ir.i law, dies Ica% in, :i'w;ow and
male issue. He lea\ cse lf-acr1u i red orupel tv. The male issu9 will

nhrit tie piopeen, subject tu the obligation to luallitain the
\VldOO' out of that propeitv.

(b) A and his father 15 are members of a joint Emily governed by
Mitakshara law. A dies leaving a widow and F. On At death, his
undivided interest in the coparccnaiv property lapses, so leaving
as to enlarge the interest of F in the property ti's widows are
entitled to be maintained be her father-in-law, F, out of the
coparcenary property qiwad hoc in interest of A in the property.

If F refuses to maintain her, she may sue him to have her
maintenance charged on a portion of the joint property, such
portion not exceeding one had of the property, that being icr
husband's share in the property.

(c) A and his brother B are members of a joint famil y governed by
Davabhaga law. A dies leaving him surviving a widow 115 a son
S, and a brother F S 'iIl succeed to -l's separate propert y as well
as his undivided interest in the coparcenai'v property ( § 8),

88 Bnida v A'acihica (1885) 11 Ctl -02, i ,)+ Nai-badahat t; .%fai,aOeo (1881) 5 thorn 99

196. 3bagctieo : K,;ini;iai 181 S fl	 iR 225.

89 Devi Prasad v Giinu anti (1895) 22 Cal 10; falcon ; .t/a;ne(ii (1900 27 .\flid iS

Becba i' tIothi,ii , 19' Ii 23 Alt SO; .-!d/,ubai v Cursai,1as k188- )) 11 Born 199; Shridar
Bhagu'anji Tel,	 tOo 5,tahoi i1938) ILR Nag 289, AIR 1938 Nan 198

90 Srirampalli v Sitranfsillt (1908) 31 [horn 388.
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§ 559	 Principles of Hindu Law

subject to the obligation to maintain Wout of the property. If A

dies without leaving a male issue, W will succeed to the whole

of his property, joint as well as separate, in which case, she will
take a widow's estate in As separate property, and will be a

coparcener with B as to the joint property with the right of

demanding a partition of such property against B ( 348).

Nature and Extent of Widow's Right of Maintenance

The only person who is under a legal obligation to maintain out of his
own property, the widow of a deceased Hindu, is her own son ( 548).

As regards others, her only right to maintenance is out of her husband's
estate. That estate may he in the hands of his male issue as in lilust (a)
and (c) or it may be in the hands of his coparceners as in Illust (h).
Ilowever, whether it is in the hands of the one or the other, he is liable
to maintain her, not because he is Under a personal obligation to maintain
her, but because he has in his hands, her husband's estate. The property
is liable for her maintenance and a charge may be created on it, even
if the property is attached and held by the government on the ground
that the present holder has absconded. At the same til1e. it is to be

remembered, that her maintenance is not ipso Jdcio a charge upon her

husband's estate (§ 569L The estate may be sold for her husband's debts.

or, where it is the joint propert y of the famil y for debts binding on the

family ( 570. Even if it is sold without any justifyim , necessity, she

cannot follow it in the hands of a bona fide purchaser for value, unless

she has acquired a previous charge on the estate for he; ma;ntenane

569-7Oc

Widow's Rights Against joint Family Property: Widow able

to maintain herself

A and B are two brother joint in tood, worship and esnoc. A d;ca fe2v;ng

a idow W W has private property of her own out of which she is abcw 
to maintain herself. Is W entitled to maintenance out of the income of

the joint property which passed into the hands of B by survi orship on

A's death The Calcutta High Court answered in the negattve,° while the
Madras High Court answered in affirmative, subject to this that her

private means should be taken into account in determining the quantum

of maintenance to be decreed to her. 94 According to the Madras 1-ugh

91 Secretary of Stale for India u Ahyah'abai Nara ran (1938) ILR Mad 454, 40 I)oni dli

422, 176 IC 453. AIR 1938 Uoni 321.
92 Ku/ada Prosad tJageshar (1900) 27 Cal 194; So,naszindaraln v Unnamalat (1920) 43

Mad 800, 59 IC 398, MR 1920 Mad 722.

93 Ra,naivati v Maui/ian (1906) 4 Cal LJ 74.
94 Ltngajya v Kanakanhlna (1915) 38 Mad 153, 28 IC 200, AIR 1916 Mad 444.
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Court, the right of the widow of a coparcener in Hindu family to

maintenance, is an absolute right due to her membership in the family

and does not depend on any necessity arising from her want of other
means to support herself. She is, therefore, entitled to some maintenance

out of her husband's estate. A Full Bench of the Andhra Pradesh High
Court considered a number of decisions on the subject, which is in

agreement with the Madras High Court. 9'

Where a widow suing her husband's coparcenerS for maintenance has,

at the time the suit is brought, sufficient joint family funds to provide her

with maintenance for several years, the court should refuse to decree
maintenance to her, leaving her to file a fresh suit after that period. The

same principle applies, where she ought to have in her hands joint

family funds, which however, are not available at the date of the suit,

they having been dissipated by her before the suit. 9 A widow inheriting

some of her husband's share of the joint family property under the Hindu

Woman's Rights to Property Act 1937, is still entitled to maintenance with
reference to the other properties, but in fixing the maintenance, the

property inherited by her may be taken into consideration. 91 it was held

by the High Court of Andhra Pradesh, that a widow inheriting her

husband's separate property, could sue for maintenance from the joint

family estate in which her husband had interest.

A prior decree obtained by her against her husband during his lifetime
for maintenance is no bar to her claiming a right of maintenance and

residence against the heirs.1
3'herc a widow sues for maintenance after partition among the

coparceners of the joint famil y , she is entitled to a decree onl y aga ina

those members who are in possession of her husbands shaie, such as

her son (natural or adopted, and his sons and grandsons . 2 lIo'cvever,

when a charge has been created by  maintenance decree prior to
partition, in respect to the entire family estate such charge is not affected

by
 subsequent partition and the charge holder can proceed against any

property coveied by the chaige.2

95 Varahalu v Siiha,,na AIR 1961 AP 272 (813).

96 Dat/airava v Rukhrnabai (19()) 33 13o,i) 50, 1 IC 461j.

97 S,nir'asa r ,4ui,nani (1931) 61 Mad LJ 3,81, 13-1 IC 981, AIR 1)3 50J 068

98 S(irojuiidevi v Subiabuiali)'am (1945) ILR Mad 61.

99 A) Ranauiina r D rthiniiabbayi AIR 1957 AP 598

I Mt S1.'a,n Dei	 Mohan !I (1934) 15 Lh 591, 152 IC 606. AR 193 4 I.,ili 107,

2 Narasimbani v Venkatasubbamina (1932) 55 Mad 752. 13 1 tC 949. AIR 1932 .\iad 351.

l.axmibai Ganapatiao v Racthabai Kri'sh;iafi (1945) ILR ltoni 004;Raugat.i/' z'

Chirinaiva AIR 1970 AP 33.

3 Sai'iIribai i' RadhakLshan (1947) ILIt Nag 381.
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560, 560A	 Principles of Hindu Law

§ 560. W IDOW RESIDING APART

(I) A wife Cannot leave her husbands house when she chooses, and
require him to provide maintenance for her elsewhere I lowever, the
case of a widow is difl'erenc A widow is not bound to reside with her
husband's family , and she does not forfeit her right to r

d's fa
n;Itnten;Ince outof her husband's estate b y going to reside elsewhere , ei, in her parent's

house.' All that is required of her is that she must not cave icr hul Urncl'

house for improper or unchaste purposes. She is enutic-ci to separate
III aintenance unless she is guilw of urrcha	 .'stj or other imnnr(p'[ pracricec
after he leaves that residence' Where the propert

y is sm ciii as not to,1(1 mit of an allotment to her of a separate 
n h;Iinterrance tire caurt ma y ,

in the exercise of its discretion refuse separate maintenance to her."
(2) Where the husband, by his will, makes it condition that his wife

's ould reside in the family house with his relatives , she is not entitled
to separate maintenance if she resides elsewhere without just cause,
Sti-ajnc'd relations between herself and her husband's adunted son hecae e
Of former litigation between them, ma y he a just Ca USe(3) See § 558A.

§ 560A. ARREARS OF MAINTENANCE

()) 
A widow who has left the residence of her deceased husband not

for unchaste purnnscs is entitled not unIv tom;uc'yru 	 Hut also u
an-ears of maintenance from the date of her leaving

her husband'sresidence though, she does not prove that she has incurred debts jr,rna
ultainrrig herself and gives no reasons for the change of residence
It 

is erroneous in law to fix the date of the widow's suit as the startin
g

point of maintenance The proper date is the date on which she left h 
er

husband residence If after the husband's death, the widow has remained
in his house and has accepted maintenance in fact and in kind, she is

1 Dattarraya Mania v !axmau Jettappat j 'a (1942) ILR [lonr 58 .i, 203 IC 139, 515 19-i 2t)ori 260; Han v , Var,nadahar (19 q 9) ILR Nag 964; Gunisrt'n,rry VAIIIS6CiIIIi, Aiir
AIR 1974 Maci 194 (12 years)	 ,na/

5 Raja Prgth' Sm/ u Rant Rajlooer 183) 12 
11c m Ltt 238,	 IA Sup So! _'Varayaizrao v Ranmbat (1879) 3 130111 s15, s21, 1, IA 114, 119; Ebadesbu-clill.HomeS/Jwar(19 2

9) 56 IA 182, ILR 8 Pat 84)), 116 IC 109, AIR 1929 IC 128; Kastirizj
v Shwajzram (1879) 3 Born 372; Goki&jj u Lakh,,ridas (1890) 14 (lctrrr 490' Sidcfrsj,a'
ulanarcian (1902) 29 Cal 557

6 Godats,'j, v Sagtr,rabaj 1898) 22 Bout 52, (1879) 3 Bout 372, RantrljazidraSagtinabj (1880) 4 Rocuu 261.
,tfii/j

i v Ba, (a,n (1889) 13 hour 218: Giz'jan,ta m' Honama (1891) 15 [hotn 236; Tin
Court v Krishna (1894) 20 CuI 15; Ekre7desbj,.ajj v Houu'sJ,'ar (1929)

	 IA 182, ILR8 Pat 8a0, 116 IC -(09, AIR 1929 PC 128.
8 Jarnrina Atru'ar i' .4ijrun SiOR6 (1940) All 39 , 1-13 IC 27	 3., All 1941 All 4
9 (1929) 56 IA 182, ILR 8 Pat 841), 116 IC s09, AIR 1929 PC 128.
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not entitled to art ears from the date of her husband's death, except
perhaps in an extrcnie case, where she is kept under circumstances of

extreme penury and oppression Such a case, however, must be treated
as most exceptional and would require unimpeac]iable proof. The judicial

committee is extremel y reluctant to inte fere with the amount of a decree

for maintenance. unless there has been sonic miscarriage in the wa y the

amount has been arrived at.° Courts have large discretion ill arding

arrears,t 1 and may take into consideration the fact that a sudden demand

for a large sum by wa y of arrears would be inequitable and c'mbarrassiiig)

In this case, the I ugh Court awarded arrears for 29 months actainat 12

years claim. The court, mac, for suiiicicnt reasons, refuse to awrad any

arrears. or it ma y award arrears at a rate lower than that fiacci for her

future maintenance. t3 Arrears at an enhanced rate should be allowed

only froiti the date of the suit for enhancement."
Where a widow was enti:led under all 	 to maintvnance at

a certain rate to be paid o il date in each vcar, and she dies

some time before the time fixed for pa yment, her heir is eiiiitic'd to

recover the proportionate amount of maintenance due after the last

pay ment till her death, for the right accrues from da y to day.

(2) See	 555A.

§ 561. UNCHASFITY OF A WIDOW

The right of a wido\v to maintenance is condinonal upoj' he 1c:Idmg a

life of chastity.
If she becomes unchaste. the burden of pro\ ing. whicill is on the

opposite p:irtv. 1 the right is forfeited. even if it has bec a secured be

luEk,adesbu'ar'i e Hoines/u'w (1929) 56 IA 152. 1LRl' 5 .;	 1  IC ma. OR trO()

PC 128.
It	 '(bisbith/apa	 P>i"iiaRi>u a ( t ) 3 i ll.)n I 1 ,5 tlaii LR 2e	 tr IC (3 AIR

193 tRni: 135. .tliini La/i Sus/ila ,OR 1950 Boll  t2 O/J>I>>/>i> last>

,5nyana,at'ln>wlsiia AIR IRS" All 652.

Dai:at;aia ,ilaism.'i I.a.vai/etlupfxnl'a (19>2) tOt is	 2	 .\ 1 3	 5111

lS,,iu 215.. Got arilba>;	 Ga,cs/)ai AIR 196- Sit' 10-i

13 Ra,cbiibans m' il/'asu'a;it 11599 1 21 All 183. Aaroasaaj'a 1 Sal/a; a > 1") ->3 how d's

4' IC 623, AIR 1918 Ruin 122; Sbrld.kar Bbaeua>iji 're/i s ,tlsT S/aba, 1 Ss ( 11 -k No

289, AIR 1938 Nag 198; Gnrusbfddappa 1' Parnateu'u'a (1937) 11am 113, 3S Ban, LI)

1293, 167 IC 973. AIR 1937 Bon) 135: Ki'isb,iamii,'Ibr v Sn 'iaba,ila>n ilu AIR 1955 Al'

Ra;ain"ia i' l'a>'ada'ajnli> AIR 1957 Stad 198.

Is t'ee,'at'a U Cbclla,nina (1939' 5ld 231.

15 Rangappaz'a v 51,/Ia (1934) 57 MacI 250, 145 IC 961 Alit 1933 SharI 699

16 LaL's!,,ni (band t' Ancin/ (1935) 62 IA 250, ILR 57 All (C,L	 tksii LI) 859 157 IC

819, AIR 1935 PC 180.

17 Raja PitS/see Sing/s t' Saul /)'ajk'ooer (1873) 12 Beng LI) 238, 247. IA Sup Vol 203.

,ifo,ijrani v Kcri Ku//tan, (1880) 5 Cal 776, 783, 7 IA 115 list,, u Gang(; (1883) 7 lkiii

SI; 5mm >Vaib i . RuJon i,,o,u (1890) 17 Cat 674; V/s/san a 2fcsnjnn ma ( 1885) 9 tOm''

208.
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§ 561	 Principles of Hindu Law

a decree, 18 or by an agreement. 19 However, if she returns to a moral life,
she is entitled to a bare', or what is also called a starving' maintenance,
ie, to food and raiment just sufficient to support her life ( 	 96 and
556)20

A charge of unchastity, disentitling a widow to maintenance, must be
specifically raised in the pleadings .21

Provision for Maintenance Under an Agreement

It often happens that a dispute arises between the widow and her
husband's relations as to the amount of maintenance, and the amount is
fixed amicably by an agreement between the parties. In such a case, if
ti-ic husband's relations fail to pay the amount fixed by the agreement,
and she sues them for maintenance under the agreement, she is not
entitled to maintenance of any sort, if subsequent unchastity is proved.22
However, if unchastitv does not continue up to the date of the suit, and
she has reformed her ways before the suit and reverted to a chaste life,
she is entitled to hare maintenance. 23 These cases iriwst be distinguished
from the case, where the widow claims her husband's property as being
his sell-acquired propert y and the dispute is settled b y an agreement
between the parties, whereby her husband's relations agree to par her
a fixed sum of money monthly or annually in consideration of her
releasing her claim to the property. In such a case, if the relations fail
to pay the agreed amount, and the widow sues them for arrears due to
her under the agreement, she is entitled to a decree for the full amount,
notwithstanding her subsequent unchastity.24

Provision for Maintenance Under a Will

Where maintenance is given by a will, it is not forfeited by unchastity
unless it is expressly provided that it should be so forfeited,23

18 l'dchnii v Ma'mjinin;ci 1885) 9 honi 108: Dan/ta Kijari v .lkxbmm (1893) 15 All 382:
Ran;ualsanpji v Kii;zdankii war (1902) 26 Bow 707.

19 :Vaç'amina ii rrah6ad,-a (1894) 17 Mad 392.
20 Hozamma i. Timan,iabhat (1877) 1 Boni 559; Satbyabha,ua vKesam'acharai'a (1916)

39 Mad 658, 29 IA 397, AIR 1916 Mad 464; BhiJa€bai v Ha y/ba (1925) -9 Born 459,

94 IC 665, AIR 1925 Boni 153; Ram KtmmarDzi/x u Rha,ç'u'anta (1934) 56 All 392, 1-48

IC 625, AIR 1934 All 78 where Rs 15 per numB were allowed, mlie eaaw paying a
Lind revenue of Rs 35,000.

21 fIaji Safro S/dick i Avesbabai (1903) 27 Born 485, 30 IA 127.
22 .VaRam,ua v Virab/jac/ra (1894) 7 Mad 392; Kisanji vLakshmi (1931) 33 Born LR 510

135 IC 477; Sb/vIal v Bai Sankli (1931) 33 Born LR 490, 132 IC -144, AIR 1931 [mu
297

23 Sath'ab/,ama v Kesavacharaya (1916) 39 Mad 658, 29 IC 397, AIR 1916 Mad -16-1;

Rhikitbal v Hanba (1925) 49 Born 459, 94 IC 665, AIR 1925 Born 153.
24 BhzIp Singb u Lacbman (1904) 26 All 321, 325.
25 Parami u MaL'ae9&'r'i (1910) 34 Born 278, 5 IC 960.
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Provision for Maintenance Under a Decree

A decree obtained by a Hindu widow, declaring her right to maintenance,
is liable to be set aside or suspended in its operation, on proof of
subsequent unchastity given by her husband's relatives, either in a suit
brought by them expressly for the purpose of setting aside the decree,

or in answer to the wido\v'S suit to enforce her right.'6
If the decree is suspended in its operation, and she returns to a life

of chastity, the court may award her bare maintenance.2

§ 562. RIGHT OF WIDOW TO RESIDE IN THE FAMILY

HOUSE

(1) A Hindu widow is, in the absence of any special circumstances,
entitled to reside in the family dwelling house in which she lived with

her husband (see § 573).
A Hindu, who died in 1888, proved by his will that his elder wife

should have the right of residence for the term of her natural life in the
three-storied portion of a specified house'. I-Icr son resided with her in
that poilion of the house continuously from his father's death. Upon a
paiition in 1898, that portion of the house was allotted to the son,
subject to his mothers right of residence. In 1899, the iighi, title and
interest of the son was sold in execution, but the purchaser did not

attempt to take possession for over 12 years The son claimed that the

right of the purchaser was baried by adverse possessio n. It was held by

the j udicial committee, that upon the true construction 01 the will, chc

widow had an exclusive right of residence, not mere! a Ilindu iclows

right of residence The son's possession was by her licence, and not

adverse to the purchaser.2
2) Section 23, 1 lindu Succession Act 1956, la ys clown soeci:iI Pt o' isioris

resoecting dwelling-house wholly occupied 1 -) \'membeis of the famil y of

a deceased Hindu.

§ 563. WIDOW REMARRYING

(1) A widow, by remarriage, forfeits her right of maintenance out of the

estate of her first husband (s 21, the I lindu Widow's Remarriage 
Act

1856).
The Nigh Court of Allahabad has held, that a widow, ho is allowed

to remar' according to the custom of her caste, existing from before the

5 Vishnu v Manja,'i,fla (1885) 9 Born 108; Daiilta Kuan V Mohti (1893) IS Al! 32

2' J-Iouamuia ti Tuiiannabhat (187) 1 !kin 559; as expLuried in Bhi'kubat i' Ilaribat

(1925) 49 Rout 459

28 A,inada &asl,ad v AinbiL'a Prasbad (1926) 53 IA 201, 53 Cl 761 AIR 1926 PC 96
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563	 Principles of Hindu Law

passing of the Hindu Widow's Remarriage Act, and hence is not bound
to take advantage of the provisions of the Act, does not, by reason of
remarriage, forfeit her rights by inheritance to the estate of her first
husband or to be maintained out of the same. 29 This view has been
Followed by the High Court of Madhya Bharat, 3" and the Chief Court of
Oudh. 3 ' The other High Courts have held, that she does. 32 According to
the Allahabad High Court, a custom of remarriage does not necessarily
car ry with it, as a legal incident thereof, a further custom of forfeiture
upon marriage. Any body, who claims there has been forfeiture because
of remarriage, must prove affirmatively that such Forfeiture
of the custom, under which the remarriage took place.33

The whole point is whether the provisions of the Hindu Widow's
Remarriage Act 1656, appl y to the case of a remarriage, where 'uch
remarriage is allowed by the custom of the caste. If the y do, a widow,
by remarriage, forfeits all interest in her husbands propert y whether it be:
(1) by inheritance to her husband; or (2) b y way of maintenance out of
his property. If the y do not, she does not forfeit either of those rights.
The .Allahabad High Court holds the latter view. The other I Ugh Courts
hold the former view, and the y have accordingly decided, that a widow
on remarriage, forfeits her interest in the estate inherited b y tier from her
first husband, even though the remarriage is allowed by the custom of
the caste see notes to § 43, under the head 'Widow'). Reference may
also be made to Satharibaia v Asita Ba7-ani.3'1

The Supreme Court has held, that if a widow remarries subsequent to
the opening of the partition, the claim of the widow has to be determined
on the basis of the time of death of the first husband and the opening
of the partition. 35 If the partition is opened between the two terminal
points; namely, if the partition opens between the death of the first

29 Gajadhar v Kazisilla (1909) 31 All 161; Miila v Partap (1910) 32 All 189, 6 IC 116:
Rharm (1927) 49 All 203, 100 IC 734, AIR 1927 All 523; Bho/a Umar v Mst

Kai€siJja ILk 55 All 24; .Varaen v Mohati Si71,9h AIR 1937 All 343; .1d .lbdiil Samad
r' Girdharf La! AIR 1942 All 175; Jik'ba t' Parmesra AIR 1950 All 558.

3U Ram Ktinu'ar u Ochha Dhanpal AIR 1951 SIB 96.
31 Ram La! v Miisamrnat Jwala (1928) 3 Luck 610, 109 IC 791, AIR 1928 Ori 338;

Gajadbar v Musamma: Sukhdej (1930) 5 Luck 689, 121 IC 899, AIR 1931 Ori 107.
32 Vjfhu v Gor'inda (1898) 22 Born 321 (PB); Ram Appa Patil v Sakhii Dattzi Uharal

(1950) 56 Born LR 227, AIR 1954 Born 315; Rasisi v Rain Siirau (1895) 22 Cal 589;
Mrinigayi v Vtra,nakahi (1877) 1 Mad 226; Suraj V Attar(1922) 1 Pat 706, 67 IC 550,
AIR 1922 Pat 378: Saira/a v Badaswarj (1923) 50 Cal 227. 75 IC hAIR 1924 Cal
98; Manabat u Chaidanbai AIR 1954 Nag 284; HEra DeE v Bodhi Sahii AIR 1954 On
172: Ram Knnawara, u Ranrbabii AIR 1985 MP 73 (fact of remarriage should be
properly established—old relinquishrirern deed held nor sufficien).

33 Bhola Umar v Kausrlla (1933) 35 All 24, 140 IC 631, AIR 1932 All 617; JEleba v
Parmesra AIR 1950 All 700.

34 AIR 1977 Cal 289.
35 Gajodhara DevE v Goku/ AIR 1990 SC 46.
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husband of the widow and the remarriage of the widow, then she is
entitled to her tights in the property and cannot be divested of the same.
This is, of course, subject to the factum of the custom prevalent in the
community as regards remarriage of widows. If the custom of the
community stipulates that the widow would forfeit her rights on remarriage,
then she could not claim as such, but in the absence of a custom, the
rights of the widow would stand intact.

In view of the above ruling of the Supreme Court, the High Courts
of Allahabad, Madhya Bharat and the Chief Court of Oudh have taken
the correct view and the views expressed by the High Courts of Bombay.
Madras, Calcutta and Orissa are erroneous. A detailed consideration of
the decisions of various High Courts. however, would have proved useful
in the ultimate analysis.

(2) Remarriage of a widow, now, is not under the Hindu Succession
Act 1956, a ground for divesting the estate inherited by her from her
husband (see notes under s 8 of the Act). The question of maintenance
stands on a different footing, since by operation of ss 21 (iii) and 22,
Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956, a widow on remarriage,
ceases to be dependent. Reference ma y be made to the notes under
those sections.

§ 564. WIDOWED DAUGHTER-IN-LAW

What is stated in § 558A applies mulalis mulaii.dis to a widowed daughter-
in-law. Section 19, Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act 1956, now
deals with the question of maintenance of widowed daughter-in-lays'.
Section 2 1(vii) of the Act includes a widowed dauhrer-in-la'5v, in the
category of dependents, and s 22 la y s down rules relating to maintenance
of the dependents of a deceased person. Reference may be made to the
notes under those sections. Maintenance under those provisions ceases
Upon remarriage. The law here has been stated as it stood prior to the
Hindu 'binen's Rights to Property Act 195. under the decided cases.

\V-here there is no property left by the husband, or where the property
in which he was a coparcener at the time of ]it-; death, is not sufficient
for the maintenance of the widow, the question arises whether she has
a legal claim for maintenance either against her own relations or against
her husband's relations. It has been held, that she has no such claim
either against her father or against his estate in the hands of his heirs
( 546). Nor has she any claim to maintenance against her husband's
relations.56

36 Ganga Bait' Sita Rain (1876) 1 All 170; Sivarabai i s Lukxmibai (1878) 2 Born 5"3
(husband's paternal uncle); Apafi v Gangabal (1878) 2 Born 632 duitsband's brother);
Bai Daya t' Nathr (1885) 9 Born 279 (stepson).
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Even her father-in-law is not under a legal obligation to maintain
her. 37 However, if he has got separate property of his own, he is under
a moral obligation to maintain her out of such property. On the death,
however, of the father-in-law, his son, widow, or other heir inheriting his
property, comes under a legal obligation to carry out this moral obligation,
and to maintain her out of such property. in other words, on the death
of the father-in-law, the moral obligation on him to maintain his daughter-
in-law ripens into a legal obligation on his heirs inheriting his estate in
accordance with the principle stated in 54438 This is subject according
to the decision of the Bombay High Court, to the condition that her
husband was living at the time of his death in union with his father.39
The Madras High Court had held, on the other hand, that this obligation
exists even when the deceased husband of the widow was divided from
his father and other coparceners.4°

In a case, in which the father-in-law had disposed of his propert y by
will, it was held by the High Court of Bombay, that the daughter-in-law
was not entitled to maintenance out of the property in the hands of the
devisee . 4 i This decision has been followed by the Madras High Court, '2
but the Calcutta High Court has held the other way. 3 it has been held
by High Court of Andhra Pradesh, 44 that where there is propert y in the
hands of heirs or donee of the deceased father-in-law, he is under legal
liability to provide maintenance to the widowed daughter-in-law , whether
he takes the property by Intestacy or by will or gift. The moral obligation
of the deceased ripens into legal obligation on such person.

The daughter-in-law does not lose her right of maintenance out of the
estate of her father-in-law, by declining to reside in her father-in-law's
house.45

Under the Bengal law, in case of partition between a son and a
grandson by a predeceased son of the deceased proprietor, the charge
of maintaining the widow of the predeceased son must be placed on the

37 Kalu v Kashibal (1883) 7 Born 127; Meenakshj v Rama ,4i yar (1914) 37 Maci 396. 18
[C 34, AIR 1914 Mad 587.

38 Janki u Nand Rain (1889) 11 All 194 (FB); Siddessury uJanardan (1920) 29 Cal 557;
Karnuil v Cbana'ra (1890) 17 Ca! 373; Ya,nundbai v .Wunzbaj (1899) 23 Born 608;
,4dhibaj v Cursandas (1887) 11 Born 199, 207; Ammakannu v .4ppu (1888) 11 Mad91; Jai Nand v Msr Paran (1929) 4 Luck 491, 118 IC 419, AIR 1929 Ori 251 (FB);
Ranagamrn,a/ v Echa,nrnal (1899) 22 Mad 305

39 Ya,nunabaj v .rlanubai (1899) 23 Mad 608.
40 4ppavu u TawacIi (1949) ILR Mad 16.
41 Bai Parvati v Ta,wadi (1901) 25 Born 263.
42 Sankara,nithy v Suhba,n,na (1939) ILR Mad 242.
-3 Fool Coo?narT Dasi u Debandro 'Iatb Sil (1942) 1 Cal 204 202 IC 30, AIR 1942 Cal474.
44 TA Lakshmi Varasarnba r' Sandaramma AIR 1981 AP 88 (FB).
45 Skldesswy vJanardan (1902) 29 Cat 557.
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share allotted to her son and not on the entire estate left by the father-
in-law 46

§ 565. LOSS OF CASTE

Excommunication from caste does not deprive a Hindu wife of her right
of rn2intenance,4

III. AMOUNT OF MAINTENANCE

§ 566. AMOUNT OF MAINTENANCE PAYABLE TO A WIDOW

Section 23, Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act 1956, now lays down
rules relating to the quantum of maintenance to be allowed inter alia to
a widow, the considerations affecting the determination of the same
Reference may be made to the notes under that section.

The law as it stood prior to the Act of 1956 is stated below

(a) the maintenance to be allowed to a widow should be such an

amount as will enable her to live consistently with her position

as a widow, with the same degree of comfort and reasonable
luxui-\' as she had in her husbands house, 45 unless there are
circumstances which effect, one way or the other, her mode of
living there. In other words, in determinjnç the amount of

maintenance the court should be have regard to the following
circumstances49
(i) the value of the estate, taking the debts for which it is

liable also into consideration;"
(ii) the position and status of the deceased husband and of the

widow:
(iii	 the reasonable wants of the widow, including not onl y the

ordinary expenses of living, but also what she might
reasonabl y expend for religious and other duties incident to
her position in life:5'

46 Abani Moha1, r Biszj'anarh (1950) 54 CWN 654. AIR 1950 Cal 14247 Queen c Mani,,,jttbte (1882) 4 Mad 243. See Act 21 of 1850
48 Rajan:kan,a Pal ,' S )anisuz4aree Dasee 61 IA 29. 147 IC 435, AIR 1934 PC 2949 E-kradesbu)an z' Hosn.bir (2929) 56 IA 182, ILR 8 Pt 840, 110 IC 409, AIR 1929PC 125, Nae17dra,n,na z' Ramao,yya (1955) 2 MLJ 25, AIR 1954 Mad 713; Kirl

5mph z' C'bandrawa:j Devi AIR 1951 All 507.
50 Sbn.dI,ar Bbaguzji Tell z' Ms: SiLabai (1938) ILR Nag 289, AIR 1938 Nag 19851 Nmr1okissoreevJogarp Nauth (1878) 5 IA 55; Baisani vRupSmngb (1890) 12 All 558;

Devi Pera4 v Ganwanti (1895) 22 Cal 410; DaJet Kaunwar u Amb,h'.a (1903) 25 All266; Smindarfi v Dabjbaj (1905) 29 Born 316; L.alJa Mabesbwan Prasa4 .ii.Msl SandeiKunwar (1938) 13 Luck 13, 165 IC 227, AIR 1937 0ri16.
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(iv) the past relations between her and her husband;52
(b) in calculating the amount of maintenance, the widow's stridha,ja

must be taken into account, unless it is of an unproductive
character, such as clothes and jewels. 3 However, if the ornaments
are of great value and are likel y to be converted into mone y, that
fact may be considered. 5'1 A Full Bench of the High Court of
Andhra Pradesh had expressed the view that the widow's separate
property, which is productive, cannot be taken into account	 -
voluntary payment by a brother to which she has no claim, .: nd
which may be stopped at any moment ought not to be take a
into account 6 not her earnings b y her own personal exertions
There is a conflict of opinion, whether a widow is entitled to

maintenance out of the property of the joint family to which her
husband belonged, when the income from her stridhaiza is
sufficient for her maintenance (see notes to § 559);

(c) the widow of a deceased coparcener is not entitled to maintenance
in excess of the annual income of the share to which her husband
would have been entitled on partition, if living. 58 Where the
estate is heavily indebted, even one-fifth or one-sixth of the
husband's income ma y be adequate mainrenance,° No hard and
fast rule can be laid down, that she is entitled to a particular
fraction of the income. In fixing the rate of maintenance, the
court takes into consideration the income of the joint famil y at
the time of the institution of the suit and not as on the death
of her husband;"

(d) a widow, who has once received a sufficient allotment for her

maintenance, but has dissipated it, is not entitled to further
maintenance6'

52 PrlrrLchottan,4ac Karr,iva,rdcc v Bai Rzrx,nanj (1938) Born L 39 Roni LR 45ft 171) IC
897, AIR 1937 Born 358.

53 Shib Dayce v Doorga PeThhad(1872) 4 StWP 63: Saeirt,',baj v Lzixjnzbaj (1878) 2 Born
573, 584: Gokrbai u Lakbrnidas (1890) ii Bo 	 90.

54 Gun€shrddappa v Panvatewwa (1937) Born 113, 38 
Born LIZ 1293, 167 IC 973, AIR1937 Born 135.

55 Vara/jh j v Sifha,nrna AIR 1961 AP 272.	 -.
56 8ahijr Sraat'atg Kiter v Babitria Shrara pr Kuer (1933) 12 Rat 869, 149 IC 738, AIR1934 Pat 99.
57 Jar Ram v Msr Shiv Dew (1938) ILR Lah 352, AIR 1938 Lah 344: BaiJaya i' Ganpatra,,z

Kaljdas (1941) [LIZ Born '483, 196 IC 607, MR 1941 13011, 305. 43 Born LR 618.58 Madbavrau v Ganga bar (1878) 2 Born 639: .4dhi&j v Curya padas (1887) 11 Born 199,209: Jayanti v .4Ia,ne/ (1904) 27 Mad 45, 48.
59 5rimari Sabstra Thakurain v PA Saul (1933) 12 Pat 359, 15 IC 1, AIR 1933 Pat 30.
60 Veeraj ia v .Varapanom,na (1953) ILR Mad 22, 22, AIR 1953 Mad 159 (PB):

Krrshnanaurrby v Saryakantamna AIR 1955 AP 5, (1954) 2 
MU (Andh) 170.61 Savifrjj u Litxms, (1878) 2 Boiw573 583.
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Wants and Exigencies

The right to maintenance is one accruing from time to time according to
the wants and exigencies of the widow.62

Value of the Estate

The amount of the property, doubtless, is an element in determining the
maintenance, but it cannot be regarded as the criterion

Conduct of Widow

The conduct of the claimant to maintenance ma y also he taken into
consideratjon,6

Funeral Expenses of the Widow

The funeral expenses of a widow, are payable out of the estate of her
husband. Her strtdhana cannot be charged with such expenses.

Maintenance of Wife Forsaken by Her Husband

Where a husband forsakes his wife without an y justifying cause, she is
entitled to one-third of the husbands property for her maintenance. It
has been so held by the High Court of Bombay on the strength of a text
of Yajnavalkva.

§ 567. AMOUNT OF MAINTENANCE FOR OTHER
FEMALES

The principles, upon which maintenance is allowed to awidow, are to
be applied mulatis niu!andjs in determining the amount of maintenance
to be awarded to other females ie, the court must have regard to the
value of the propem', and it must take into consideration the independent
means of support, if any, of the person claiming the maintenance.'"

§ 568. AMOUNT MAY BE INCREASED OR DECREASED

The amount of maintenance, whether it is fixed b y a decree or
by agreement, is liable to be increased or diminished whenever there

62 Narapanrao r Raniaba (l879)3Bow 415, 6 IA 114, 118, Ra,z,'uhaf V Sii1ji (1932)36 Born 383, 14 IC 821.
63 Tagore v Tagore (1872) 9 Beng LR 3'T', 4 13, IA Sup Vol 4 1 . 82.6.4 Tagore v Tagore supra; Szra,ntxll, v Szirasnapal/j (1908) 31 Mad 338, 341.65 Rajaneband z'Jav,berc.banj (1898) 22 Born 818.
66 Ranjabaj v Trimbak (1872) 9 Born H( 283, Mayukha, Chap 20, pa ra I.67 Mabesh vDiPv1 (1899) 21 All 232, 234 ; Tagore v Tagore (1872)9 Bong LR 377, 413IA Supp Vol 47, 82.
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is 
such a change of circumstances as would justify a change in therate.
Thus, the rate of maintenance may be enhanced, if the income of the

estate has materially increased, 69 or there has been a material increase in
the cost of living70 provided this was not anticipated and allowed for at
the time of the decree. 71 Similarly, the rate may be reduced, if the income
of the estate has diminished '72 

unless the default or negligence of the
person liable for maintenance has caused the d iminution. 73 However, the
rate of maintenance need not vary with every fluctuation in the income.
An agreement by a widow to receive a fixed maintenance per annum
and not to claim an y Increase in future even in case of change of
circumstances is binding upon her

Section 25 of the Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act 1956, now lays
down that the amount of maintenance, whether fixed by a decree of
court or by agreement , either before or after the commencement of theAct, may be altered su bsequently, if there is a material chan ge in the
circumstances justifying such alteration. Reference ma y be made to thenotes under that section.

Procedure

A separate suit must be brought to vary the rate of maintenance fixed
by a decree, unless the decree contains a clause enabling the parties to
apply for a modification of its terms, in which case, an application may
be made to alter the rate in execution proceedings.

§ 569. MAINTENANCE NOT A CHARGE

The claim, even of a widow, for maintenance is not a charge upon the
estate of her deceased husband, whether joint or separate ( 559), until

( Sidlingapa v Sava 1878) 2 Born 624, 630; Rajender u Patto (1878) 5 Cal LR 18;Thu kur Sheo Mangal Singh v Thakurain Bodhi Ktiar 
(1936) 11 Luck 607, 159 IC 356,.ia io On Cu; Sarasuvrj c Kt(J .iR iy62 tDri iy; a	 vAnma/ 

(1960) 1 Mad LJ 215, AIR 1960 Mad 294 (court can enhance the amount from
the date of demand); Sidluigapa u Sidav (1878) 2 Bout 624; La/a Maheshwarj Prasadv Mst Sabdej Kz gnwar (1938) 13 Luck 13, 165 IC 227. AIR 1937 On 16.69 Bansjdbar v C'harnpoo (1946) 21 Luck 152.

70 Bagani u Vtjayamacbj (1899) 22 ILR Mad 175.
71 Veeraya v C'he/lam,na (1939) ILR Mad 234.
72 Trnnk v Bhagz Bai 

(1941) ILR Nag 437, 185 IC 580, AIR 1939 Nag 249"3 Goj:kabai vDarrarraya (1900)24 Born 386; V9aya vSrlpatbj(1805) 8 Mad 94; RiikaBai v Ganda Baj (1878) 1 All 594.
74 Lala Mahethwarj Prasad yqst SabdeiK	 (	 13 Luck 13, 165 IC 227, AIR1937 Ori 16,
75 Jlfobeisbwara u Durgantha 

(1924) 47 Mad 308, 78 IC 831, AIR 1924 Mad 687;
Purztbo,,,,a.s i-Jar jwan&ss v Bai Rusmani 

(1938) 1LR Boni 1. 39 Born LR 458,170 IC 897, AIR 1937 Born 358.
76 Maborafla Shri Ran,na1sa,zjvK:	 (	 26 Born 707, (1878)1 All 594;Savuflbaj a Radbk'js.ban (1947) ILR Nag 381.
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it is fixed and charged upon the estate. This may be done by a decree

of a court, or by an agreement between the widow and the holder of

the estate, or by the will by which the property was bequeathed Therefore,
the widow's right is liable to be defeated by a transfer of the husbands
property to a bona fide purchaser for value, without notice of the
widow's claim for maintenance. It is also liable to be defeated by transfer
to purchaser for value, even with notice of the claim, unless the transfer
was made with the intention of defeating the widow's right and the

purchaser had notice of such intention.
In fact, a widow's right to receive maintenance is one of an indefinite

character, which, unless made a charge upon the property, is enforceable

only like any other liability in respect of which no charge exists 7'

However, where maintenance has been made a charge upon the property,

and the property is subsequently sold, the purchaser must hold it subject

to the charge. 78 No question, however, of bona fides, can arise where a

transfer is made for payment of debts as stated in § 570.

Section 27, Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956, lays down

inter alia. That widow's claim for maintenance under the Act shall not

be a charge on the estate of the deceased husband or any portion

thereof, unless one has been created by the will of the deceased, by

decree of court, by an agreement between the widow and the holder of

the estate, or otherwise.

Section 39, Transfer of Property Act 1882

A widow's right of maintenance not being a charge, it is but equitable

that it should not be enforced against transferee for value, unless the

transfer was made in fraud of the right of maintenance. A transferee for

value may be a purchaser, or he may be a mortgagee. The Provisions

of s 39, Transfer of Property Act 1882, are to the same effect '9 That

section is as follows:

77 iakshrnan Sat abhanabai (1878) 2 Born 494. Bhartpur State r Gopal (1902) 24 Afl
160, 163; Ram Kanwar v Ram Dai (1900) 22 All 326: Ra,nananda't u Rana,nntaI
(1889) 12 Mad 260, 272: Jayanti v Ala,neiii (19(A) 27 Mad 45, 49; Soor3a Koer v Nath

Buksb (1885) 11 Cal 102 (mere notice immaterial); Pro;touno v Barbosa (1866) 6 WIt

253 (change created by will): Sorolab v Bboobun (1888) 15 Cal 292. 307: Shri
Bebarilaij: v Bai Rajba; (1899) 23 Born 342, Bba,a: Rain vMs! Sahib Devi (1922) 3

Lah 55, 67 IC 848, AIR 1922 Lah 273 (transfer not bona fide). Reference may also
be made to the full bench decision in Msf Satwali v Kali Sban1tei' (1954) ALT 645, AIR

1955 All 4 (case of a wife).
78 Kuloda Th-osad t'Jogesbwar (1900) 27 Cal 194; Pro,nzno v Barbosa (1866) 6 WIt 253

79 See Sbri Bebarilalji v Sal Rajbai (1899) 23 Born 342; Rain Kanu'ar v Rant Dai (1900)

22 All 326; So,'nasundanzm v Thrnamalai (1920) 43 Mad 800, 802, 59 IC 398, AIR

1920 Mad 722.
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Where a third person has a right EG receive maintenance or a provision
for advancement or marriage from the profits of immovable property, and
such property is transferred, the right may be enforced against the transferee,
if he has notice thereof, or if the transfer is gratuitous; but not against a
transferee for consideration and without notice of the right, nor against
such property in his hands.

Decree; death of Judgment-debtor

A decree for maintenance obtained against a member of an undivided
family can be executed, after his death, against joint p roperty in the
hands at the other members, if the decree created a charge against the
joint family property; even when there is no charge, it may be executed
against the son of the judgment-debtor; 1 to the extent of the ancestral
property in his hands, whether such maintenance was due at the time

of the death of the deceased judgment-debtor or became due since
Where in execution of a decree creating a charge, the decree-holder

herself purchases the charged property subject to her claim to future

maintenance, it has been held that the judgment-debtor's personal liability
for future claims is not extinguished. 112

Possession of Property by Widow for Her Maintenance

It has been held that where a widow is in possession of a specific

property for the purpose of-her maintenance, a purchaser buying with
notice of her claim, is not entitled to possession of the property without
first securing proper maintenance for her, 83 It is the settled practice of the
High Court of Bombay, not to allow even an heir to recover family
property from a widow in possession, without first securing a proper
maintenance for her. 8 In such a case, the property may be sold subject
to her right.3

Charge May be Created by A Will

A may bequeath his property to B, subject to a charge for the maintenance
of his widow out of the property.

80 Subbanna v Stibbanna (1907) 30 Mad 324; Minaksbi v Cbinnappa (1901) 24 Mad689,

81 MtMunntbmbj v RadbaySbia,n (1945) Luck. 641; i'fzittia v Vira,n,na/ (1887) iu Mad
283; Rhagirarhi u Anantha (1887) 17 Mad 268.

82 Sanyas: Rao v Siiranaraya,iani,na (1937) Mad 324, 165 IC 647, AIR 1936 Mad 964.
83 Rachawa v Shivayagapa (1894) 18 Born 679; Irnan v Balamtna (1889) 12 Mad 334.
84 Yellawa u Bbimangavda (1894) 18 Born 452.
85 Ram Kanwar v Amar ,Vatb (1932) 54 All 472, 138 IC 863, AIR 1932 All' 361.
86 Prosonno ii Barbosa (1866) 6 WR 253, (1899) 23 Born 342.
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Alienation Made in Husband's Lifetime

A Hindu widow is debarred from impeaching alienations of joint family
property made in her husbands lifetime. The reason is that when her
right of maintenance comes into existence (ie, on her husbands death)
she takes that right in the property, as it stands at the time of her
husbands death.`

§ 570. TRANSFER FOR PAYMENT OF DEBTS

Debts contracted by a Hindu takes precedence over the right of
maintenance of his wife, or infant child, or his widow after his death.`
The same is true of debts contracted by the manager of the joint family
of which the husband was a member, provided, the debts were incurred
for the benefit of the famil y . 90 Similarl y , debts incurred by a joint family
trading business take precedence over the widow's right to maintenance
and residence.91

If property belonging to the husband or to the joint famil y is sold in
liquidating such debts, the sale is binding on the widow, and she has
no right of maintenance against the purchaser or against propert y sold
to him, even if the purchaser had notice of her claim for maintenance.9
However, where maintenance has been made a charge upon thy propei-tv.
it takes precedence over the right of a subsequent purchaser of the sank
property in execution of a mone y-decree, though the decree was in
respect of debts binding on the famiiv. 9 As the Privy Council has laid
down in a case, of the two obligations which confront a joint family:
namel y : (1) the obligation to par' famil y debts, (2, the dut y to
provide maintenance to the widows of the famil y . The first would have
preference over the second, so long as neither of these obligations has

6	 Ranizan t' Raw Dai pa (1918) 4(1 All 96. 42 IC 94'1. AIR 1915 Al! 405
85 Sunder Snigh r' Raw Nath (1926) Lah 12. 93 IC 1013. All) 1926 Liii lOT: /au'aboi'

Sizgb r Paradz,wan SniRb (1933) 11 LaO 399. 11 IC L-iA(t, 193' Lw 10
89 Adhzrauec z' Shona Malec (1876) 1 Cal 365: Java;it; z AI'awc'eii ltOU-i 2 Mad 5. Enti

Dai'ai z' Kazinsila (1883) 5 All 63 7 .Vaic6za,'a,n,nal z' Gopalez'zsbiu: 1,,i7,,,! 2 All
/anzza/ Rai z' Mi Ala/au (1932) 13 Lah q 1. 133 IC 62. AIR 1931 Lu! '18

90 Lak-shinan z' Sat-pahha,nabaz (1578) 2 Born 494: Ra, p za,zauudan 1' Rauu,z,'am,nal (1889)
12 Mad 26)), /ohziura z' Sreegopa. (1876) 1 Cal -Cki

91 All Cbanipa r Of/i cial Recewer, A'arachi' (193'u IS Lad 9, t4-1 IC 636, All) 1933 Lab
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92 (1878) 2 Born 494, (1889) 12 Mad 260: Mst Tara z' Sanzp (1929) Lad 706, 19 IC 707,
AIR 1930 Lah lIT.

93 Somasundaram r Unnamalal (1920) 43 Mad 800, 59 IC 398 The dicta to the contrar\
in Sham La/i' Banna (1882) 4 All 296, 300 nd Gur Da pal v Kaivasiata (1883) 5 Al!
367 are iio 'supported by any text of Hindu law or by ' a deeided-c-ase.

9, MI Dan K:tervAft Sarla Devi (1946) 73 IA 208, (1946) All 756 51 CWN 81, Kat'eri
I Parainenwrl AIR 1971 Ncr 236 (enhanced maintenance)
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taken the form of a charge on the family property; but if either of them
assumes the shape of a charge, it would take precedence over the other.
If the decree of a creditor against the members of a joint family based
on a family debt is to be binding on a widow in the family entitled to
maintenance, it is not necessary that she should be made a party to the
suit, so long as the family is joint. However, if a partition is effected
before the suit or during the pendency of the suit, in which a separate
share is allotted to her in lieu of her maintenance, she ought to be made
a party to such a suit.9

Section 27, Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956. as stated in
the preceding paragraph. lays down the manner in which a charge may
be created for securing maintenance payable to a dependant. Section 26
of that Act lays down, that subject to the provisions of s 27, debts of
every description contracted or payable by the deceased shall have
priority over the claims of his dependants for maintenance under the Act.

§ 571. RIGHT OF MAINTENANCE AGAINST DONEES
AND DEVISEES

A Hindu cannot dispose of his entire property by gift or by will, to defeat
the right of his widow to maintenance. If he does so, the donee or
devisee must hold the property subject to the widow's right of maintenance,
and the widow may enforce her right against it.

Section 22(2), Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act 1956, lays down
that where a dependant has not obtained, by testamentary or intestate
succession, any share in the estate of a Hindu dying after the
commencement of the Act, the dependant shall be entitled subject to the
provisions of the Act, to maintenance from those who take the estate

(reference may be made to the notes under that section).

Transfer of Property Pending Suit for Maintenance

If during the pendency of a suit instituted by a widow to establish a

charge on specific immovable property for her maintenance, the property
is transferred by any other party to the suit, and a decree is subsequently
passed creating a charge on the property for the widow's maintenance,
the transferee must hold the property subject to such charge, unless the
transfer be effected for the purpose of paying off a debt, which has
priority over the widow's claim for maintenance. 97 The same rule applies

95 Mt Prabbau)ali Kuer Rain Saran Lai (1934) 13 Pat 785, 152 IC 691, AIR 1934 Pat 538.
96 Becha vMotbina (1901) 23 All 86;Joytara vRanthan (1884) 10 Cal 638; Narbadabal

v Mabadeo (1881) 5 Boni 99; Jainna u Macbul (1879) 2 All 315.
97 Dose Thiminanna ii Knsbna (1906) 29 Mad 508.
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where the widow is a party to the suit and she has, by her written
statement, claimed a charge on the propertv.

The above rule is an application of the doctrine of us pendens as
enunciated in s 12, Transfer of Property Act 1882. The rule does not
apply where a widow claims maintenance without asking at the same
time that it should be made a charge on the propern'Y

V. TRANSFER OF FAMILY DWELLING-HOUSE AND
ITS EFFECT ON THE RIGHT OF RESIDENCE

Note—The position and rights of a widow, daughter, predeceased son's
wife and certain other female heirs of a Hindu have been materially

changed by the Hindu Succession Act 1956, and the question of the right
of residence of such persons must now be considered in the context of
the provisions of that Act. Section 23 of that Act lays down a special
provision respecting the family dwelling house. In § 573 and 574, the

law has been stated as is stood prior to the coming into operation of that
Act under the decided cases.

§ 572 & 573. WIDOW OF UNDIVIDED COPARCENER

Where an undivided family consists of two or more males related as

father and son or otherwise, and one of them dies leaving a widow, she

is entitled to reside in the family dwelling-house in which she lived with
her husband)

If the house is sold by the surviving coparcener or coparceners without
necessity , the sale does not affect her right, and the purchaser cannot
evict her, 2 at all events, until another suitable residence is found for her.
If the purchaser bus the house with full knowledge that the widow is
residing and is being maintained in it, the purchaser is not entitled ic
oust her, even though there may be other property belonging to the
family , out of which her maintenance can be derived.' However, if the
sale is for a family necessity , she is liable to be evicted, even though the
purchaser had noticed at the time of purchase that she was in occupation

98 Jagendra v Fulkunzari (1900) 2 7 Cal 77.
99 Manika t'EUappa (1896) 19 Mad 271.

1 Baj Devk,re i. Sanrnukbra,n (1889) 13 Born 101.
2 Ven..&.ztamsnalvAndyappa (1883)6 Mad 130; Gaurivcbandramani(1876) I All 262;

Tde'mand v Ruknuaa (1881) 3 All 353.
3 Maugala vDinanath (1869) 4 Beng LROC 72; Ganga Dei vJa.gannat.b (1947) 22 Luck

518.
4 Daisuki,ram v Lalnbal (1883) 7 Bon) 282
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of the house. 5
 Similarj, the right of residence cannot prevail against the

husband's debts.6

Illustrations
(a) A 

dies leaving a widow and son. The son sells the tn1y dwelling-
house without family necessity. The purchaser is not entitled to
evict the widow.'

(b) A and B, 
two Hindu brothers, are members of joint family residing

together in the family dwelling-house. .4 dies leaving a w idowW 
After A's death, dispute arises between Es wife and W Boffer Wa residence in another house on condition of W'acating

the part of the famil y house in her occupation. W refuses andB sues W 
to recover from her possession of the portion of the

family house in her occupation. B is not entitled to possessionW is entitled to reside in the house,4
(c) A and his nephew B are members of a joint family residing

together in the family dwellinghouse . J dies leaving ' a widow.After A's death, B sells the family dwelling-house without family
necessity

. The purchaser in not entitled to evict A's widow

The widow of a deceased coparcener cannot im peach an alienation
of the family dwelling-house made in her husband's lifetime Thus, a
dau

ghterinlaw cannot impeach an alienation of the dwelling-house
made by her father-in-law in her husband's lifetime

§ 574. UNMARRIED DAUGHTERS OF DECEASED
CO PAR CEN ER

Where an undivided family consists of two of more males related as
father and son or otherwise, and one of them dies leaving unmared
daughters, they are entitled to reside, until their marriage, in the family
dwelling-house in which they lived with, their fathcr. A purchaser of tie
family house is not entitled to evict them unless the sale was for a famil

ynecessity. H

5 Rarnarzadan v Ran	 nal(18)l2 Mad 260; Jobtirra v Sreei'opal (1876) 1 C.il iTh75 (insolvency of manager); Mr Chainpa v Official Recewer, Karacbi (1934)
9, 144 IC 636, AIR 1933 Lah 91)1, 	 15 L.ih

6 Jamiat Ram v i/i Ma/an (1932) 13 Lah q i, 133 IC 62, AIR 1931 Lah 718,7 4 Beng LROC 72, ILR 6 Mad 130, ILR 7 Born 2828 Bai DevkOre v San,n:g ara,n (1889) 13 Born 1019 1 All 262.

10 Ra,nzanv Rain Daiya (1918) 40 All 96, 42 IC 944, AIR 1918 All 40
11 Surt- Yanarayapilla v Balasubra,nanja (1929) 43 Mad 635, 56 IC 524, AIR 1920 Mad11)6.
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Illustrations

a) A dies leaving a son, a widow 1X and two unmarried daughters
Dl and D2. On A's death, the son enters into possession of the
whole property including the family dwelling-house. The son
then sells the house without family necessity. The purchaser is
not entitled to oust the daughters. The daughters are entitled to
reside in the house until their marriage.

(b) In the case put in ill (a), the son dies leaving his mother Wand
his two unmarried sisters Dl and D2. After his death, the dwelling
house is sold in execution of a money-decree passed against W
on a personal debt of 1V and is purchased by P. P is not entitled
to oust Dl and D212

§ 575. WIFE AND UNMARRIED DAUGHTERS OF SOLE
OWNER

(1) Where a family consists only of a husband and wife, the wife cannot
assert her right of residence in the family dwelling-house, either against
the purchaser in execution of a decree passed against her husband in his
lifetime or against his estate after his death, 13 or even against a purchaser
under a private sale from her husband without necessirv, though the
purchaser had notice at the time of sale that she was residing in the
house. lS

(2) The same rule applies to unmarried daughters. They too cannot
resist the claim for possession of the purchaser at a court-auction or
under a private sale-16

Illustrations

(a) N executes a mortgage of the family dwelling house to M M
obtains a decree on the mortgage against N N then dies leaving
a widow. After Ms death, the house is sold in execution of the
decree and purchased by P. P is entitled to the possession of the
house free from the widow's right of residence. 17 In Manila! z'
B.ai Tara, the learned judge observed that if the mortgage was
not beneficial to and binding upon the wife or was in any way

12 Sui.viorayana vBalasubramarita (1920) 43 Mad 635. 56 IC 524, AIR 1920 Mad 106.
13 Manual v Sal Tam (1893) F Born 398; Jayanti v Alarneli (1904) ILR Mad 45.
14 GanRabal van.bai (1921) 45 Born 337, 59 IC 583, AIR 1921 Born 380.
15 ILR 17 Born 398, ILR 45 Born 337, 59 IC 583, AIR 1921 Born 380.
16 See Sunyanaroyana vBalaszthrama pria (1920) Mad 635, 56 IC 524, AIR 1920 Mad

106 and 27 Mad 45.
17 Manual vB.ai Tom (1893) 17 Born 398; Jayanti vAlamelu (19(4) 27 Mad 45.
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in fraud of her rights, her right of residence would not be
affected by the sale. However, these observations have been
dissented from by Bhashyam Avyangar J in Javanti v .4lameI,i
and also by Shah J, in Gangabai vJankibai, who agreed with
the view taken by Bhashyam Ayyangar J.

(b) A sells the family dwelling-house without any family necessity to
P. P sues .4 and his wife for possession. A then dies leaving his
widow. P is entitled to possession free from the widow's right
of residence.

VI. RIGHT OF MAINTENANCE NOT AFFECTED BY WILL

§ 576. RIGHT OF MAINTENANCE NOT AFFECTED BY
WILL

A Hindu cannot so dispose of his property by will as to affect the right
of maintenance to which a person is entitled under the Hindu law.

See restriction no. I of Sch III, Indian Succession Act 1925.

VII. TRANSFER AND ATTACHMENT OF RIGHT OF MAINTENANCE

§ 577. TRANSFER OF RIGHT OF MAINTENANCE

A Hindu female cannot transfer her right to future maintenance in whatever
manner arising secured or determined.20

This is s 6, cl dd), Transfer of Property Act 1882, as amended by the
Transfer of Property (Amendment) Act 1929.

The maintenance may be fixed by agreement or it may be fixed by
a decree of court. Before the amendment, there was conflict of opinion,
whether if the maintenance was fixed by a decree, it could be transferred
by the widow, the High Court of a Calcutta holding that it could '21 and
the High Court f MtdL,13 urai it couid not. The Lalcutta view is no
longer law.

§ 578. ATTACHMENT OF RIGHT OF MAINTENANCE

A right to future maintenance cannot be attached in execution of a
decree, though arrears of maintenance may be so attached.23

18 (1921) -5 f3oni 337, 59 IC 583. AIR 1921 Born 380.
19 Sriramzslu v Anasnyamma AIR 1957 AP 21.
20 ,Varabo4a/jij ,j Macbadeo (1881) 5 Boat 99, 103, 104.
21 AsaaAIj u Haj4arAlj 1911) 38 Cal 13, 6 IC 826.
22 Ranee Annrn g v Swanunatha (1911) 34 Mad 7, 6 IC 43.
23 Section 60, ci (n). Code of Civil Procedure 1908 s 60. Har4as e Baroda (1900) 27

Cal 38; Hoyinobutry v Koroona (1876) 8 WR 41.
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VIII. Suit FOR MAINTENANCE

§ 579. SUIT FOR MAINTENANCE

(1) A widow, who is enutlecl to maintenance ma y sue for :ill or an y of
the following reliefs for:

(I)	 a declaration of her right to maintenance:
(2) arrears of maintenance2'
(3) charge on a specific portion of her husband's estate for her

maintena rice and residence.

Where a member of an undivided family comprising of several branches
dies, and a suit is brought by his widow for maintenance, she is entiti.:d
to a decree against all the members of the joint famil y , and not onl
against the branch to which her husband belonged and to which his
share lapsed by survivorship. 2

Death Pending Suit for Maintenance

The right of a widow to chum maintenance, when it has not crvstalltsed
into a definite SLIM, is an inchoate right. In such a case, if she dies
Pending her suit for maintenance, it does not survive to her legal
representatives. Flovever, if the right has been declared, for instance,
by a preliminary decree, the position will be dlifferent.2i

§ 580. LIMITATION

(1) A suit for a declaration of the right to maintenance must be brought
within 12 years from the time when the right is denied.9

The refusal by a husband to maintain his wife on the ground of
unchastity, does not prevent a fresh cause of action arising to her on his
death, if it is found that there is no unchastitv. A suit within 12 years
from the husbands death would he in time.30

(2) A suit for arrears of maintenance must he brought within 12 years
from the time when the arrears are pa yable. 31 Therefore, past maintenance
cannot be claimed for period of more than 12 years [now see art 105,
Limitation Act (three years)].

24 Raja Pirthee Stnjb v Ram Rajkooer (1874) 12 Beng LR 236, A Supp Vol 2(L
25 Moobalaksb,p za;nma v Venkafarat;jamn,a (1883) 6 Mad
26 Subraya1ii t' Kaniala Vallithayaranuna 1912) 35 Mad 1-i'. 10 IC 347.
27 liuthalammal r Ve€'rara'havat1 i , AIR 1953 \1.id 202.
28 Dhanapala v Kri8bria C'biettiyar AIR 1955 Mad 165
29 Schedule 1, an 129, Limitation Act 1908
30 Mt Shibbi vJodh Sizgb (1933) 14 Lth "59. 148 IC 479, AIR 1933 Lth 747
31 Schedule I, art 128. Limitation Act 1908.
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Arrears
In order to recover arrears of maintenance, it is necessary to prove that
there was a wrongful withholding of maintenance for the period for

which arrears are claimed. 32 It is not necessary to prove a demand for

each years maintenance, as it became payable. At the same time, it must
be observed that mere non-payment of maintenance does not constitute
conclusive proof of wrongful withholding. However, it constitutes prima
facie proof of wrongful withholding, and if it is coupled with a dental
of the plaintiffs right to maintenance, it may constitute sufficient proof
of wrongful withholding to entide the plaintiff to arrears to maintenancC.

Declaration of right to maintenance

A suit by a Hindu widow for a declaration of her right to maintenance
is not barred, merely because it is brought twelve years after the date
of her husband's death. The period of limitation runs from the t i me when

her right to maintenance is denied. The reason is that the right to
maintenance is one accruing from time to time according to the wants
and exigencies of the person entitled to maintenance.3

§ 581. EXECUTION OF DECREE

(1) A decree which directs the payment of future maintenance from time

I,) time, can be enforced by execution. 3 but a decree which merely

declares a right of maintenance, cannot be so enforced.35

(2) A decree which runs 'the plaintiffs maintenance is fixed at the rate
of Rs 30 per month, which the defendant will he liable to pa y 'her e ccv

month is executable. An application by the defendant to reduce the rate
of maintenance, on the ground of diminution of income, cannot he

e3rt2fled Bo' tb p erfflln g coull.3

(3) If a husband and wife resume cohabitation after a decree for
maintenance, the decree cannot be executed. If a fresh cause of action

arises, a fresh decree must be obtained.38

32 Seshatnma vSribba1'avadzi (1895) 18 Mad 403 However, see Sidrainappa t'Mahader't
AIR 1971 Mvs 145.

33 Raja Yar1aadda tRaja Yara1a,'adda (1901) 24 Mad 14 7 ,27 IA 151. Panaatthat t'chairzi
(1912) 36 Born 131, 12 1C 708. chandraktifltrba r' Ra;idhinut'hjt AIR 1965 Gu) 270

3$ !s'arapaurao z Ramabal (18'9) 4 Born 415, 6 IA 214: Pamwibai i Chairti (1912) 30

Boir 231
35 AS61IIOSt I.ukbtmon: (1892) 19 Ca( 139. The death of the husband does not alter the

ioundat}c'n of the decree—Raineth ('bander t , Sb Btb: ted A'aur AIR 1951 Pun1 129.

36 Ve,tanna 1 Aita,n,na (1889) 12 Mad 183
37 Kallu Ma) t' Barb (193$) All 535, 176 IC 139, AIR 193$ All 362.

38 t'asantant t''ttkavta t' t'asanta,n Ragbat-'i'na (1942) Mad 24, 200 IC 794, AIR 1942

Mad 1; Ansiti'a Rajalab AIR 1971 AP 296. CI Meenakshi A,n,nal v PSMzitbukrtSb?ta

AIR 1961 Mad 380
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